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STARTS AT PARAGrRAPW As
A3 1. One morning i boy made a boat.

where 4- cdut

ETHNIC/TT iS4reli.
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2. "Where can I play with it?" be asked. 3. Father

said, "Come with me in the car: 4. We will take your boat with us." 5. Soon the boy

calls , "Please stop. 6. I see water. 7. May I play here ?" 8. "Yes,' /said Father.

9. "have r good time."

A4 1. One day five children wart out to play in the beautiful white snow. 2. They played

ItES of c-4himr'for r long time end then began to make snow. animals. 3. One of the
+hei

animals was a dog.

4. Soon the dog next door came out/of the house.

lee Lee
"Bow-wow." 4. The/children laughed. 7.

-AS 1. It was pet day at the fair. 2.

&raided.,
to begin. 3. They had/ trained their pets to /do many different tricklgf 4..

lark

tried hard to break

5. When he saw the snow dog he said,

"Now we have 17dog that can bark."

c-moimis

The children werywaiting for the parade of animals

weal tall boy whose goat made trouble for him.
E4noey.

.4. When it heard the bend it became quiet.

5. Iykicked and

well that it won 7 prize.

rp&10+.4

ve
+

pilots
refiqha

one city to another.

accidents
, -

Dists00.1har
7. During the parade it danced to

440,34
AO+

many important jobs. 2. They fly passengers/freight, and.msil

" "areaves5 s-g310.12

dangerous3. Sometimes they make dangerous rescues in land and sea/

c - Sitr '4.
arc hurt

end droplood where people or herds are starving. 4. They bring strange

5. They also serve as traffic police an4/spot

09/4ftr ILO*
nimali_from.denselungles to our zoos.
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speeding cars on highways.
c-huswire4s of veers Z20
LheandfOrml of YearS;s0 0%714 ridjl

7 1. Hundreds of years ago, most of Europe was a very poor region. 2. But China, ; large

is _

country in eastern Asia, had many of the comforts of T ricycsrivalizied nation. 3. Only a
c-vdes

'ASV+ LAP]
few people from Europe had visited this distant region. 4. One was the famous Marco Polo.

ierndad) servt.
5. He learned some of the languages that were spoken in China and served its great ruler

of
for many years.

rai3sarSiodidrs.14 pralc010
G.'it:r4-Cf4a2J/

harnL
,A8- 1; The eager spectators who had cheered the/plucky Warriors through eight hard-fought

leejurieS cs-s.sevt3 rford]
innings were silent. 2. Only T run was required to defeat the much/ feared Champi us,

eOtz.e.ft
WhosfigadgiLprevi4esly

f4PamnPmasINa sisspeelters
-.chain Cs r7

. - - C 5-g3 _......

who had previously defeated ail/opponents. 3. TheCgsireciliP6tatokrsas3-hadieararilVieri t5crilit+i*cijSed
severe/0y'
serve. I , A. 1

the =pit, severely 4. Now their aces were tense with excitement the players:took_NowAtheir
. CSAaJ 0 face.

r p*Costa]
pestt-

their/positions.
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4.--14- -1. One day five children went out to play- in the beautiful-white snow. 2. They played

C6ilage)
for long time and then began to make snow. animals. 3. One of the animals was ;

day neat

Soon the enext door came out of the house. 5. When he saw the snow dog he said,

The children laughed. 7. "Now we have 1' dog that can bark."

was pet day at the fair. 2. The children were waiting for the parade of animals

Au-
..They had trained their pets to do many/different tricks. 4.-Among thel

_

.Whoiii.:, -_-

!XI- ht - .

ose goat made :trouble for h ; It kicked and tried-h d



away. 6. When it heard the band it became quiet. 7. During the parade it danced so

wen
,

well that it won
gia sts

Pise.

fr;ght
A6 1. Airplane pilots have many important jobs. 2. They fly passengers, reight, and mail

Wrio
from one t!!ty to another. 3. Sometimes they make dangerous rescues inland and sea

accidents, and drop food where people or herds are starving. 4. They bring strange

strote is
animals from dense jungles to our zoos. 5. They also serve as traffic police anlIspot

speeding cars on highways.

A7 1. Hundreds of years ago, most of Europe was a very poor region. 2. But China, a large
c.es*Om

cstvcio.0.1 L 802
country in eastern Asia, had many of the comforts of?' rich civilised nation. 3. Only lr

Aft

visit dfstesct.
few people from Europe had visited this distant region. 4. One was the famous Marco - o

5. He learned some of the languages thet were spoken in China and served its great ruler

for many years.
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1. The eager spectators who had cheered the plucky Warriors /through eight hard-fought

C441.46,3
0.3 .

innings were silent. 2. Only a run was required to defeat the much feared_ Champions
Agnsei$3..

. Lp4v4iJi, +he C6p13 .

-4.rfitrZkriessiO3
who.had previously defeated all'opponents. 3. ThelgICI=Ilha4(Wer criticized

C4tn93 in
the umpire severely. 4. Now their feces were tense with excitement as the players took
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4 I. The oil indtigmhas been greatly increased by recent advances in science.

catilarleolistepiang y
c of

4'c 1113 POGKS
2. Geologists have discovered new ways of locating/veins of olyproducing rock#3. Problems_

ciee c.4 Cr; AHALIDJ-
ig

of gusher control have been solved. 4. Very effective also ere newer methods
r
or refining

crit tive0
crude oil which have resulted in 7 higher ratio of quality fuel oil from a given

volume of crude oil.

--A10 1. In response to the impulse of habit Joseph rose and/spoke as in former days. 2. Ha

APProisla CP*tutsomLi3 cssrse$01%,440 co.t.iewt 13
spoklfvuorously, continuously, and persuasively while the others listened attentively.

co.-NINO/42 Ihi-se+-44,ta?
but in grit /and contemptuous silence. 3. Finally exhausted, Joseph/hesitated !or a

moment; as often happens in sucycircumstiftesliVbeceme confused and was unable to
berkjem-ttSials

resume speaking.

LP*Pi10387:3 ENO fi4n-onsnari4p.sisihrelj ON-W*04es]All 1. Many of the hypotheses about physicayphenomena formulated by early p ilosophers

ess-voirselp
were inconsistent and in most cases could not bi(universel y applied In order to develo

o CAs i /4 663 Cmaramiwt4 tamp

- accurate principles very/capablyphysicists, mathematicians, and statisticians to
Dbmokacke01.21EA-11;ard3

cKwperet.t2
cooperate wholeheartedly over long periods of time to verifyq:=1 basic facts and
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ritt4iteiTsni.3
assumptions.
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2 I. In a concluding lecture on sidertalrseaces, the astronomer contrasted the infinitesime

/tosa Cfoi.rads$3.
difference in the distance of the moon from the earth at apogee and at perigee cdth:th:

. rogiohtoev
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difference in the distance/of the earth from' the sun /lap ei ion tici- ay Per ...0.1.0n7;*
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A3 1. One morning"; boy made 1 boat. 2. "Where can I play with it?" he asked. 3. Father
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asK

said, "Come with ma in the car! 4. We will take your boat with us." 5. Soon the boy

called, "Please stop. 6. I ses water. 7. May I play here?" 8. "Yes," said Father.

9. "haves good time."

A4 1. One day five children went out to play in the beautiful white snow. 2. They played

Alspq
for a long time and then began to make snow. animals. . One of the animals was lir dog.

4. Soon the dog next door came out of the house. 5. When he saw the snow dog he said,

"Bow -wow." 6. The children laughed. 7. "Now we have lidog that can bark.'

c-wA4104-. . teallOiell.

pet1. It velvet day at the fair. 2. The children were wait0 animalsfor the parade of animaVls

to begin. 3. They had trained their pets to do many different tricks. 4.. Among them

was t tail boy whose goat made trouble for him. 5. It kicked and tried hard to break

away. 6. When it heard the bend it became quiet. 7. During the parade it danced so

well, that it won grprize.
..

they e-flY

ciaAa 474100
Airplane pilots have many important jobs. 2. They fly passengers, freight, and mai

rtwone.cityto another. 3. Sometimes they make dangerous rescues in land and sea

drop food where people or heids are starving. 4. They bring strange

scrmic-of0
ungles to our zoos. 5. They also serve as traffic police and spot

ale:frOm.'donte



speeding cars on highways.

1. Hundreds of years ago, most of Europe was"; very poor region. 2. El/China, 3 large

SfrIteA) Cic-conviiv4Sca-mf3
country in easrn Asia, had many of the comforts ofTrich civilized nation. 3. Only 1;

v;est Agar)
few people from Europe had visited this distant region. 4. One was the/famous Marco Polo.

ionluaga.
5. -He learned some 'of the languages that were spoken in China and served its great viler

for many years.
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A8 1. The eager 4pectators who had cheered the plucky Warriors througlyeight hard-feughr

cTsike. c-deleat

4541.23.
innings were silent. 2. Only I run was required to defeat the-much feared Champions,

fiaZausts) .
. .

_c-sarfier ... . ..

tdifd44.7 tAlii cipekae41): early
who had previously defeated all opponents. 3. The-spectators-haitearlier criticized

.-,7.

_.:C4,11,41SeveflaY- and .

. . ti:ftt

therumpire.severelY. 4. Now their faces were tense with excitement as the/players too"
0.

L di;]

,4+

their positions.

ruwitA,.1A3 .
trISint] ezdvsace.

. Silence.
1. T 091./is ustry ha eireatiy increased by recent advances in science.

ingibims-a

dfc1/4013 .

veins. Geologists have/discovered new ways of locating veins of oil-producing rock. 3...!*ehle

rif4u10,
gusher/control have been solved. 4. Very effectivelais9/are newer /methods otrefinin

crude -oil-which have/restated in lhigher ratio of/quality fuel oil frail/given

.41001) Lkuti)
(00.1ii:Ciude oil.
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:A boy said, "Run, little girl. 2. Rua with me to the boat."

4. "This is fun," said the boy.

C- c-my
ir114043

boat. 7. It is my kitten. 8. She wants to play."

A3 1. One morning I boy made t boat. 2. "Where cal(I play with it?" he asked. 3. Father

"Come with m,/in the cars 4. We will take your boaywith us." 5. SooVihe boy

called, "Please stow 6. I see water. 7. May I play here?" 8. "Yes," said Father.

3. They ran and ran.

5. "Look," said the girl. 6. "I. see something in the

9. "bave..T good tine."

1. One day five children went out to play in the beautiful white snow. 2. They played

(843for 7 long time and the began to maks snow. animals. 3. One of the animals vka a. dog._'Shaul' c.ou
4.- SOW WIC.

VA419 91se.LS3onitha dog next door came out of the house. 5. When hVsaw the snow dog he

mo w." 6. The children laughed. 7. "Now we hovel dug that can bark."

it4

It w11/pet liy at the fair.' 2. The children were waiting for the parade-OUanimals

3. They had trained theiVpets to "'many different tricks.

Aw,
boy whose goat made trouble

c.
him. 5. It kicked and_tried hard:tn.:bre

44fli
thi band it ecamequiet. 7. During the parade it 4anced.4o

4 rev*.
taint4ilocic:h00. many important :Jobe. 2. They fly passengers, freight ;' and .m

4i 7c trtoranother:' 'SOMMtimim'theii Mike. dinierOUS.reSCUei..inAincV*daei7

ey:bringetrai
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animals from/ dense jungles to our zoos. 5. They also serve as traffic polic end spot

speeding cars on highways.

1. Hundreds of years ago, most of Europa was i'very poor region. 2. But Chinas; large

country / in eastern Asia, had many of the comforts of 1 rich civilized nation. 3. Only
. c-one.

viOt of
few people from Europe had visited this distant region. 4. One was the famous Marco Polo.

S. He learned some of the languages/that were spoken in China and served its greet ruler.
..

c-for
-4n4
'for-many years.
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.1".. The eager spectators who had11:11 the plucky Warriors/through eight.harde u t

innings/were silent. 2. Only 1" run was required to defeat the much feared Champions,
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the umpire severely. 4.
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L _Geologists have discovered
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of. gusher control have been solved.
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greatly increasaitby recant advances/in 'science.

L- veins

new ways of locating
C

vve)ins
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Cri Cratom)
crOdssil which have resulted in higher(retio of quality fuel oil.resulted

ofAil-producing rock. 3. Problems....
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All

LkilidsAffori3
but/ in grim anycontemptuous silence. 3. Finally exhausted, Joseph/hesitated for

L41417 cArht.bak)
moment; as often happens in such circumstances he became confused and was unable to

resume speaking.

1.
r hipipiai3 .e . ...

Many of thl'hypothesesiabout physical/phenomena formulated by earlyiPtill4=3
47.054ftisatil

and c-ir
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c-cedid
E Cice3 tilds101145 -1113

garginconsistent and in most cases could not be universally applied. In order to develop
Niels:04cl el*t%WY

Ceitarain *N416, p. phySocis4.1 DWI Vianiattlitan Lst4eS3
accurate nciplevr very capable/ physicists, mathematicians, and/ statisticians hayto

4""bgif

0 "4" Per° ha140 i'if.'42
ocx..3 404.1a. . cv.v.hfi{sacitimroope

coofireie who over long periods of time to verify numerous basic facts and

,
i agtSupriow.3

assumptions.
.. . Cit4ASirelltit
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12 1. Ina concluding lecture on sidereal Spaces, the astronoine contrasted the infinitesimal

t#pidsv ,

difference An the distance of the moon froliCehl earth ag epugee and atZpPuleerrigeje4with't
tbpa63

z ,.-
CM . ESgtOicej Clam

rest. difference in the distance of the earth -from the- -sun at/aphelion-and,s5tPerPprece4seirtassi
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4 2 -At.beiy-:said ' "Run little girl.-- 2. Run with me to the boat." 3.- They ran and tan.

5. "Look," said the girl. 6. "I sae something in
c.thc.

-V wants: to play."

'boy made a boat. 2. "Where can I play with it?" he asked.

. take 'stir boat-With us;"' -'3'



called, "Please stop. 6. I see water. 7. May I play here?" 8. "Yes," said Father.

9. "have 1; good time."

AA 1. One day five children we out to play in the beautiful white snow. 2. They played-

for 1 long time and then began to make snow. animals. 3. One of the animals was a dog.

he a =la i

4. Soon the dog next door came out of the house. 5. When he saw the snow dog he said,

044,01
"Bow-wow." 6. The children laughed. 7. "Now we have lidog that can bark."

or
AS 1. It- was

A
pet day at the fair. 2. The children were waiting for the parade_of animals

to begin. 3. They had trained their pets to do many different tricks. 4.. Among th

was ;tall boy whose goat made trouble for him. 5. It kicked and tried hard to bre

away.
. .

When it heard the band it became quiet. 7. During the parade it danced :9

Well that it won ;prise._ .

Airplane pilots have many important jobs. 2. They fly passengers, freight, and ma

0n view(
1144Mraeod-*

_from one city to another. 3. Sometimes they make dangerous rescues in land- and

accidents and drop food where people or herds are starving. 4. They bring strange

_animals from dense jungles to our zoos. 5: They also serve as traffic police and spot;:-;

speeding cars on highways.
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AB 1. The eager spectators who had cheered the plucky Warriors
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through eight hard-fought

innings were silent. Only a run was required to defeat the much feared
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1., Thg oil industry has been greatly increased by recent advances in science.
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2. Geologists have discovered new ways of locating veins of oil-producing rock. 3. Problems
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*ler
waivpet day at the fair.

- . .

TtaIl boy -whose goat made trouble for him.

i4Nt444
They had trained their pets to do many. different tricks. 4.. Among them.

"Now we have Viog that can bark."

children were waiting for the parade of animals

It kicked and tried hard to break.



away. 6. When it heard the band it became quiet. 7. During the parade it danced so

well that it won r prize.

A6 1. Airplane pilots have many important jobs. 2. They fly passengers, freight, =deal/

from one city to Lothar. 3. Sometimes they make dangerous rescues in land and sea

adidemt
accidents, and drop food where people or herds are starving. 4. They bring strange

c-4o
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animals from dense jungles to our zoos. 5. They also serve as traffic police and spot

speeding cars on highways.
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A7 1. Hundreds of years ago, most of Europtitas I very poor region. 2. But China, ir large00,14r41)
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country in eastern Asia, had many of the co arts of i rich civilized nation. 3. Only

few people from Europe had visited this distant region. 4. One was the famous Marco Po1c.

5. He learned some of the languages that were spoken in China and served its great ruler

for many:years.

Virrior
-AS 1. The eager/spectators who had cheered the plucky Warriors througheighl hard-fought

Coldonpot OP%
innings were silent. 2. Only run was required to defeat the much feared Champions,
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who had previously defeated all opponents. 3. The spectatois had aarlier criticized
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- evera.
the. umpire,sseverely. 4. Now their faces were tense with excitement as the players took
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crude oil which have resulted in higher ratio of quality fuel oil from given

volume of crude oil.
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moment; as
he.

often happens in such arcumstances he became confused and was unable to

resume/speaking.
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Al 1. Look, Mother, look. 2. See me go.

Mother. 6. Come and play with me.

3. Igo up. 4. / come down.
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5. Come here,

A boy said, "Run, little girl. 2. Run with me to the boat." 3. They ran and ran.
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""This fun," said the boy..

It'is my kitten. S.
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said, "Come with ma in the car! 4. We will take your boat with us." 5. Soon the boy

called, "Please stop. 6. I see water. 7. ity...Iplay here?" S. "Yes," said Father.

9. "have rgood time."

pficrsOcht Idecn5 L bola f013A4 1, One day live children went out to play in the. eautiful white snow. 2. They played

for 1; long time and then began to make snow. animals, 3. One of the animals was Tdog.

4. Soon the dog next door came out of the house. 5. When he saw the snow/dog he said,
IwAdure.4-have

c.MiSfent. ..thsaa wG Lhaal
S. The children laughed. 7. "Now we have i'dog that can bark."

child:I/$.015 paraediAS 1. It was pet day at the fair, 2. The children were waiting for the parade of animals

L.bawa.03
"Bov-wow."

to begin. their pets to do
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was a tali boy whomA,04made trouble for him.
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ewe ivimin ; 14 esSW . . When it heard the bend it bedtime quiet.

different tricks. 4.. Among them
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7. During the parade it danced so

. well that it won rprise.
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5. He learned some of the languages that were spoken in China and served its great ruler

for many years.
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2. See me go.
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3. I go up. 4. I come down. 5. Come here,/

Al 1. A boy said, "Run, little girl. 2. Run with me to the boat." 3. They ran and ran..

4. "This is fun," said the boy. 5. "Look," said the girl. 6.

LKA-t.4;9 Xhuit
boat. 7. It is my kitten. 8. She yang to play."

"I see something in the

A3 I. One morning a boy made S boat. 2. "Where can I play with it?" he asked. 3. Father

said, "Come with me in the car!

called, "Please stop. 6.

9. "have a good time."

4. We will take your boat with us." 5. Soon the boy
Co'

I see water. 7. May' I play here?" 8. "Yes," said Father.

. .
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One day five children went out to play in the beautiful white snow. 2. They played,2

4400,L.
fora long time and then began to make snow. animals. 3. One of the animals was dog.

41.

Soon the dog next door came/out of the house. 5. When he saw the/snow dog he said,.
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said, "Come with me in the cars 4. We will take your boat with us." 3. Soon the boy

4,called, "Please stop. 6. I sae water. 7. May Ii7play here?" 8. "Yes," said Father.
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9. "have a good time."
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rvim 444. .A4 l. One day five children went out to play in the beautiful white snow. 2. They played

beOlinfora long time and then began to make snow, animals. 3. One of the animals was a dog.
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6. The children laughed. 7. "Now weirg rdog that can bark."
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to begin. 3. They had trained their pets to do many different tricks. 4. . Moons tnam.
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C644,
Lin:04)'bay. 6. When it heard the band it became quiet. 7. During the parade it danced so

well that it won fta-prize.
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few people from Europe had visited this distant region. 4. One was the famous Marco Polo.
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5. He learned some of the languages that were spoken in China and served its great ruler
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for many years.
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Al I. Look, Mother, look. 2. See me go. 3. I go up. 4. I come down. 5. Come here,

Mother. 6. Come and play with me.

Sys go AI
16*1A2 1. rboy said, "Run, little girl. 2. Run with me to the boat." 3. They ran and ran.

4. "This is fun," said the boy. 5. "Look," said the girl. 6. "I see something in the

boat.
Mau

7. It is my kitten. 8. She wants to play."

kbakt
joik.teotA3 i. One morning a boy made a4boat. 2. "Where can I play with it?" he asked. 3. Father

chlO
itsaid, "Come with me in the car: 4. We will take your boat with us." 5. Soon the boy

.Sctei &Ottcalled, "Please stop. 6. I see water. 7. May I play here?" S. "Tes,"(1111)Father..

9. "have i good time."

A4 I. One day five children went out to play in the beautiful white snow. 2. They played

animal
an4,10,1for i long time and then began to make4snow. animals. 3. gse of the animals was rdog.

don the cloa 4ext

4. Soon the 10 next door came out of the house. 5. An he saw the snow dog 1.19 said.
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"Bov-wow." 6. The children laughed. 7. "Now we haves dog that can bark."

1. It wati!pet day at the fair. 2. The children were waiting for the parade /of animals

to begin. 3. They had trained their pets to do many different tricks. 4.. Among them .4
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hid previtritslY .defeated all oppOnents. 3. The spectators had--earl er criticized

. Now their faces were tense with exciteMent as thi.PiaYeri'too.... .

c e4 43
- _ ad mice 110industry has been- greatlY increased by reCent-advances in science..-

Oality fuel,

crude 'oil.

n re.
. 1i. 3'aponse,to -t impulse of. habit: Joseph. lend spoke as/in.fOrMer

."0,9tP1.149.0
44;:p. / iso Au04n tin- 1006.f.

-

oke vigorously,contin oualy, and isersitative y _ the- others .liatened -attentiveW.

wind confempCuousJailence. 3.' Finally exhausted; Joseph a

=tent; as often happena in such circumstances he became con.used and was unable to
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::f tesua epeaktng.

: thtpQa-6A$3 fos*uiIatL QtirI1.1- 1. .$rn%y -of ehe/hypothases abøut phystcatfph4noisna formtitated by early philosophers: ': -
:,, -. -:.' .". . ..

;i;ir,'-si,;j
I . L2

&uru.v3were. Lnconsiat*nt and in most cases could not be univeri,utly applied. In orderto

tfz.kA$.3 pI&.Ml+LicanijCCUVtS Principles/very capable/physicists, nrnth.cLcLans, - and statisticians Md toA

o

-' coopetate wholeheartedly over long pertoda of time to fri&tY nutniroua ba.Lc facte and/
1- t5Arv?s.vz:I

(;s -3*nM-*5nZ3
usumpttbne.

,.
£Jt1a.',' 3*l1(ssadrIJ *3 i": j. ® conctud.ng lecture on/lidereal. .paces , the astronomer cocrasts4the.tnfLnLtesLt

difference in th. distance of tha moon from the earth at at/it ith

great difference in the distance t essrth from the sun 2nd /.t/P;1

1fe.nir-rq1 tr ,c-sc-Lns3 ILiz3,j evidenc ing-'r.coc iouinees aiW/ lc idi y iWxpres. ion

- ths'i.is) !d: Jhrd 'J inest3 1. During a hiatus in the/desultory firing, the at lieutenant clebe-red weariLy over
C beneojh

b&t c' i Lrn s. rfl Ithedetritus piled against th5/mdoubts. 2. Beneath c'opy of eiuprsn 'lus lay the i
- .

- - - bw ko.7-t.kJ 1d- FL13 (mau4t.d 3t4;3.qUiec ,jbucolic Jandacape, its pristine b.aut' now defilel by myra'd1rninutLve
pco.)-

-prômontoiies thrown up by the mortor sheLls, but diating/momentari1y an invxpLibbte';-
(-ara.3 ckim

if -spiAioue calm and peace
-- ).. A
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Ai. 1; Look Mother, look. 2. Sea me go. 3. I go up. 4. I come down. 5. Corn. here,
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. We will.. ake:

e` dap
'

. . - . . , .
. . -went out' to.plaY'in thehientiful white-snow._

_

von ithe4ogneat:door,cs meout of the house. he:aa#.thOnoo:do i-he-na
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o begin, 3.. They ,had:-,trained their pets to do
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se.ding cars on highvays.

l Bun4red. of years ago, sost of Eurooe was very poor region 2. But China, a large
c..E

many of the:1 rich civilized nation; 3.

few peopi. fros Jurope had visited this distant region. 4. was the Eaznou Marco Pol..

'fl

5 Re learned loss of
-

the lanaes that were spoken in China and Setved its *.at ruler '

many years. -

-

1. -Th. eager Spectators who had/cheered pLucky Warriors through eight hard-fouiht

- I . . ; : . . . ..: . .. .. ..... . . . . ...... . )

i1i,i_ugs_ were sil,it. 2 Only run was r.quirsd to defeat the much f.ared Champions,
i-c-

c:lThM!d

Z!
had otgl defeated all opponentgp 3. The spectators had eiXer' c1cQiêd -:i

4Z5c.UeVallV: -.: .......... :. -: .,;:.

- - :ti.-r
- -

the uispireseveraly. 4 Now their faces were tense with excitement as the players took
.__- .ç /

4

- s.--

thejrosition...
j4&r. -

. ,i'-r

has besnIre% Lred by ri a in science

-

discovered new ways of locatingAiha of oil-IiLng rock. 3PrbL

9f (Asher control.&hsve been solved 4. Very/eUective also are newer methods of
.::, ltAJ: --

.
.:.":L.;:

cude i1 which have resulted in higher! to of quality fuel oil from given

l).o( crude ojJ,.
-
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le of habit Joseph rose and spoke as in former day, 2. He
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6' day five children went out to play in the .beautiful white snow 2 They
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*stuDr45A TEXT gra TAPE OS_' I a 45-se) GRADEal_. SE; p- ETHNICITY te/trck

READING LEVEL 4/
C-(4014 cllmon
go Ed g0Al 1. Look, Mother, look. 2. See me go. 3. I go up. 4. I Nome down. 5. Come here,

Mother. 6. Come and play with me.

A2 1. A boy said, "Run, little girl. 2. Run with me to the boat." 3. They ran and ran.

4. "This is fun," said the boy. 5. "Look," said the girl. 6. "I see something in the

boat. 7. It is my kitten. S. She wants to play.",

. One morning i boy made i boat. 2. "Where can I play with it?" he aid. 3. Father

said, "Come with me in the car! 4. We will take your boat with us." 5. Soon the boy

called, "Please stop. 6. I see water. 7. May I play here?" S. "Yes," said Father.

. "have i good time."

. One day five children went out to play in the beautiful White snow. 2. They played

-for-I long time and then be to make snow. animals. 3. One of the animals was I dog.

. Soon the dog next door came out of the-house. 5. When he saw the snow dog he said,

ow-mow." 6. The children laughed. 7. "Now we have 3 dog that can bark."

. It was pat day at the fair. 2. The children/were waiting for the parade of animals

o login. 3. They had trained their pate to do many different tricks. 4.. Among them

1 boy/whose goat made trouble for him. 5. It kicked and/tried har4/to break

be
c-quietw

When it heard the band it beeeme quiet. 7. During the parade it danced so/



A6 1. Airplane/pilots have many important jobs.

from one city to 'Mother.

achruzioi/ °j et
2. They fly passengers, freight,

farillz]

3. IfirS
Sometimes they make dangerous/resc cues in land and

erld mail

sea

itccederd
herd/accidents, and drop food where people/or herds are starving. 4. They bring/strange

,t4)
animals from/dens e

13
jungle00 our ZOOS. 5. They also serve/as gfk police/ and spot

h;
speeding cars on hi

nun

rget43Al 1. Hundreds of years ago, most of r pe was a vary poor/region. 2. But China, a large

4(4110,3
ti:;1-arJ tkArri-iPt3 ,C.5410.53

country in eastern Asia, had many of the comforts of(j rich/civilized nation. 3. Only a

frAjarl]
ter U3it Thai Lie re ?)few people from u ope had visited tnis distant /radon.on. 4. One was the famous Marco /Polo.

014 (5.7rV913

spoken s
WO5. He learned some of the len es that were spoken in China and served its great ruler

for many years.

$15?

.stainan =Tam TAPE.Atkp661aDAA..2 AGE WL GRADgar.

READING LEVEL

Al 1. Look, Mother,

SEC in ETHNICITY 194th

see. 2:44,

2, See Wile. 3. I go up. 4. I came down. 5. Come here,

Mother. 6. Come and play with me.

-04tA2 1. A boy said, "Run, little girl. 2. Run with me to the, at."

4. "This is fun," said the boy.

boat. 7. It is &y kitten. 8.

vent
44103
One morning a boy me a boar(' 2.

40 4-terih

4-30.444

ts
5. "Look," said the girl.

thisie

f

*his are

3. They ran and ran.

6. "I sea something in the

She wnnts to pLay.z.

wo4 e 3: pito/ with c-he ask
JO A3
"Where can play with it?" fin

jett
asked 3, Father

bide
"ftlutiAgme in the tar! 4. We will take your boatlwith 5. Soon the boy

742



called, "Please stop. 6. I see/water. 7. gy I play here?" 8.

Lai 40 go
9.4 "have a pod tom."

?Zt
A4 1. One day five children went out to play in/the/beautiful white anal( 2. They played

many
for it/long time anigthenpegan to mat snow, animalsof 3. Vi Ofej animals was i'dog.

can 2 Ar
JE ar.43

4. Soon the doginextW door cam, gg of the house. 5. When he saw the snow dog e said,
pow-wow tbs. c.-dwdren EIS

the. Itilk) 1/45 back111/ gw-wow." 6. The children laughed 7. "Now we have 1 dog opt oanibark."

Time
StarklEAD TEXT Gray TAPEA*0.1:20-W ID /Of AGE k GRADE .= SEX, g_ snenarikack

sad
"Ye s" SaidSaid Father.

STOP

READING LEVEL _

Al 1. Look, Mother, look. 2. See ago. 3. I go up. 4. I come down. 5. here,
am/

cm/
Mother. 6. Come and play with me.

Al 1. Iboy said, "Run, little girl. 2. Run withime to/the boat." 3. They ran and ran.

4. "This is fun," said the boy. 5. "Look," said the girl. 6. "I see something in the
c

C.-314

boat. 7. It is my kitten. 8. She wants to play."

1.
Nit 4to

One morning boy/made boat0 2. "Wherencan I play with it?" he asked. 3. Father

clew
said, "Come with/meil the car: 4. Wa will take jour boat with us." S. inIn the boy

I 03 whtie
called) "Please stow" 6. I seeAwaterie 7. May I play here?" 8. "Yes," said Father.

good time."

c.whiff,

it btagfrIW nal. 23One day/five children went out to play inithefbeautiful why. 1110W. 2. They played



bto-n3for a' long time and theulibegan to make snow, animaleg 3. One of the animals was i
. ,--

14) CV I 1-114.1(5 i
4. Sb0.oon-the! dog next

3
door came out of the house. 5. When he saw the /snow /dog he said,

Etat loo3
"Bow-wow." 6. The children laughed. 7. "Nov/we have ; dog that can bark."

a-uxaftqm
was Coliam?J4

J
A5 1. It was pet day at the fair. 2. The children

.
.

eigrarttial $3.23.LEn____mile

liookl
otsui/3. They had/trained their/pets to do many/different tricks. 4.. Among, them

to be n.

dogionci 4444J irlok/
It kittai gudiWttli htlitorbbey,was i/tall buy whose at made trouble for him. 5.

c-amoq
rec) I had , door/ r pent PQ M IS aigtaaway. 6.

/11014 / cittie.k
When/it/heard the/band it/bename quiatig . During the parade it danc so

10_ pid4e
well that it/R4on a prize.

417/ 4r1,5htplant. mo,1 I via.) I Wits) 447al. 12m peoA6 I. Airplane pilbts have/many important jobs. 2. They firpass tigers, freight, and mail/

arowzi cdotoo LOwilla fri, 4 -SfaI
from one city to anotnerfl 3. Sometimes they makeYdanger s re U4S in/land and/fila

is m &Iva fskfajP-ace dud. thato(-2.3 &mg.,accidents, and git/food whetal people or was are starving. 4. They/Orgstrange
...

cv161 kia,,1 jai I/
ooranimals from/dean jungles to our age. 5. They/cis serve amftraf ic pglice and tiPtc/

p 4 1-10.0_, 4rit
r 54403
sit:10N
speedang cars onthignways.
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Stay= TUT gat TAPE,P. IDAtz9 GRADE 05 SEX ni ETHNICITY ektck

-READ.UG LEVEL 4.0
AZ 1. Look, Mother, 1:1. 2. See me go. 3. I go up. 4. I come down. S. Come here,

Con
Mother. 6. Cone and play with me.

C"Cii4C 04
c-

A2 1. boy said, "Run, little girl. 2. Run with me to the boat." 3. They ran and ran.

4. "This is fun," said the boy. S. "Look," said the girl. 6. "I see something in the

boat. 7. It is my kitten. 8. She wnnts to play."

Coov0
A3 1. One morning boy made i boat. 2. "Where can I play with it?" he asked. 3. Father

said, "Come with me in the car: 4. We will take your boat with us." S. Soon the boy

called, "Please stop. 6. see water. 7. May dplay here?" 8. "Yes," said Father.

9. "have i good time."

A4 1. One day five children went out to play in the beautiful white snow. 2. They played

for long "'Ale and than bagan to make now, animals. 3. One of the animals was a dog.

4. Soon the dog next door came out of the house. S. When he saw the snow dog he said,

"Bow-wow." 6. The children laughed. 7. "Now we have i'dog that can bark."

A5 1. It was pet day at tha fair. 2. The children were waiting for the parade of animals

to begin. 3. They had trained their pets to do many different tricks. 4.. Among/them

1:.
was a tall boy whose goat made trouble for him. S. It kicked and tried hard to break

t hind
hmawd becamt;way. When it /heard the band it became quiet. 7. During the parade it danced so

won a prism.

745



A6 1. Airplane pilots have many important jobs. 2. They fly passengers, freight, and mail

'W-Ki442.3from one city to another. 3. Sometimes they make dangerousirescUes in land and sea/
ece.kantS

c..40,41010,1Nma Sintuvaccuidents e.
, and drop food where people or tigiS are starving. 4. They bring strange

animals from/dense jungles to our zoos. 5. They also serve/as traffic police and spot

speeding cars on highways.

A7 1. Hundreds of years ;go, most of Europa was a very poor region. 2. But China, i large

country in eastern Asia, had many of the comforts of i rich civilized nation. 3. Only .1

vas it
few people from Europe had visited this distant region. 4. One was the famous Marco Polo.

kix3. He learned some of the languages that were spoken inin China and served its great ruler

for many years.

rsolk-smsfrL) fart/AS 1. The eager apettleteta who had cheered the plucky Warriors through eight hard-fought

ZAinnings were silent. 2. Only i run was required to defeat the
ir
muoc eared Champions,

(Aar) / c n lics
Plvathou*

.stioecitrs 1:3tOrundtj
who had previously defeated all opponents. 3. The spectators had earlier criticized

the umpire severe 4. Now their faces were tense with excitement ss the players took
pireterk4.

Leignj
their positions.

knastri1 had fri-sznt)A9 1. The oil industry has been greatly increased by recent advances in science.
P. tillizisis
4131.003 (vInz) (0,144kful)2. Geologists have discovered new ways of locating veins of oil-producint rock. 3. Problems-

(fau.ktil3
MO)of gusher control have been solved. I

Very effective also are newer methods of refining

crude oil which have resulted in i higher ratio cAlity It'll oil from i given

6076



5IUDY4M. TEXT au TAPE 311)5D-i0 IDAaaAG4 n GRADE 05, SEt_g_ ETIOTICITYliga.
READING LEVEL r
Al 1. Look, Mother, look. 2. See ma go. 3. I go up. 4. I come down. 5. Come here,

Mother. 6. Cove and play with me.

A2 1. A boy said, "Run, little girl. 2. Run with me to the boat." 3. They ran and ran.

4. "This is fun," said the boy. 5. "Look," said the girl. 6. "1 Sae something in the041clitse
041. ii 47-3 -I

31e cwonis
wikatn3 amoiboat. 7, It is my kitten. 8. She wants to play."

A3 1. One morning a boy made a boat. 2. "Where can I play with it?" he asked0 3. FatherT

said, "Come with me in the cars 4. We will take your boat with us." 5. Soon the boy

r uAmfhom
called, "Please stop. 6. I sea water. 7. May I 01ay here?" 8. "Yes," said Father.,

9. "haves good time."

A4 1. One day five children went out to play in the beautiful white snow. 2. They played

onfor i long time/and then began to make snow, animals. 3. One of the animals was dog.
,scon 0.6

In
4. Soon the ne3xt door came out of the house. 5. When he saw the snow dog he said,

"Bow-wow." 6. The children laughed. 7. "Now we have ;dog that can bark."

'A5 - 1. pet day at the fair. 2. The children were waiting for the parade of animals

to begin. 3. They had trained theirlsets to do many different tricks. 4.. Among them

-was i tall boy whose goat made trouble for-him. 5. It kicked and tried hard to break

away. 6. When it heard the band it became quiet. 7. During the parade it danced so

ell that it nu i prize.

gitiiitiz;146-&

61
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pdof
A6 1. Airplane pilots have many important jobs. 2. They fly passengers,/freight, and mail

(*ow Pl. 3 03. Sometimes they lake dangtrous rescues in land and seal,.from one city to another.

emAtl
Ws
accid)ents, and drop food where people or /herds /are

vsi3
animals fom dense junglnet ur zoos.

speeding carslon highways.

starving. 4. They bring Strange

S. They also serve

Al 1. Hundreds of years ago, most of Europe was I

had

country in eastern Asia, bad many of the comforts of

as traffic police and spot

very poor region. 2. Hut China, :dager

,pnu-bm) gi=tb
Only ira rich/civilized nation. 3.

visit c4sinoge,
few people from Europe had visited this distant region. 4. One was the famous Marco Polo.

arve.5. He learned some of the Languages that were spoken in China and served its great ruler

for many years.

EN4414i3

[eel 017 I EspetktiAS)
1. The eater spectators who had cheered

merc A 0
7

were Clitk eut 1pnly a run was
Crani5a10 ti§1111°7.

the plum Warriors through eight hard-fought

required to defeat the much feared Champions,.Va
who had

tpd
prev3

Wiously

defeated all opponent)nts.

severely.the umpire sev1ere3ly. 4. Now their

r krtiatedj
3. The/spectators hadresrlier criticised.

c.uhlh

Pc"(
(iugj wits

aces were tense with excitement as the players took

Positions.their Positions.

4Acitistal
raent

trtPelA9 1. The oil industry has been greatly increased by re nt advances in science.

c-diScooloed Cvirt2.3,

Gli3 4m03
discovered new ways of locating veins of

taidvins as)

411 9;"13514
2. _GeoTogistt have

fjpottal

1-414-1
.gusher control -have been Solved(
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4. Very,effective4s1so
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rock. 3. Problems

are newer methods of refining
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which c-have
had OCV

crude oil which have resulted in
r

higher ratio of quality fuel oil. from E given

aud
volume of crude oil.

STOP

449:7 e
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STUDY ALW1 =gm TAPE04;db-Ar ID_DAL AGE_IL_ GRADE 05, SEUOL_ ETHNICITY 81a.ck

READING LEVEL 2.8
e.cama
Ctfl

Al 1. Look, Mother, look. 2. See me go. 3. I go up. 4. I come down. 5. Come here,

Mother. 6. Come and play with me.

A2 1. 717
iS
maid, "Run,/ little girl. 2. Run with me 12 the boat." 3.. au ran and ran.

/WI
a.iha ss fun

Sc-s
4. "This is fun," said the. boy. 5. "Look," said the girl. 6. "I :: something in the

c-shc
Jit

boat. 7. It is my kitten. 8. She wants to play."
he

mehe
A3 1. One morning a boy made ; boat. 2, "Where can I play with it ?' '/he led.' 3. Father

said, "Coie with ma/in the car: 4. II will take your boat with us." 5. Soon the boy

calledl'"Please stop. 6. I see water. 7. NALI play here?" 8. "Yes," said Father.
cAissfe.

thy')
9. "have i good time."

c C Kilifell

1. One day five children went ouLto play in the beautiful white snow.
ft. 893

snmu c-cin4nl5

for a long time and then began to sake snow.CabO?)nimals. 3. One of the animals was I dog.

2. They played

7 4 6 3



A. Soon ch. dog next door came out of the house. 5. When he aew the snow dog he said,

eirA03
The children laughed. 7. "Now we have 'idol; that can bark."

rpind)
2. Tbs children were waiting for thaffade of animals

Othey he ti rained trll. ON-Affitount irkks

had trained their s to do many differ. nens. 4.. Amon thee

4101 kitej
CD *MO theon

Ihe.h+

"Bow.-wow." 6.

It was c -pct

A5 pe,20. Xt. was t day at the fair.
44feb. L VIAPJ

(AV hqpiin,r4

(1) the tiv.P
to begin3. 3.

AIM
iT,waa tall boy whose oat made
Etrouble

for him. 5.04 became u Ott

c-tmid

It kicked and tqed hard to break
C' us?

away . 6. When it heard Qs band it became quiet.
. Wing the 1aired6 it danced so

well that it woad prize.

owrehme.

AirA6 1. Airplane P ilots have many important j

from one city to another.

aoutoo is

accidenta, and drop food where people

Niel) c-fie
the

animals from/dense jungles to our zoos.

aftight a ay.] 4,
0 rfrej

obs. 2. They flF piiimpirs, freight, and mail

talC4 raid

is
rrri ri-mfi u

et
a ehlydanger:ma e, v tendon aea

c.sianAll c-fhty
had and LAW) 40 the,

or herds are starving. 4. They bring strange

3. Sometimes they make

when

speeding cars on highways.

5. They also serve as traffic police and Int

on
A7 1. Bundreds of years ago, most of Europe was i very poor region. 2. But China, a iarge

bon kAsvjucountry in eastern Asia, had many of the comforts of/Orich civilized nation.

c-visifacl
utsiffew people from Europe had visited thi

,

cutqu.iwie
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3. Only ;
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that were spoken in China and served its great ruler
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/17;SC) < were spoken eh china
spooN afro

Aka- (;) a c-aid
/IND Wm.

StuDtaa =Ian %OSAMU HrtAA, ULAIDLAOLII__ GRADE j)i- SEX F ETHuiciTuumiL_
READING LEVEL 4.1

come_Al 1. Look, Mother, look. 2. See me go. 3. I go up. 4. I come down. 5.
here

6. Come and play with me.

A2 1. A boy said, "Run, little girl. 2. In! with me to the boat." 3. They ran and ran.

4. "This is fun," said the boy. 5. "Look," said the girl. 6. "I see something in the

boat. 7. It is my kitten. S. She wants to play."
c.mada

icaA3 1. One morning a boy
rp ri

maae a boat. 2. "Where can I play with it?" he asked. 3. Father
come wiNtoi c4mLmy

said, "Come with me thethe car: 4. We will take your boat with us." 5. Soon the boy
cr,34e,

called, "Please stop. 6. I ig, water. 7. May I play here?" 8. "Yes," said Father.

9. "have a good time."

44 1. One day five children vent out to play in the beautiful white snow. 2. They played

for long time and then began to make snov.animals. 3. One of the animals was a dog.

. Soon the dog next door came out of the house. 5. When he saw the no dog he said,

"Bowl -wow." 6. The children &liked. 7. "Now as have Eidog that can bark."

c-uit.thhi

i gg °
.

,

day at the fair. 2. The children were ai ing for Ate parade of adz

. .

...



to begin. 3. They had trained their pets to do many different tricks. 4.. Among them
c. kicked

+ickwas a tall boy whose goat miae trouble for him. 3. It kicked and tried hard to break

away. 6. When it heard the band it became quiet. 7. During the parade it danced so

well that it won i prize.

A6 1. Airplane pilots have many important jobs. 2. They fly passengers, freight, and mail
40001ims, vihei mkt c-resittes
6011n61;s0 a imate, ,b141from one city to another. 3. SOM4tiMOS they make dangeroustrestues in land and sea

accidents, and drop food where people or herds are starving. 4. They bring strange

el1 I Ma
animals frOm dense jungles to our Boos. 5. They also serve A traffic police and spot

speeding care on highways.

510/S
M_Au 1. Hundreds of y rs ago, most of Europe was ifvery poor region. 2. But China, ;large

c-civ;i1;44

country inrata
civilizedAsia, had many of the comforts of ii rich li nation. 3. Only i-

visit/
had visited this distant region. 4. Oneiwas the famous Marco Polo.

its c- Re eat ruleIlit 14"Ili 45.3 Mara farthe langWages that were spoken in China and served its grtat ruler

few people from Europe

5. He learned some of

for many years.

flucty ?, facit3

plucky.-.448 1. The eager spectators/who had cheered the pleucky Warriors through eight hard- fought

innings were silent. 2. Only i run wet required to defeat/the much feared Champions,

c-cr&Am* c,34
,rowho had previously defeated all s

ited
opponents. 3. The spectators had earlier/criticized

(5m10
the umpire severely. 4. Now their faces were tense with excitement as the players took

,Aheirpositions.

Talc, tyfr3 k rcs)
eoil:industry_has been greatly increased by/me evance

advances in science.



do , paw:Lima rocks2. Geologists have discovered new ways of locating veins of oillptoducing rock. 3. Problems

oof gusher control have been solved/ 4. Very effective also are newer methods of refining

0

Ir4gfirepifreuhJ
bort Wcrude oil which naveresulted in i higher/ratioeiof quality fuel oil from a given

volume of crude oil.

as c.lh forme dAip
a ;XMIttr dab.A10 1. In response to the impulse of habit Joseph rose and spoke as in former days. 2. He

c - a ilenti've ,y
rperstuatztvli 3 its irA Ammo t 3 fspokelvigorously, continuously, and persuasively while the others listened attentively

iburiPtiluas1
but in grim and coatemptuouS silence. 3. Finally exhausted, Joseph hesitated for a

moment; as often happens

resume speaking.

ogihwe
in such circumstances he became co used and was unable to

thitgoaaz3
All 1. Many of the hyp theses

were inconsistent and in

c

.
acc rata principles very

rmoaf3olt
C)Eftactain;r2 brritea*

O tht 0:40/a 3 ilfrnoa3
about physical phenomena formulated by early philosophers

Anvirali
most cases could not be universal2y_applied. In order to develop

rmatainvia3LiansjOat- sacs 3 (trust 3 e rSfailPfaril
athil 1501'4'43

capable p ysic s s, mathematicians, and statisticians had to

L hot& hcirtag 3
cooperate wholeheartedly over long periods of time to verify numerous basic facts and

ass tiaras.

f so:440113
2; 1. In 'Ai concluding lecture on sideral spaces

rdrf t
difference in the distance of the moon from t

great

r cm Vitt's tmoi
i Cis t efOn)i;strittni9nar3 , L In 0

, the astronomer contrasted/the infinitesima

C10443t3

earth :t agePand rise with thp:

lailf/SLOrtrol 4161 Por
d Memo, taipitPd)difference in the distance of the earth from the sun a ap e i n and atAperiheliq

. freccu.klqa.speeits-regethd 3 prtcay,fious - digIturitradj Nuifsr101 Pr e cilia NO ii r Vit.. _s tud ent s / 1st er r a s a t ed him, evide rag precociousness and .w...kdity inAwnpressiwn.

he
ad t cirici3;/

The
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' ilifkion)

SIUDX12p TEXT 11Gz TAPE,,Milf-3-Edd AGEJLL._ GRADE ar SEX F ETHNICITY 9la4
Jit;2;1-A0RZADING MIL

Al 1. took, Mother, look. 2. See me go. 3. I go up. 4. I come down. 5. Come here,

Mother. 6. Coss and play with me.

A2 1. ;boy said, IIRun
little girl. 2. Run with me to the boat." 3. They ran and ran.

see something in the
4. "This is fun," said the boy. S. "Look," said the girl. 6.

boat. 7. It is my kitten. 8. She wants to play."

!SI

A3 1. Coas morning ; boy made i boat. 2. "Where can I play with it?" he asked 3 -father,
3.

400.3said, "Come with me in the car! 4. We will take your boat with us." S. Soon the boy

called, "Please stop. 6. I see water. 7. May I play here?" S. "Yes," saidTather.

9. "have a good time."

A4 1. One day five children went out to play in the beautiful white snow. 2. They played

c.-1AnmW.s were.

for a long time and then began to make snow. animals. 3. One of the Canliatg was dog.

4. Soon the trnext door cams out of the house. S. When he saw the snow dog he said,

"Sowww," 6. The children laughed. 7. "Now we haveWdog that can bark."

LAS 1. St vas pet day at the fair. 2. The children were waiting for the parade of animals
e

to begin. 3. They had trained their pets to do many different tricks. 4.. Among them

Was ; tall boy whose goat made trouble for him. S.

-

It kicked and tried hard tO-:brea

44.-Mtkit, ,z4v,-Art=as. 24?-erffilk-
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von a prize,

c. ewe nger5
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.crdeoi3. whici have resulted in a hier ratio of quality fuel oil from a given

oof ru4e oil.

.:
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£10 1. In response to the impulse of 1%aLJOUTOBS and spoke as in former days. 2. Ws..
..

..
..

. . .
.... .

tit r6 psrs
.

spoke vigorously, contil,llously, and.srItIst'vely while the others listened atentivsly
1:. .

.. ..

but in grim and ktptuous silenc.. 3. Finally exhausted, Joseph hesitated for 1

.:.: rcm tbkO .:momentØ as of ten happens in such/c1.rcwnst.aces he became confused and was unabl. to: -.

ruumiipeaking.
. .. .

Øio mvo.

£11 1. Many of the/y('tt' about phyiical/ ?i.ia formulat.d by early hers

c. niuso.kq
rni IY! inconsistent and in most cases could notb iL% applied. ...In order-to develol

... ,. . ....
. fusb'.

. .,
.4 ... .., .. .

't ..accurat. principles very capable/pkysitists, aath.ma,t4.cians, and/s astcian had to

cooperate wholeheartedly over long periods of timo basic facts and/

assumptions,. .

. .. ..

su- rfa,)
h ci +,do*ie. -Crn,,?\.In- a- concluding, lecture on sideraL spaces, the astronomer :coffcrastau the inflnite8irna]

lâsôofl qt: 5/ ,: :difference in the distance of the moon from the earth atjaóge( md at perigei'wtth ..t

great difference in the distance of the earth from the sun at and at/pSLelton.

/ rprikiflQ5) -E4'-- 2;-- The' itud.át./ltterrgatad him, -eviencing precocióusnus. a /luàid.ty -in expression..- deI7 m.n4adJ I""
. £d

,. :- .&-'L. During a' hiatus rn the)desuitory firing, the/apt. lieutenant clambered wearily over-..'- " :. ,' .' . ......... ..,.: .'.
. f -.
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fataai3 . e- Lie ladetritus plleu-against_._ redoubts. 2. Beneath i-canopy o

AF/tDriz84151 rdunilmit43
.

Vak t
*leo is landscape, ptiatine beauty now defiled by/myriad-diminutive -

raromontories-thrown
up by the/mortar shells, but ra

al
at1ng n5mencarily an nexpl cable.'

E Vrant- t;i moint Ere 13 bv1mmostri23

iE

VAS) C
rious celm and peace.

c- wearh
OMR, LY

YEXT TAPE.,13/121-115 lD Ji3 AGE1L GBADEJI SELE._ ETHNICITY 8 /ic

'NG LEVEL 2-

. Look, Mother, look. 2. See me go. 3. I go up. 4. I come down. 5. Come bere,

. Come and play with me.

. 1. boy said, "Run, little girl. 2. Run with me to the boat." 3. They ran and ran._

'This is fu said the' boy. . "Look," iiid the girl. 6. "I see aomethin

. It is my kitten. 8. She wants to play."

GneMorning.i boy made-in' boat. 2. "Where can-1 play with it?" he asked.

c!vcout .

oiewith me-in the car! 4: We will take ou4rboat with us."46

ailed, 'Please atop. 6. .1 seaAwater.- 7. Nay..1.41,14 hirer- 8. " 3," saidJither.



ni.day five.Children went ourto play in the beautiful white snow.
.

to c-wwAt

or 4ing time and ttheej-began to We snow.animals. 3. One of the animals was a dog.4-m4

next.door cams out of the house. 5. When he saw the

The children itted. 7. "Now we have r dog that can bark."

.was pet day at the fair. 2. The children. Fere waiting for. the
. parade af Xnimals

They had trained their pets to do many'different tricks.. AMong them.

yes e tall.boY. whose goat made' trouble for him. 5. k kicked and, tried'hard .to-break*

When. it heard 0. band it.baceme quiet. 7. During the-parAda-it.

010.3
el4....that it won

'Airplane ..piXbts . have ,many important Jobe. 2. They fly passengers,' -frei -and .mx.

..:".

0 .0,-anothir. -,Noletimes. they mike dangerous rescues in land and sea

Palple3. 6 . . 6 ...
fittidenia ..-

e
ind drp food where .__ or starving.r herds/are stai

., .. . ..
4. They .bring strange..

'*****:* c!itvistin.
01.1frosvaenre .jungles to our soot. . They also serve as traffia...police And ispoc:.:.

c
very Sot region.

country. in 'eastern-Asia, had many of:the comforts of a rich civilised nation.

. .from ;Europe had vies ted this. distant region. 4. One waste Marco

aasunta at *are :00okela in China and -served its area
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r.many years. -..
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e e sr sp ctatort who had cheered the plUcky.Warriora through eight .foughtou'h

::, 1.00it..h._
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-. 4Crit's-
seser43:-.. . eil.i.1 i $4+: 0 ii t I ao had

..p defeated all opponents. 3. The spisetators,had, earl r. criticized:.
a6.11r).

aiNir3
e umpire severely:, 4. Now their faces were tense with excitement as the players too

sir Poilition a,

c. keys

.4neov oil: indtistrY has 104441
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ime speaking.
. . .. ..

+lie I hiraoithS3

Warsolt?

:tha.:11 theses about physical/ enomena:formulated.by ear ly/ phi osoPters:-

movers&

.iiare.iiiconlistent:en4 in .most cases could not be ivepully applied" In order to de!telO
......074.11.,. Its.; ....:5-Q.e.ri. ... .. 1-fLzticist3 (ma.c021114;r0iLia?3Vrat,tpiii. i:..:i4ilier. .. . .. .0 71

1
_. .

cTna on& MAftj

ucoOtatefp int Olei Wary capable physicists, mathematicians , and/statisticians had to :

Oned
0 rate

53u*

ptions.

Oleheerredirover long periods of time to verify numerous basic ficiala, .

_ . .

-TEXT Gray TAPE SI lItt-it IDiat AGE /0 GRADE_QZ__
. .

2 1

SEX F ETHNICITV,

'took, fothsr, look. 2. ;See me go. 3, I *0 up'. 4, 1 come down. 5.
. ,::-:::

other, 6. Cole play with me.

Come ncr., -

-

. , - A034) .

_ girl. 2. Run with me to the' boat."
. . . .

. _

.

3. They .ran;.0nd
. - . . . ,... .

"This is fun," said the. boy. 5. "Look," said the girl. 6. "I see something in the
.., . . . . . . .

at. .: It-is:my kitten. 8. She wants to play."_

One mornius a oy made a boat. 2. "Where can-I play with it?" he asked. 3. Father

. . .

_Come with me in the car. 4. W. will take your boat with us." 5. Soon the boy.

ease stop. 6. I see water.

trlizigoo e,

7. May I/play 'here?" 8. "Yes," said

-

:........::::,
:

0fe) _ _ _ .47

edi' 'f is children went out to play in the betutif 01 white snow. 2. They la

-4AWa 1

_ . .

-,e, ont,tiale and .t began to make maw, animals.
.

3. . One of the animals was

. . ..

When 'he 'sew tfie. entnc...;he'..114t:dog
. . :: -...

oon the :dog negt door .t ofameout-thchouse,
. .



ati3
Etyma.)et day at the fair. 2. The children were waiting for the parade o

They had 'trained their petseVdo many different triCki.

[KIJO2d3
It kicked and tried hard to break.:mwas

i
Who

all 07 whose goat aside trouble for him. 5.ien tioAd

(A Etlos41row.- When it heard the band it became quiet. 7. During the
.Ctwon
iirn;!J_

that it won a prize.

::Among

It,503/ P-frefght
. Airplane pilots have many important jobs. 2. They fly AZIengers freight,-and ma

, f-damereqs itCess'..frowone.oity to another. 3, Sometimes they !lakeitigraggtous rescues im.land,And:eea
Opete:i.-4.

a&ki3 ..,1 Iwo hardcc eats, and drop food wherepeoplefor herds are starving. 4. They.bringc-10 our ZOO - -

-7strange.,

diiiiii3 OW'
als...fr9a ense jungles to.our.zoos. S. They also serve as traffic paice and s o

eastern- Aoia,-..had -many/ of -the,comforts wof*0 rich/ civiIize-d-tiatibri:- 3.
***-4-4441 tc16* toe / iti439i130-40 Niue. -. -- lig) . '-... .. . -._ef):00Ople-from Eur

-40 Niue.
distant region. 4...-- ,....

One was the famous Mar.0.
...........

....50.441.7-: .:*
4.::20rayT.-

. Esarlid
..e-134.[Itr. 213

. .

ileithed.eope Of thill guagisthat were spoken in China and served s greatru...-..- ......:...- .
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r:214.Z.::TAP1533 14116-5, TD. 036, AG; )0_ GRADE.Q1 SEUL_ saloacilir

Oa 6.00, look. 2.. Sae me go. 3. I go up. 4. I come dom. 5. Come here..

other. 6. Come and play with me.

. . .

A boy said, ."Run, little* girl. 2. Run with me to the boat." 3. They- ran and
.. . "

"This i.:fun," said the. boy. S. "Look," said the girl. 6. "I see something in thayr t ix..- ri lop
latF3

boat.- .7. .Lt.ts 16 kitten. 8. She witnts to play."
. Wil41

One morning boy made i.boat. 2. "Where can I play 41th tti he asked. 3, Father
. . .

wa 4.1puf

said e with me in the car: . '4. We will take your boat with us." 5. Soon the boy

sit
.called,.."Please stop. 6.- @see water. 7. MAy I play here?" 8.

.

04
:

tima.'-

014,101

4.1 1 day be. children went out to play' in the beautiful white snow. -2. *They-+:01.gyncr_::-.=

plow .4-arlinxils
.

for lions time and than began to make snowliglials.- 3. -One of the animals was I dog. :'.:-41+4

ze -
_

voitri he Soo) tig. 41100)
44.11 IN 50764 rrft 300L11

4.. Soon the/dog next door/came out/of the house. 5. WERrhe saw the snow dog ha said, :1-Al

how
"Sow-mow." 6. The children laughed. 7. "Now we have i dog that can bark."

triht cipaale
in CperlPet day at the fair. 2. The children were' waiting for the parade of anima

e..fricolts 3.711: WIC,
11941.1 - E.243 _ ;=

ey, had trained their pets to do many different tricks. 4.. Among -theta

W04
ya a ckicked tfw. fire.-

iric.ked
him. 5. It kicked and tried hard/to break_vaaitàll boy hosi goat made +trouble for

en it'heard the band became quiet. 7. During *the parade it:danced..R--...
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ty to another.
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42r-Adeidents and drop food where people or
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-:-.
away. 6. n When ii heard the/band it became quiet., . 7. During the parade_itidanCed. so

well thariA443i prise.

.

4irplene/pilbts have many important Jobs. 2. They fly passengersiffr ant.ame.

rasi 'Wspm e.c ty to. another. 3. Sometimes they make/dangerous rescues-ip.100.andjaa:rts

ank, ho.etAccidents and drop food where people or herds are/starving. 4. They bring strange
Nun)
da3 pdOt_anneals from /tense jungles to our zoos.. They also serve as traffic police end s 0
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Look, Mother, look. .2;
. .

Sae me go:- '3.

other;.. 6. Come and, play with me.

1.* T boy little girl. 2.

is fun," said the boy. 5. "Look," said the girl...

I go, up. 4, comedown.

Run with lie to the. boat."

Wan*,bco.a.t.., ...7.....Ii:is my kitten. 8. She wands to play."
Where canix 4~P1i

.On ...morning 4 boy made I boat. 2. "Where can I play-with -it?"..,

66

3. they ran :aid-

"I

.

,

.: -.;r7, e. A.,.

T.;

..

see-something-in the.

he asked.
. . . . .

. .
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a 'Cane' with.me in the car: . We will. take your boat with us." 5. Soon the.boy-:: i:IF

called, "Please stop. 6. I see water. 7. May I play here?" 8. "Yes," said Father.

. . .

Zgood time."

C-fhty 141. f
the._five children went out to play in the beautiful white snow. 2. They played

a ng time,and then-began to make snot,t animals. 3. One of the animals was a dog.Sion + 4, r.

soon

Soon.the * 4)
door came out of the house. 5. When he saw the snow dog he said

BOVI047... 6. The children laughed. 7. "Now we/have dog that can bark."

, .

2

VV4r3
It-was pet day at -the fair.. 2.' The children were waiting for the parade of animals

C ro..113
-to-begin. 3. They had trained their pets to dofrany lc,different.trica. 4: . 'Among them

-was a tall boy-whose goa made' trouble for him. 5. It kicked and' tried hard to break

6D-41Misis stvg-lcs/ MGR - ftfry

17-tion,erold/P-restaes
one city to ;not iter . 3. Sometimes they makgdingerousirescues in land and sea 4

&keit) art. hi+11.r.,144 ESkrLred.
c.iideribi, and drop food- where people or 'herds are starving. 6. They bring strange
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Csrazj *Imis v;seitn, P-disla4 .- twAzi 4A-cs+/RM4Yea 14'.coa,gel,/_People from Europe had. visited this/distant region. 4. One was the famous Marco -ro- --' T'A.

. . .. -
-- - --.-rkiei

.
.

. _. . _igiii0e4digg. . tr in China anda" Serre, .e learned some of the languares that were sjoken
served its. great -;ruler. ;

for-many years.
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....
-4;7-.:."ThisTia fun," said the boy. 5. "book," said the girl. 6. "I. see something

A: boy said, little girl. 2. Run with me to the boat." 3. They ran and ran.

boat. 7. It is my kitten. 8. She wants to play."

64. alor"I 5. boy c-mgde

gr-cit.3 1. One morning a boy made
. c-he.-

a boat. 2. "Where can I play with it?" he asked. 3., Pather,,. _

'-aaid, "Came with me it the eat! 4. We will take your boat with us." 5. Soon the bo

11+
called, :.".Please stop. see water. May I -play here?" '8..

good time. "

ta-10144.,1One. day five .children went- out to play in the beautiful wffite.....

or a -long time and then began to make SnOW. animals. 3.

.'"

One of the animals was dog.

4. Soon the dog next door came out of/the house. 5. Whin he saw the snow dog he said,
:

. . . _"Bow-wow." 6. The children laughed. 7. "Mow we have dog that bark."-

.-,It was pet day/ at the fair. 2. The children were waiting for the parade of animals

o begin. 3. They had trained their pets to do many different tricks. 4.. Among them
*...:

.

. . .

. . .. ... .



tall boy whose goat,:made:trouhle7for-him
It kicked- itid "tried hard70-, hie

..:6.*:'-'Wheti It heard the and it : became -quiet. 7. During the parade &t,dañàe

- _
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: Airplane pilots have many important jobs. 2. _They fly passengers, -freight,

:from on e -city to another. 3. Sometime's, they make. dangerous rescues in rand -and-
.
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. .

:..-accidenti, and. ,:drop..:foOd where people or herds are starving. 4. They :hring-itrifili
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their positions.

, c- has

lviiii.OroilLIAA/
1 16-5Lnil adukt

/
A9 1. The oil industry has een greatly increased/by recent -advances in science.

Cq414-1.53
_qiti 3

2. aologists have discovered new ways of

clooblems

ritinz3 r_pra3
locating veins of oil-producing rock. 3. Problems

L'ACCA,Mt

ilduer
also are newer mohode of refining

*46.4 0of gusher control, have been solved. 4. Very efrentive
c.orc.crmde

crude
rat

tA2oil which have resulted in 1 higher rat o of quality fuel oil from a given

volume of crude oil.

STOP



STUDyti& TEXT Gray TAPE145;11-Zo ID_Itka AGE 10 GRADEAIL SEX M ETNNICITYAadg.,

READING LEVEL 3 4,
START

Al 1. Look, Mother, look. 2. See me go. 3. I go up. 4. I come down. 5. Come here

Mother. 6. Come and play with me.

A2 1. A boy said, "Run, little girl. 2. Run with me to the boat." 3. They ran and ran.

4. "This is fun," said the boy. 5. "Look," said the girl. 6. "I see something in the

boat. 7. It is my kitten. S. She wants to play."

A3 1. One morning a boy made a boat. 2. "Where can I play with it?" he asked. 3. Father

said, "Come with me in the car: 4. We will take your boat with us." 5. Soon the boy

called, "Please stop. S. I see water. 7. May I play here?" 8. "Yes," said Fethet.

9. "have a good time."

A4 1. One day.five children went out to play in the beautiful white snow. 2. They played

for a long time and tin began to make snow.antials. 3. One of tag animalsmas a dog.

soon A4Ne dq3 t-nstt#
Chen

4. Soon(OZIGID next door came out of the house. 5. Dm he saw the snow dog he said,
bOW WOW

"Bow -wow." 6. The children laughed. 7. "Now we have a dog that can bark."

AS 1. It was pet day at the fair. 2. The children were waiting for the parade of animals
iinsise.haiJealned Optir gels to do
ones hm.4. c-irafiati

400140.
heir' to

do
to begin. 3. They had trained their' pets to do many different tricks. 4. Among them

was.; tall boy whose goat made trouble for him. S. It
ht

kicked and tried har to break

away.- 6. When it heard the band it became quiet. 7. During the parade it danced so

Won a prize.
: ,

bed



A6 1. Airplane pilots have many important jobs. 2. They fly passengers, freight, and mail

from one city to another. 3. Sometimes they make dangerous rescues in land and sea

accidents, and drop food where people or herds are starving. 4. They bring strange

iceanimals from/dense jungles to our zoos. 5. They also serve as traffic police^and spot

speeding cars on highways.

t

Al 1. Hundreds of ;ears ago, most of Europe was every poor region. 2. But China, a large

Doehferins'IvAid. Dizoluzal
country in eastern Asia, had many of the comforts of Erich civilized nation. 3.

C1*
few people from Europe had visited this distant Won. 4. One was the famous Marco Polo.

5. He learned some ofa languages that were spoken in China and served its great ruler

for many years.

44 ea.iir a-specks:
ea.WCNIK.143
eager spectators who had cheeredCoplucky Warriors througe6ight hard-foughtA8 1.

innings were silent. 2.

e-de4es.'rett

reitR3
who had previously 4Ifeated all opponents.

Only a run was required to defeat the much feared Champions,

ft.t;cit;cAzed

3. The spectators had earlier/ criticized

the umpire/severely. 4. Now their faces were tense with excitement as the players took

their positions.

A9 1. piriom O 1 industry has been greatly increased by recant
qft

ritisarittirikist.t3

C41504.434,113
2. Geologists have discovered new ways of locating vein.

14(3 ltiegac4:14C

4. Very of active also are newer methods oil refining:of gusher control have been solved.

katit+ctA liave$%/1 rem*
Nu) calie

crude oil which have resulted in Ohigher rat o of quality fuel oil fromIr given

effective

advances in science./

c-pfed.u6a5

of oil-p oducing rock. 3. Problemsj.
:11



s.

A10 1. In response to thi impulse of habit Joseph rose and spoke as i
Ohn

former days. 2. He
O. tvicse643.11 i
cpeuita.M3 coN4vm.b.441
to663 01441.se - LAiinlianea

spoke vigorously, continuously, and persuasively-while the others listened attenively

& LICAmituniittoil .

LA144034'3

but inAgrim contemptuous silence. 3. Finally exhausted, Joseph hesitated for a
?-circum0Unces

4.--moimtot ivio-Suci tsise3
Dmovolleoil

suchmoment; ae often happens in such circumstances he became confused and was unable to

resume speaking.
STOP

A WY, a. c-?e(Svarel3
91BRUIMANICAN

STUDY, TEXT Gray TAPE1154241av 11).Qa AGE GRADE p5"._ SEX Al:. ETHNICITY G.V7;4..

-READING LEVEL

WARViePARAGAAPRAt

A2 1. A boy said, "Run, little girl. 2. Run with me to the boat." 3. They ran and ren.

4. "This is fun," said the boy. 5. "Look," said the girl. 6. "I see something in the

OMu, CI.?)

boot. 7. It %s my kitten. 8. She wants to play."

A3 1. One morning a boy made a boat. 2. "Where can I play with it?" he asked. 3. Father

said, "Come with me in the car! 4. We will take your boot with us." 5. Soon the boy

called, "Please stop. 6. I see water. 7. May I play here?" 8. "Yes," said Father.

9. "have s good time."

A4 1. One day five children went out to play in the beautiful white snow. 2. They played

henfor a long time and then began to make snow. animals. 3. One of ta animals was a dog.

5g°n *b 413 Wit tale(' Snow c4 o3

next
oboe LibP.3

4. Soon the next door came out of the house. 5. When he saw the dog he said,

"3otOwo4." The children laughed. 7. "Now we have a dog that can bark."

t-waapet.day-ar the-fair. 2. The children were waiting for the parade o animals



to begin. 3. They had trained their pets to do many different tricks. 4. Among them

was a tall boy whose goat made trouble for him. 5. It kicked and tried hard to break

away. 6. When it heard the band it became quiet. 7. During the parade it danced so

well that it won a prize.

A6 1. Airplane pilots have many important jobs. 2. They fly passengers, freight, and mail

from one city to another. 3. Sometimes they make dangerous rescues in land and sea

t-Stavt,

accidents, and drop food where people or herds are starving. 4. They bring strange

animals from dense jungles to our zoos. 5. They also serve as traffic police and spot

speeding cars on highways.

A7 1. Hundreds of years ago, most of Europe was a very poor region. 2. But China, a large

a4M
coulitry in eastern Asia, had many of the comforts of a rich civilized nation. 3. Only a

one of. Vete otos. Amos o-Mara

of Wiemlosic ;tows rollfew people from Europe had visited this distant region. 4. One was thd'famous Marco Polo.

4-1ftvates
Cta9563

5. He learned some of the languages that were spoken in China and served its great ruler

for many years.

1A8 1. Tligeager spectators who had cheered the plucky Warriors through eight hard-fought

C-was e-ruids
Eftiainnings were silent. 2. Only a run warpas

ii

murequired to defeat the much feared Champions,

who had previously defeated all opponents. 3. The spectators had earlier criticized

c-sevoeb

the umpire Merely. 4. Now their faces were tense with excitement as the players took

1.1441
in e-,41e"ce

c.-aavances CAJOKA1P)
Ca03 taavanigi

e o 1 industry has been greatly increased by recent advances in Science=

.r4r4a0044*g.;40644.44.



2. Geologists have discovered new ways of locating veins of oil-producing rock. 3. Problems

of gusher control have been solved. 4. Very effective also are newer methods of refining

ik4a
crude oil which have resulted in a higher Er ratilo

of quality fuel oil from a given

volume of crude oil.

A10 1. In response to the impulse of habit Joseph rose and spoke as in former days. 2. He

4-cen4immva
o.na ttei

spoke vigorously:continuously, and persuasively while the others listened attentively

te(*Mernecsil
but in grim and contemptuous silence. 3. Finally exhausted, Joseph hesitated for a

c-unable.

moment; as often happens in such circumstances he became confused and was unable to

resume speaking.

All 1. Many of

n .1%100'4 EMI% at 14j
the hypotheses about physical phenomena formulated by early philosophers

were inconsistent
would

n most cases could

accurate principles very

OkomilliticeW3
cooperate whpleheartedlyw CA- %um. - 110
CA.SAffip5We7

0 CA- CMMOienia
assumpt iOnAr

Caurs34Z1181- 91;
not be niversally applied.Z.In order to develop.

Csfet$4--itSafr2.3
;C161.

statisticianscapable physicists, mathematicians, and statisticians had to

over long periods of time to verify numerous basic facts and

9-54kt-eel

tsa.i.a3
on sidereal

CoWenckuta143Alt 1. In a concluding lecture spaces, the contrasted the infinitesimal-

1'406161

tpitan:yil

difference in the distance of the moon from the earth at apogee and at glilee with the

tap-attioa-4."-1

Cap-ptla3 Efer-1M;a417
great difference iii the distance of the earth from the sun at aphelion and at perihelion.

Cras-sottirtia$3 CW4144-'13

The
Cooli- f- 451.03 tliot3

Loa students nterrogated him, evidencing ftecociousness and lucidity in expression.

r!We'N$
Chl

e hiatus- in the
u4e114861 A-Pr Pmrapardil
esultory firing, the apt lieutenant clambered wearil over



C41.64lail Cr; (la baats1 rem-praLAthe detritus piled against the redoubts. 2. Beneath a canopy of empyrean blue lay the

cologioch4(1);,xats.K3 ,

Vow-44411 LArri:p3quiet, bucolic landscape, its pristine beauty now defiled by myriad diminutive

I ,. , c-but- .E fordtrOr ark Z 3 moral irtiOR
promontories thrown up by the mortar shells, but radiating momentarily nnte:Xsakt-tflarl3

/ .
Cseeertes3

if spurious calm and peace.
STOP
At01 a Go tA- Son-pan io3

AtIgNIMPTtow$

ETHNICITYGRADE 05STUDY IL TEXT am TAPE" 1; 9.A5 ID 043 AGE I k SEX rot

READING LEVEL 1:
STARTS AT WRORANAk

A2 1. A boy said, "Run, little girl. 2. Run with me to the boat." 3. They ran ane .-n.

4. "This is fun," said the boy. 5. "Look," said the girl. 6. "I see something in the

boat. 7. It is my kitten. 8. She wants to play."

1. One morning a boy made a boat. 2. "Where can I play with it?" he asked. 3. Father

c-sue 0.AU wait boat %AA* a5
boat with vssaid, "Come with me in the car! 4. We will take-your boat with us." 5. Soon the boy

Ic-see sala 46.-tker
COX% 446.MMecalled, "Please stop. 6. I see water. 7. May I play here?" 8. "Yes," said

4
Fatherr .-

9. "have a good time."

:A4 1. One day five children went out to play in the beautiful white snow. 2. They played

for a long time,and then began to make snow. animals. 3. One of thiganimals was a dog.

soon *We 49.5 nevi- door
033

4. Soon thee next door came out of the house. 5. When he saw the snow dog he said,

c-la wslteci

"Bow-wow." 6. The children la0ughed. 7. "Now we have dog that can bark."

4-Snoa)

It was pet day at the fair. 2. The children were waiting for the parade of animals

...



to begin. 3. They had trained their pets to do many different tricks. 4. Among them

was i tall boy whose goat made trouble for him. 5. it kicked and tried hard to break

away. 6. When it heard the band it became quiet. 7. During the parade it danced so

well that it won I prize.

A6 1. Airplane pilots have many important jobs. 2. They fly passengers, freight, and mail

cme cO:fl

from one`ity to another. 3. Sometimes they make dangerous rescues in land and sea

accidents, and drop food where people or herds are starving. 4. They bring strange

animals from dense jungles to our zoos. 5. They also serve as traffic police and spot

speeding cars on highways.

Egrope

A7 1. Hundreds of years ago, most of"Europe was a very poor region. 2. But China, a large

c. mangy

country in eastern Asia, had many of the comforts of a rich civilized nation. 3. Only T

c-Wle 0114 C0.143 ttic CCarewyS
tWO of *la C414471

few people from Europe had visited this distant region. 4. One was the famous Marco Polo.

S. He learned some of the languages that were spoken in China and served its great ruler

for many years.

iPeclcti.or rm.; I
AB 1. The eager spectators who had cheered the plucky Warriors through eight hard-fought

c-Werd.

innings We silent. 2. Only run was required to defeat the much feared Champions,

who had previously defeated all opponents. 3. The spectators had earlier criticized

C.W41
zna 00,4Ar

Now their faces were tense with excitement as the payers tookthe umpire severely. 4.

heir positiOns.-

has ` -been

1 indestiy.Aue flin.greatly increased by recent advanZes in.science.
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Geologists2. Geologists have discovered new ways of locating veins of oil-producing rock. 3. Problems

of gusher control have been solved. 4. Very effective also are newer methods of refining

ratio-crude oil which have resulted in higher ratio- of quality fuel oil from; given

volume of crude oil.

Alb 1. In response to the impulse of habit Joseph rose and spoke as in former days. 2.

spoke vigorously,
by* ;e1 von

CAA itiC
Cil Exeft4iwm;ules3

but in grim and contemptuous silence.

rposavms113
continuously, and persuasively while the others listened attentively

3. Finally exhausted, Joseph hesitated for a

moment; as often happens LD such circumstances he became confused and was unable to

Cie zurolts
resume speaking.

All 1. Many

c- enhiephers
CimikporoOdsti earlier 03
hypotheses about physical phenomena formulated by early philosophers

He

ttnm-e..stert9 wont s1 rjuvirsals-h113
were inconsistent and in most cases could not be universally applied. In order to develop

of Eft.seso3 COIONs -Si 614fti)
accurate principles very capable"physicists, mathematicians, and statisticians had to

1:44.0660ai 1

cooperate wholeheartedly over long periods of time to verify numerous basic facts and

assumptions.
C,- 0.0r0A0Vtlite tvan-iregiVaa3

Cc raq t-spans 4ht tas*rodoso3
cs Csps3 CLotan-.14ftettra9

Al2 1. In a concluding lecture on Si areal spaces, the astronomer contrasted the infinite ,

*o Eneld'it3
difference in the distance of the moon from ta earth at apogee and at 'gripe with the

01084
. great difference in th distance of th; earth from the sun at aphelion

itersean tic 3
c\nierivApied.141 bras] thm.4

2. The students interrogated him, evidencing precociousness and Waal

.
Ii4411US 4M ..**k ralltA04113

During a hiatus inkumdesustory firing, the apt lieutenant clambered wearily over

Cpara-l%.4r1
and co perihelion.

tY in expression.

4.11- Sazim 4.70-



CdtylacasJ
the detritus piled against

0141am/444
CboioAcal

quiet, bucolic landscape,

Cmraminnn-..4;673
promontories thrown up by

c -ti CepS6#s)

C)71
if spurious calm and peace.

Crtb-4/*0
the redoubts. 2. Beneath a canopy of CeinIgfeaarilblue lay the

the rniocia3 tss,":A33a1a3

ihettrilits pristine beauty now defiled by myriad diminutive

u.Liaxeltio3 cmdech.1
mthor Crida3

the mortar shells, but radiating momentarily an inexplicable

Cpr

LnevcsKet.pabala

STOP
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READING LEVEL___Cf.4

AGE 10 GRADE SEX AA ETHNICITY, brie,

STARTS AT PARACIAAfit
A2 1. A boy said, "Run, little girl.

Ap.r.
2. Run with me to the boat." 3. They ran and ran.

4. "This is fun," said the boy. 5. "Look," said the girl. 6.

it is ot5 rdp:rep
boat. 7. It is my kitten. 8. She wants to play."

"I see something in the

A3 1. One morning a boy made a boat. 2. "Where can I play with it?" he asked. 3. Father

A4

said, "Come with me in the car! 4. We will take your boat with us." 5. Soon the boy

called, "Please stop. 6, I seeAih water.ater. 7. May I play here?" 8. "Yes," said Father

9. "have a good time."

c-40

1. One day five children went out to play in the beautiful white snow.

for a long time and
444a
then began to make snow. animals.

2. They played

$nmo
3. One of theAanimals was a dog.

4. Soon the dog next door came out of the house. 5. When he saw the snow dog he said,

"Bow-wow." 6. The children laughed. 7. "Nov we have a dog that can bark."

I. It was pet day at the fair. 2. The children were waiting for the parade of animals

They had trained their pets to do many different tricks. 4.. Among them

eTtrouble:for It kicked and tried hard.to'brea

.441X-wa+r



away. 6. When it heard the band it became quiet. 7. During the parade it danced so

well that it won a prize.

A6 1. Airplane pilots have many important jobs.

from one

i
ty to another. 3. Sometimes they make
c-aria

-liwo vuAuse.
aNx..idents cfrual when
-accidents, and drop rood where people or herds are

They fly passengers, freight, and mail

an tans
O lha an and s4u1..

dangerous rescues inAland and sea

starving. 4. They bring strange

animals from dense jungles to our zoos. 5. They also serve as traffic police and spot

speeding cars on highways.

t)) wado.vec5
A7 1. Hundreds of years ago, most of Europe was® very poor region. 2. But China, a large

country in eastern Asia, had many of the comforts of 40 rich civilized nation. 3.
4h2, c--Farnois

Only a

one c-wom Col
of the Cfai3

few people from Europe had visited this distant region. 4. One was the fatuous Marco Polo.

c-VIS

5. lie learned some of the languages

for many years.

al l

that were spoken in China and served
tits

great ruler

onti
eightA8 1. The eager spectators who had cheered the plucky
ei

lucky Warriors through elght hard-fought

innings were silent. 2. Only a run was required to defeat the much feared Champions,

who had previously defeated all opponents. 3.

the umpire severely. 4. Now their faces were

their positions.

The spectators had earlier criticized

c-toah excitelnens and
and excited

tense with excitement as the players took

c..4141WeneeS

Tbi.oil.industry has been greatly increased by recent advances in science.

Ceologists:have.discovered new ways of locating veins of oil-producing rock. 3. Prob1gMS.,



of gusher control have been solved. 4. Very effective also are newer methods of refining

(radical

crude oil which have resulted in a higher ratio of quality fuel oil from a given

volume of crude oil.

as ifl
A10 1. In response to thi impulse of habit Joseph rose and spokee in former days. 2. He

.

pecsua.Socti e-uiterkmeb
emocously

Coar$4.1 Eat)
spoke vigorously, continuously, and persuaaively while the others listened attentively

ctsamic9 asi hes'OuAce.
but in grim and contemptuous silence. 3. Finally exhausted, Joseph hesitated for a

moment; as often happens in such circumstances he became confused and was unable to

resume speaking.

All 1. Many of the hypotheses about physical phenomena formulated by earlyWC::::::s
Cnaup4Atacasi

- inconsistent
ineootont

were inconsistent and in most cases could not be universally applied. In order toadeveloP.L

c.-isroLi 5

COte.1rates tsteet- tvz
accurate principles very capable rpc4hyriclists, mathematicians, and statisticians had to

a.

cooperate wholeheartedly over 1png periods of time to verify numerous basic facts and

015ArapS4.01.3
assumptions.

csaulcai Ci.ni a ni.tsamai

Al2 1. In® concluding lecture on sidereal spaces, thi' astronomer contrasted the infinitesimal
.

difference in distance of the moon from the earth at apogee wide perigee with

C-dMertnce
zgraVo.1Ditl

great difference in the distance of 'ail: earth fram ihelion.sun at aphe ion and C per)

C4.1441141.3 z peas:. s+ as1

2. The students interrogated him, WIteriling precociousness and lucidity in expression.

Olet.ft0A,46 ',AvAnbart9
rnet01 tdasn r; 3 t;140)

During a hiatus in the desultory firing, the apt liev;:ertact cUmbered wearily over

the detritus piled against the

OWLt-1.
dO/iesq.SildstP.CP,JP5711,00.04.4tail
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redoubts. 2.
Otte

. 4
i tip tricil

Beneath a canopy or empyrean blde-lay thi



Lwoc-i40 ino.cceSsiepromontories thrown up by the mortar shells, but radiating momentarily an iflexplivah

rSpati as 3
f spurious calm and peace.
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A2 1. A boy said, "Run, little girl. 2. Run with me to the boat." 3. They ran and ran.

4. "This is fun," said the boy. 5. "Look," said the girl. 6. "I see something in the

boat. 7. It is my kitten. 8. She wants to play."

A3 1. One morning a boy made a boat. 2. "Where can I play with it?" he asked. 3. Father

said, "Come with me in the car! 4. We will take your boat with us."- 5. Soon the boy

called, "Please stop. 6. I see water. 7. May I play here?" 8. "Yes," said Father.

9. "have a good time."

A4 1. One day five children went out to play in the beautiful white snow. 2. They played

for a long time and then began to make snow. animals. 3. One of the animals was a dog.

whip One

4. Boon the dog next door came out of the house. 5. When it: saw the snow he said,

"Bowwow." 6. The children laughed. 7. "Now we have a dog that can bark."

1. It was*pet day at the fair. 2. The children were waiting for the parade of animals

to begin. 3. They had trained their pets to do many different tricks. 4.. Among them

a tall .boy whtse goat made trouble for him. 5. It lecked and tried hard to break

When

C-;50

it:heard the band it became. quiet. 7. During the parade-it danced so

.



A6 1. Airplane pilots have many important jobs. 2. They fly passengers, freight, and mail

gram c-one.
Co.mh

Mfr one city to another. 3. Sometimes they make dangerous rescues in land and sea

accidents, and drop food where people or herds are starving.

animals from dense jungles to our zoos. 5. They also

4e hnlxmay
speeding cars on"higbways.

Vconclreel 01. c.toors

hvgdrect a CV3
A7 1. Hundreds of years ago, most of Europe was

serve

4. They bring strange

tit'atc44 pilot
as traffic police and spot

a very poor region. 2. But China, a large

country in eastern Asia, had many of the comforts of a rich civilized nation. 3. Only a
t- TWO

46e c-Farrows (ma
stoorice 6; 16t ower

few people from Europe had visited this distant region. 4.. One was the famous Marco Polo.

40.cneci c-.50me c-o@

oat CW1
5. He learned some of the languages that were spoken in China and served its great ruler

for many years.
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AS 1. The eager spectators who had cheered the plucky Warriors

'rate
innings were silent. 2. Only a run was required to defeat
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through4eight hard - fought..
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the much feared Champions,

who had previously defeated all opponents. 3. The spectators had earlier criticized
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the umpire severely. 4.

their positions.

Now their races were tense with excitement as
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the players took
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-A9 1. Thi oil industry has been greatly increased by recent advances in science.
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2. .Geologists -have discovered new ways of locating veins of oil-producing rock. 3. 1),TO.I4011 e
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In response to th7impulse.of habit Joseph rose

fs-tratiwat.ti.viV%3

spoke vigorously, contin usly, and p rsuasively while the others listened attentivay

and

in c- comer
"in Ecoarnan

4acen
spokeli 12 former days. 2.
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CSsan Us3
ut in grtm'and contemptUous silence. 3. Finally exhausted, Joseph hesitated for a

as ten VKIvelleci
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moment; as often happens in gaft circumstances he became confused and was unable to

resume speaking.
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1. Many of the E;eotheses about physical phenomena formulated by early philosophers
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tummansnNa
-..were inconsistent and (1)

accurate principles very

most cases could n
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opPeratfthOleheartedly over

assumptions.-
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long periods of time to verify numerous basic facts and
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Airplane.pilots.have many important jobs. 2. They fly passengers, freight, and mail:

ram'one city to another. 3. Sometimes they make dangerous rescues in land and sea
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ccidents,and drop food where people or herds are starving. 4. They bring strange

4- 20116

-la from dense jungles to our Fats. 5, They also serve as traffic police and spot
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few people from Europe had visited this distant region. 4. One was rho famous Marco Pole'.

5. 'He learned some of the languages that were spoken in China and served its great ruler

for many years.

A8 1. Tht eager spectators who had cheered the plucky Warriors through4eight herd-fought

innings were silent. 2. Only a run was required to defeat the much feared Champions,

who had previously defeated all opponents. 3. The spectators had earlier criticized

the umpire severely. 4. Now their faces were tense with excitement as the players took

their positions.

A9 1. The oil industry WI been greatly increased by recant advances in science.

2. Geologists have discovered new ways of loceting veins i2 oil-producing rock. 3. Problems

twala*wats

of gusher control have been solved. 4. Very effective also are newer iltte2a o refining
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crude oil which have in a higher retro of quality fuel oil from egiven
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were inconsistent QV in
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During a hiatus in the desultory firing, the apt lieutenant clambered wearily over

the detritus piled against the redoubts. 2. Beneath a canopy of empyrean blue lay the. --

quiet, bucolic landscape, its pristine beauty now defiled by myriad diminutive

promontories thrown up by the mortar shells, but radiating momentarily an Invxplivnhio...

if spurious calm and peace.



Al 1. Look, Mother, look. 2. See me go. 3. I go up. 4. I come down. 5. Come here,

Mother. 6. Come and play with me.

A2 1. A boy said, "Run, littla girl. 2. Run with me to the boat." 3. They ran and ran.

4. "This is fun," said the boy. 5. "took," said the girl. 6. "I see something in the

boat. 7. It is my kitten.. S. She wants to play."

*AT
A3 1. One morning I: boy made Ti boat. 2. "Where can I play with it?" he asked. 3. Father.

c
said, "Come with me in the car: '4. We will

gr
e your boat with us." 5. Soon the boye-coRed

ca
titff1

called, "Please stop. 6. I sea water. 7. May 1 play here?" 8. "Tea," said Father.

9. "have I' good time."

1. One day five children went out to play in the beautiful white snow. 2. They played

for I long time end then began to make immantmals. 3. One of thi animals was T dog.
4,4eir

_

DAT4. Soon the dog next door came out of the house. 5. When he saw the snow dog he said,

llow-Wow." 6. The children laughed. Now we have I dog that can bark."

t um4 4,14 ir The 4464'tla ti 43
. It was pet day at the fair. 2. The children were waiting for the parade of aniMala-.1

-to begin. 3. They had trained their pats to do many different tricks. 4.. Aiming them

Was tall boy/whose goat made trouble for him. 5. It kicked and tried/hard to break.,

-. away.

: _ (I- olio-Judd
6.. Whervit heard the band it became quiet. 7. During the parade it daned so

veil thar%it.won a prize.
- _
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A6 1. Airplane pilots have many important jobs.
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":5. 1. Every morning Father goes to his office by_train. 2. Ile usually leaves the house about

e-Mother
Me*.

eight o'clock. 3. In rainy weather Mother drives him to the station. 4. When the train

Cita/

reaches the city at eight forty-five, Father goes to the general offices of his company.

5. An elevator carries him to the eleventh floor. 6. His important position takes hours 0

extra time, and many evenings he doesn't arrive home until late. 7. Bob and an are

c-frequeutiy

tkaril
disappointed when he works at night, for he Otequently assists them with their lessons.

8. Then, too, if there is time after dinner for games, he often plays with the& befere.they,

_begin to study. Time Rate Comp.

tattitiang

1. Nearly every family living in the city tutlitita 16.r2r s t a vacation rade during the summer

. When the weather becomes warn, usually during July, Bob and Jane accompany their Dar
Stclaicont

eliab40.40
to the seaside. 3. In order to reach their destination on the shore, they are/IA.1413w to

travel over a mountain range. 4. If they begin their journey before sunrise first -day;

_ ..
they can see many impressive scenes in the mountains. 5. The exciting but lengthy trip_requires:

4g

7'76.467611-ditis.. 6.. While at the beach-Bob and Jane spend many blissful hours bathing-in-the,:-

*rVandrelaxing one. sunny sand. 7. Summer vacations help Bob and Jane keep healthy,

Time-- Rate

restful: end' refreshing vacation is over, Bob and Jane feel quite edeqUatel

repared-for:ksc6561-.

SOypti.rn
WW43640

WhaTthiy-titiltritfrowtheir'sojourn at the-seashore,:

Jr,



Jared to play with their pats once again. 3. Their parents are delighted to sae them tanned

C4.

and healthy. 4. School opens within
h
a
op

few weeks after they return home, and during August

OW awl
rule)their mother helps them cq re the new clothing and equipment which they will need later.

5. Each year the beginning of school in early September brings s stimulating program of very

challenging studies. 6. Bob's favorite subject will htiouGgitilay be sixth-grade science, while -;

4%0
Jane entering the fourth grade, will enjoy readies 7. in addition to schoolwork, both will

take music lessons. S. Jane studies the violin, but Rob prefers the trumpet.

'8, 1. Mother and Father are proudly/zzia-4

Time Rate Comp,

fie &S(W)
'ambitious plans for the future education of their

children, Bob and Jana. 2. They realise that several factors

arter... s
(ste

to
Stotiovi

ultimate selection of their rtallsers. 3. First of sll,

mentally equipped foleprofessions of their choice.

are going to play i part Lochs

the children muse be physically and`ut)*

4.

ple.nsal
ana)
inancial cost of the nacassary.

training program must also be considered, while a third factor is the attitude of relatives and.

0.

friends. 5. Obviously, Bob and Jana are not yet able to make efinal choice. 6. Pareneo.often.

entertain deCrit ambitions for their children, and Mother and Father hope that Bob andJane will

enter some br ch.of..madicine.
- ciAnctiott

. V Val
V VI

acinated by/ via ion. 8. Although Jana

7. They visualize Bob in, surgery; how vear, at Present 114 is

ki.1144rvarti,

has always aspired to be Ifplindargartan teacher,

amity chinks that she is ideally suited for the nursing profession.

Time 'Rata

thoughEnb4end Jana now.think they will eventually comply with their patents' wishes



4.nteresr
choosing medicine as.their profession, i recent school incident indicates chat their interests

prO
%0 C-Lviitneioe.

turn more w the direction of an ..1111gItive study of the human mind. 2. One day, whilemay later

discussing their

discovered that human

science instruct.

dikediffes
mant0A1,4 Coal coitso
mentality differs chi.

differences between human beings and animals,
47444

1y from/animal Ifiltifity in being finEWillY

grebe'
preoccupied with symbols,

treeYe
emploloymt symbols.

such as an object,

real c e
3. They realized, for the first time, that they themselves were

a. ikyllocKA C.crat1
oil

4. They learned that esymbol is a sign or word which rerers to something,

($1,004,10
I person, or I concept and that neatly all knowledge Wit- product of synnoLics

Cricktarankics

lengpeges, mathematics, and music;
Patl3 *

lakatiaa. 6. Thus, Bob and ane are

liortanm-lhAiy

Istgl .1° I 14iir1 11imind of man, which deals a en nen with these sYmbola,
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(a Elea
7. They recognize the truth inherent i

Mn
the adage, "The proper

expression. 5. They discovered that symbols are used

they learned that even the flag is Weatkeamblem o

beginning to realise that

significant study in itself.

-Atudy of mankind is man."
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When they return from their sojourn at the seashore, they are over

c:pLeyvith their.pits once again. 3. Their parents are delighted to see them :tanned
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: __.. EchoOlOpeni within a few weeks after they return home, and during August,
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anciden0

their mother helps than acquire the new clothing and equipment which they will need later.

5. Each year the beginning of school in early September brings a stimulating program of vary

challenging studies. 6. Bob's favorite subject will undoubtedly be sixth-grade science, while-

skoiluer-werkg
Jane entering the fourth grade, will enjoy readin 7. In addition to schoolwork, both will

take music lessons. B. Jane-studies the violin, but Bob prefers the trumpet.

Time Rate Comp.
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1. Mother and Father are proudly making ambitious plans for the future education of their

411
children, Bob and /ana. 2. They realize that several factors are going to play a part in the

ultimate selection of their careers. 3. First of all, the children must be physically and

Efemistn San
mentally equipped for the professions of their choice. 4. The rinancial cost of the necessary

training program must also be considered, while a third factor is the attitude of /relatives and

friends. 5. Obviously, Bob and Jane are not yet able to make a final choice. 6. Parents often

A

entertain secret ambitions for their children, and Mother and Father hope that Bob and Jani will

enter some branch of medicine. 7. They visualise Bob in surgery; however, at Present he is

hammed by aviation. B. Although Jane hes always aspired to be a' kindergarten teacher, hir

nwAher.
,family.thinks_that she is ideally suited for the nursing profession.
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discussing with their science instructor the differences between human beings and animals, they
P-mante01,
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discovered that human mentality differs ligefly from animal mentality in being essentially
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peeoccupied with symbols. 3. They realized, for the first time, that that' themselves were

employing symbols. 4. They learned that a symbol is a sign or

such as an object, a person, or a concept and that nearly all

word which refers to something,
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knowledge is I product of symbolic

expression. S. They discovered that symbols are used in languages, mathematics, and music; and
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they learned that even the flag is a symbolic emblem of/ patriotism. 6. Thus, Bob and Jane are
e-man

beginning to realize that the mind of mash which deals pre-eminently with these symbols, is a
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significant study a itself. 7. They recognize the truth inherent in the adage, "The proper

study of mankind is man."
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Jane study1psychology in college, they will further penetrate the riterit la211 o

abhuman mind. 2. Learning that the mind and the emotions are closely interrelated, they_will

. discover that virtually all problems which cause disturbance to an individual are associated in.:

soma degree with his emotional life. 3. A parson's "emotional adjustment" not only affects his

CiAvgenotiffnl
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own happiness and equilibrium, but also has a profound influence on his associates; thus al is

t.axterne:4ia fundamental tonsitieraliee puie_he
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of human relations which confront our present-day society are both baffling and challenging; as

P-tonsdentleisti
tmeite4ussIll
Eveonotanei.el

intelligent citizens we can and should contribute to their ultimate solution by trying conscien.

tiously to understand our own behavior. 8. Such injunctions as "Don't take yourself too

seriously" have in the past been fashionable attempts at disposing of personal problems.
4141 a:1:1

. Lvett-afmaent) usi'M
there Duel

9. However, they are little more than avoidance mecnaniems which ignore the teal causes of

c-curfent- Q13440.14434
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behavior; in light of current psychology they may in fact be consideredlitatgf!!!..
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:: 1. Mother waves good-by to Father each morning. 2. She begins the housework soon after he

a-betbra

eves.- 3- Bob and Jane help her ore they go to school.fe3f 4. They dry the dishes and clein*,-

motiltes
their own rooms. 5. After Mother has finished the work indoors, she gdes out to her prett

flower garden. 6. She tends it nearly every day for about an hour. 7. Mother does all her

-ioork with great-care. Time Rate Comp. II

Every morning Father goes to his office by train. 2. le iftually leaves the house about

ht o'clock. 3. In rainy weather Mother drives him to the station. 4. When the train -.

office

eicheA:the.:city at eight forty7five Father goes to the general offices of his ccmpany,
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6. -His. important -position.,_ takes-.0ours.;

late
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disappointed when he works at night, fort frequently assists them with their lessons.
Ofkion43

8. Then, too, if there is time after dinner for bases, ha often plays with them before. they

begin to study. Time Rate

1. Nearly every family living in the cityVittigi takes a vacation sometime during the summer.sometime

2. When the weather becomes warm,Cigfiky durinOluly, Bob and Jane accompany their parents:.

c-ebtird.

to the seaside. 3. In order to reach their destinationon the shore, they arattsiti..to.

travel over a mountain range. 4. If they begin their journey before sunrise the first day,

4impresSve,
iincressions

they can see many impressive scenes in theinarans. 5. The exciting but lengthy trip requires

two full days. 6. While at the beach Bob and Jane spend Many blissful hours bathing in t

surf and relaxing on the sunny sand. 7. Summer vacations help Bob and Jane keep health

Time Rate
sd- ..Kuxt i1

0,46066i.
1; After .their restful and refreshing vecation is _

over, and Jane:feel quite-adequati
_

l

satqwe l
prepared for school. 2. When they return from their

Csojowrn -at the seashore, they are 04e

lOyed.topleyiwith their pets once again. 3. Their parents are delighted-to see.themftanne

.
.School.opens within a few weeks after they return home, andduring

acquireeir mother helps them acquire the new clothing and equipment which they will need late

fits,
program.nning of school inAearly September brings a stimulating r
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BOblafavorite'subjeet-will-undoubtedly-borsixth-gradif***ACqi

_
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their mother helps them acquire the new clothing and equipment which they will need later.

e-prrarri
5. Each year the beginning.of schoolin early September brings programgram of very

4-forselit

favoritechallenging studies. 6. Bob's favorite subject will Vitita-ctriitilV be sixth-grade science, while

Jane entering the fourth grade, will enjoy reading. 7. In addition to schoolwork, both will

Bab teacart -We
4.44 410) pfalus

take music lessons. 8. Jane studies the violin, but Rob prefers the trumpet.

Time Rate Comp.

1. Mother and Father are proudly making ambitious plans for the future education of their

children, Bob and Jane. 2. They realize that several factors are going to play I part in the

c-vOinws.te ueCon
uA

4
lt a0te selection of their careers. 3. First of all, the children must be physically and

mentally equipped
C
or the professions of their choice. 4. The financial cost of the necessary

c-retaAive$
rti3

training program suet also be considered, whileli third factor is the attitude of relatives and

riends. S. Obviously, Bob and Jane are not yet able to make a final choice. 6. Parents often

`entertain *secret ambitions for their children, and Mother and Father hope that Bob and Jane will-

twm.issuni 46a. het
enter some branch ofimedicine. 7. They visualise Bob in surgery; however, arpresent he is

c -1%06$ C.. Wifir44
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acinated by aviation. 8. Although Jane has always aspiO red to be Tkindergarten teacher, her
--..

amily thinks that she is ideally suited for the nursing profession.
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now think they will eventually comply with their parents' wishes in
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oOMing Medicine as.their profess/ono-I recent school incident indicates that their interests

star turn more in the direction of an intensive study of the human mind. 2. One day, vigils
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discussing with

discovered that

their science instructor the differences between human beings and animals, they

c.rnenoicaif4

mentalityhuman mentalilty differs chiefly from animal mentality in being essentially

preoccupied with symbols. 3. They realized, for the first time, that they themselves were

c-srlol

employing symbols. 4. They learned theta:14cl is a sign or word which refers to something,

such as an object, I person, or irconcept and that nearly all knowledge is I product of symbolic

expression. 5. They discovered that symbols are used& inentrualagra9mathematics, and music; and

4-4 reeo.Vimm,

they learned that even the flag is a symbolic emblem patriotism. 6. Thus, Bob and Jane are

beginning to realize that the mind of man, which dealsiellitftly with these symbols, is 1r

N44431
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significant study in itself. 7. They recognize the truth inhering in the alga, "The proper

study of mankind is man." Time Rate Comp.
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10. 1. When Bob and Jane study psychology in collage, they will further penetrate the intricacies 0

to.n-tor-ro.-edeLora41
the human mind. 2. Learning that the mind and the emotions are closely interrelated, they will

iwt
discover that virtually all problems which cause disturbance tP-Egi-jnoTt---ftSERWiailtaare essocieted.in..
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some degree with his emotional life. 1. rpersonts "emotional sdjustment""not only affects his:
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own happiness and equilibrium, but also has I profound influence on his associates; thus it I
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axiomatic at
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ogy has proved
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emotions areefundamental consideration in all human relationships. 4. Psycho
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conclusively that harmony or discord among persons, far from occurring fortuliou

can be explained by the same principle of cause and effect which operates ighther fields .°

cience. 5. There appear to be two general causes of group tensions: the first is genetic in
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character; and() second, related to the cultural milieu in which we live. 6. Scholars in
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statisticians,various areas of study, among whom We find anthropologists, lociologiats, and statisticians,
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of human relations which confront our present -day society are both baffling and challenging; as
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tiously to understand our own behavior. 8.
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uch injunctions as "Don't take yourself too

seriously" have in the past bean fashionable attempts at disposing of personal problems.
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A. 1. Nearly every family living in the cityci&frei takes a vacation sometime during the summer.
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2. When the weather becomes warm, usually during July, Bob

otheir

to the seaside. 3. In order to reach ftlir destination on

and Jane accompany their parents
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the shore, they are teged to

travel over a mountain range. 4. If they begin their journey before sunrise the first day,

they can see many impressive INGUSSin the mountains. 5. Tha exciting but lengthy trip romps.

two full days. 6. While at the beach Bob and Jane spend many blissful hours bathing in the

relaxing on the sunny send. 7. Summer vacations help Bob and Jane keep healthy.

Time_ Rate Comp.
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joyed to play with their pets once again. 3. Their parents are delighted to see them tanned

and healthy. 4. School

their mother helps them

opens within a few weeks after they return home, and during August

way Atte 4114 neweeetothim
Wen

acquire the new clothing and equipment which they will need later.

5. Each year the beginning of school in early September brings a stimulating program of very

challenging studies. 6. Bob's favorite subject will ualattgdly be sixth-grade science, while

Jane entering the fourth grade, will enjoy reading. 7.,In addition to schoolwork, bath will

take music lessons. S. Jane studies the violin, but Sob prefers the trumpet.

Time Rata

8. 1. Mother and Father are proudly making ambitious plans for the future education of their
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mentally equipped for the professions of their choice. 4. The financial cost of the necessary

training program must also be considered, while a third factor is the attitude of relatives and

friends. 5. Obviously, Bob and Jane are not yet able to make g final choice. 6. Parents often.,

entertain secret ambitions for their children, and Mother and Father hope that Bob and Jane will.

enter some branch of medicine. 7. They visualize Sob in surgery; however, at present he is

facinatedbygliggi 8. Although Jane
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may later turn more in the direction of an intensive study of the human mind. 2. One day, while

discussing with

discovered that

their science instructor the differences between human beings and animals, they
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human mea. Alntit iffers chiefly from animal mentality in being essentially

preoccupied with symbols. 3. They realized, for the first time, that they themselves were
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10.

irl is in the yard. 2. The girl has a big ball. 3. The boy is hack of the girl,

s playing with his dog. 5. The Cat looks at the girl. 6. He wants to play ball, too:

girl7does'not.sea the cat. S. She is oohing at the hall.

1
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1. The name of the boy is Bob. 2. The name of his sister is Jane. 3. They live with their

parents in a white house near the city. 4. They are playing on the walk. 5. The dog and cat

are their pets. 6. After Father has gone to work, the children will leave for school.
Time Rata Comp.
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. 1. Mother waves goodby to Father each morning. 2. She begins the housework Boon after he

Mothr
lieves. 3. Bob and Jane help her

e

before they go to school. 4. They rill Rik dishes and clean

their own rooms.
16034

5. After Mother has finished the work indoors, she goes out to her,
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Mends
flower garden. 6. She/tends it nearly every day for about an haul

work

wardwith great care.
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Time
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office by train. 2. Re usually leaves the house, about

eight o'clock. 3. In rainy weather Mother drives him to the station. 4gephen the train
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DoAvra
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extra time. and many Aratans be doesn't arrive home until late. 7. Bob and Jane are
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disappointed when he works at night,
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Than, too, if there is time after dinner for games, he often plays with them before they
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START
6. 1. Nearly every family living in the city V&aiA? takes

0a 43vacation sometime during the summer.

ougmvimitrtheir

2. When the weather becomes warm, usually during July, Bob and Jane accompany their parents

to the seaside. 3. In order to reach their destination on the shore, they are obliged to

travel over a mountain range. 4. If they begin their journey before sunrise the first day,

6_01

they can see many impressive scenes in the mountains. 5. The exciting but lengthyLip requires

Cerbeki

andefull days. 6. While at the beach lob
A46

and
d
Jane spend many blissful hours bathing in the

surf and relaxing on the sunny sand. 7. Summar vacations help Bob and Jane keep healthy.

Time Rate Comp.

1. After their restful and refreshing vacation is over, Bob and Jane feel quitettZtiltW

411

prepared for school. 2. When they return from their itiou54rrrat the seashore, they are over-

joyed to play with their pets once again. 3. Their parents are delighted to see them tanned

crptgy

and healthy. 4. School opens within a few weeks after 14y return home, and during August

their)nother helps them acquire the new clothing and equipment which they will need later.

5. Each fear-the beginning of school in early September brings a stimulating program of very

challenging studies. 6. Bob's favorite subject willithuttiSly be sixth -grade science, whi

Jane.entering the fourth grade, will enjoy reading. 7. In addition to schoOlwork, both will.

o- refers

et,

emusio lessons. 8. Jane studies the violin, but Bob refire tha trumpet.
.
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8. 1. Mother and Father are proudly making ambitious plans for the future education of their

children, Bob and Jane. 2. They realize that several factors are going to play a part in the

tliturnaie
ultimate selection of their careers. 3. First of all, the children must be physically and

c-Raimmtiol

mentally equipped for the professions of their choice. 4. The financial cost of the necessary

training prograa must also be considered, while a third factor is the attitude of relatives and

C-Oiswipaski

Obviously,friends. 5. Obviously, Bob and Jane are not yet able to make a final choice. 6. Parents often

entertain secret ambitions for their children, and Mother and Father hope that Bob and Jane will

enter some branch of medicine. 7. Theykiiiittatil Bob in surgery; however, at present he is

butiorlan3
facinated by aviatmon. 8. Although Jane has always aspired to be Rindergarten teacher, her

kdij
family thinks that she is Wilily suited for Genursing profession.

Time Rate Comp.

,9. 1. Although Bob and Jane now think they will eventually comply with their parents' wishes in

choosing medicine as their profession, a recent school incident indicates that their interests

ate turn more in the direction of an intensive study of the human mind. 2. One day, while

discussing with their science instructor the differences between human beings and animals, the

Cr Inttili ty
mentrilv cLismiziv

discovered that human ment ny differs chiefly from animal 2Ntatgy in being essentially

okAp CO
reoccupien with symbols. 3. They realized, for the first time that they themselves were

ploying symbols. 4. They learned that a symbol is a sign or:Word which refers to something,
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nearly all Knowledge is Opro uct. f:symsich-as-:an object, a person, or a concept and that

eXpresSion: 5. They discovered that symbols are used
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in languages, mathematics, and music;
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of patriotism. 6. Thus, Bob and
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beginning to realise that the mind of man, which deals pte-eminently with these symbols, Lel
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They ecognise the truth inherent in the a age, The proper .

study of mankind is man." Time Rate Comp.

10. 1. When Bob and Jana study cfkitrigr la Al
ol g college, they will further penetrate the -intricacies of

the human mind. 2. Learning that the mind and the emotions are closely intfrartitaati, they will

discover that virtually all problems which cause disturbance to an individual arettglitiein
C-MtuANMWt

some degree with his emotional Tie. 3. A person'st=tg:eliluident" not only affects his

own happiness andGATIIIItituV, but also has 40 profound influence on his associates; thus it is

filikfliggikithat emotions are® fundamental consideration in human relationships. 4.*Psychol-

ogy has proved conclusively that harmony orfiitscil3among persons, far from occurring

ly, can be explained by the same principle of cause and effect Which operates in other fields O*

trait&
science. S. There appear to be two general causes of group tensions: the first Wilirlitki in

character; and the second, related to the cultural milieu in which we live. 6. Scholars in
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varioaCtigi Alan, among whom we findrettallt012, sociologists, andill&tigilalil

have joined theEctiggtolitginglataillPinvestigations in this complex field. 7, The ;noble!!
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4. 1. &bar waves good-by to Father each morning. 2. She begins the housework soon after he

leaves. 3. Bob and Jane help her before they go to school. 4. They dry the dishes and clean

ler
theirOrooms. 5. After Mother has finished

ti

t e work indoors, she goes out to her pretty

frnteriv
flower garden. 6. She tends ittliarly every day 0:1 about an hour. 7. Mother does all her

work with great care.

. 1. Every morning lather

Time Rate Comp.

s to his office by train. 2. He usually leaves the house about

eight o'clock. 3. to rainy weather Mother drives him to the station. 4. When the train

reaches the city at eight forty-five, Father goes to the general offices of his company.

Atkt.n elevator carries him to the eleventh floor. A. flis important position takes hours:o

extra time,

disappointed

and many evenings he doesn't arrive home until late. 7. Bob and Jane are

itwanktil
when he works at night, for he frequently assists them with their lessons.

00, if there is time after dinner for games, he often plays with them before they'

in to.study. Time Rata Comp.
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early every family living in the city Vistas takes a vacation sometime' during the sumac

en :'the` became:1 warm, usually during July, Bob and Jane accompany their parents
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chliquitd
Co the seaside. 3. In order Co reach their destination on the shore, they are obliged Co

travel, over a mountain range. 4. If they begin their journey before sunrise the first day,

IttPrasskgq ION
they can see many impressive scenes in the mountains. 5.(nexciting but lethy trip requires

two full days. 6. While at the beach Bob and Jane spend many blissful, hours bitching in the

surf and relaxing on the sunny sand. 7. Summer vacations ritlBob and Jane keep healthy.

Time Comp.
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1. After their restful 4Drefreshing vacation is over, Bob and Jane feePICACRIskiately

prepared for school. 2. When they return from

joyed to play with their pets once again. 3.

Cin healthy.

their sojourn at the seashore, they are over-.

4..rzt3 the.
Their arents are delighted to see them tanned:.

4. School opens within a few weeks after they return home, and during August

0. Inquire.

their mother helps them. MUire the new clothing and equipment which they will need later.

3. Bachyear the beginning of school in early September brings a stimulating program of very.

zneSma

ttienging studies.

Jana entering

take music

1 c

lessons.

allqiimik-StAdin
6. Bob's favorite subject will-undoubtedly pa sixth-grade science, while

ourth grade, will enjoy reading. 7. In addition to schoolwork, both

S. Jane studies the violin, but Bob prefers the trumpet.

Time Bate
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Mother and Father are proudly makingifA.amcitsous pans for the future ed catron- of their
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ildren....Bob.and Jane.
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2. They realize that several actors are going to play a, pert in
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careers, 3, First of all, the children must be phsically and-
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ffai.nwoall avate.t.
mentally equipped for the professions of their choice. 4. The -financial cost of the necessary

thira C- fazior
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training program must also be considered,
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friends. 5. Obviously, Bob and Jane are not yet able

while a third factor is the attitude ofrelatives and-

entertain secret4kblEtar4for

c-lonindh
(bran)

enter somenranch of medicine.

CitchteaS4kg
fecinated by aviat&oni.

to make a final choice. 6. Parents often

their children, and Mother and Father hope that Bob and Janata")

[Scsaeh
EVgerbil

7. They visualize Bob in urgery; however, at present he is

Leis. ptrd3

8. Although Jane has alwaysfat:Pged to be kindergarten teacher, her

family thinks that she is ideally suited for the nursing profession.

Time
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The girl is in the yard. 2. The girl has Ti big ball.

OA*
ht.

4. He is playing with his dog. S. The oat looks at the girl. 6. Re wants to play ball, too.

does t.-mot

doesn't
7. The girl does not see the

Rate Comp.

SLR[_ ETHNICITY (116;49:

block
crp4k

biee.k
3. The boy is hack of the girl...

1. The name of the boy is Bob.

cat. 8. She is looking at the ball.

Time
P-

Rate Comp.
Xeowt.

2. The name of his sister is is. 3. They 14tiwith their

parents in I white house near the city. 4. They are playing on the walk. S. The dog and cat

are their pets. 6. After Father has gone to work, the children will leave for school.

,Mother waves good by to lather each morning.

cpthitcAtimmeworko

to tholj
2. She begins the housework soon after

leaves$5 3.*Bob and Jane help her before they go to school. 4. They dry the dishes and clean,

sir own rooms. 5. After Mother has finished the work indoors, she goes out to her prett

over; garden. 6. She tends it nearly every day for an hour. 7. Mother does all her



work with great cars. Time Rate Comp.

usually

usually1. Every morning Father goes to his office by train. 2. He leaves the house about

eight o'clock. 3. In rainy weather Mother drives him to the station. 4. When the train

, 404fuut.

reaches the city Q' eight forty-five,A4)Fatner goes to the genera/ offices of his company.
dp

CP CIA
isomprhuir r. ,c4 ionOn

re er') s'?°11114°
5. An elevator carries him to 4ZD eleventh floor. 6. Hirligtfant'grATIon takes hours

%%mix . teem. Sam
extra time, and many evenings he doesn'tieve_home until late. 7. Bob and Jane
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disappointed when he works at night, for op event y ss sts t em witn the%r lessons.

Bnhen, too, if there is time after dinner° games, &often Timis before they

begin to study. Time Rate Comp.
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. Mother waves good-by to Father each morning. 2. She begins the housework soon after

eaves. 3. Bob and Jane help her before they go to school. 4. They dry the dishes and clean

.47

S. After Mother has finished the work indoors, she goes out to her:045

. She tends every day for about an hour. 7. Mother does all he



disappointed when he works at night, fore)frequentlyAabessists them with their lessons.

S. Then, too, if there is time after dinner for games, he often plays with them before they

begin to study. Time Rate Comp.

1. Nearly every family living in the city suburbs talcs a vacation sometime during the summer.
metimes

2. When the weather becomes warm, usually during July, Bob and Jane accompany their parents

to the seaside. 3. In order to reach their destination on the shore, they are obliged to

-travel over Omountain range. 4.*If they begin their journey before sunrise the first day,
-

they can see many impressive scenes in the mountains. 5. The exciting but lengthy trip requires

two full days. 6. While at the beach Bob and Jane spend many blissful hours bathing in the

smookionn betlos
surf and relaxing on the sunny sand. 7. Summer vacations help Bob and Jane keep healthy.

Time Rate Comp.

416*es- their restful and refreshing vacation is over, Bob and Jane feel quite/adequately

t. loot o 4%4 S 4A-s%01-4

V0(641,013(4 Vwe
seashore,repared for school. 2. When they return from their soioUTn at the seashore, they are over-

ed to play with their pets once again. 3. Their parents are delighted to see them tanned

healthy. 4. SchOol opens within a few weeks after they return home, and during August

Mother-helps them acquire the new clothing <) equipment which they need later.

in c-tIne
C41

eh:year-the beginning of school in early September brings a stimulating program of very.

'lensing studies. 6. Bob's favorite subject will undoubtedly be sixth-grade science, whit

ourth grade will enjoy reading. 7. In addition to schoolwork, both will

.

anestudies the, violin, but Bob prefers the trumpet.
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1. Mother and Father are proudly making amb/1vtious
3

plans for the future education of their
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children, Bob and Jane. 2. They realize that saveral"factors are going to play a part in the

c-Weatiah
440441

ultimate selection of their careers. 3. First of all, the children must be physically and

mentally equipped for the professions of their choice. 4. The financial cost of the necessary

1041 ;IN 111 4a40114140 glgv4training program must also while third factor is wattituce of relatives and

friend thaam havetriends. 5. Obviously, Bob and Jane are not yet able to make a final choice. 6. Parenteoften

cinkakion
444%

entertain secret ambitions for their children, and Mother and Father fio alga Bob and Jane will

in
enter some branch of medicine. 7. They visualize Bob in surgery; however, at presentglis

c-aated
Si4facinated by aviation. 8.Uthough JaniliPalways isp red to be a' kindergarten teacher, her

suited far, idea suited 4,11e

family thinks that she wideally suited for & nursing profession.

Time Rate Comp.

). 1. Although Bob and Jane now think/they/will eventually comply with their parents' wishes in

choosing medicine as their profession, a recent school incident indicates that their interests

41,14

may later turn morea)diraction of an intensive study of the human mind., 2. One day, whilel
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essentiallydiscovered theehuman mentality differs chserly from animal mentaiity in being essentially

reoccupied with symbols. 3. They realized, e the first time, that
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Oloyinusymbols. 4. They learned that a symbol is a Sip or word which tefers to something,
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nearly all/knowledge is a product of symbolD
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. expressior0 S. They discovered that symbols are used in languages, mathematics, and music; CZ)

Ittei learned that( the flag is® symbolic intWof10116011. 6. Thus, Bob and Jane are
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beginning to realize that amind of man, which
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pie-eminently with these symbols, is a®
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CiA narklil to.V GM041sign cant study in itself. 7. They recognizeothe truth kt=nt in the anew, "The proper

study of mankind is man." Time Rate Comp.
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the human mind. 2. Learning that the mind and the emotions are closely &correlated, they will
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individualdiscover rhar41virtually"virtually all problems which cause disturbance to e idual are associated in
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mat;
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tiousiy to understand our own behavior. 8. Such injunctions as "Don't take yourself too

c-pecSonal poiolem C10.011
40 person

seriously" have past been fashionable attempts at disposing o problems.

9. However, they are little more
OnAdn
avoidaance

q
mechanisms which ignore the real causes of

make-0%4
-Ase Coal

P in fact be cgaretedll wCTEriol=sTM.behaviorpn light of current psychology
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START
4. 1. Mother waves good-by to Father each morning. 2. She begins the housework soon after he

c.i.tejor

Thy
$14.

leaves. 3. Bob and Jane help Theybefore they go to school. 4. dry the dishes and clean

their own rooms. 5. After Mother has finished the work indoors, she goes out to her pretty

flower garden. 6. She tends it nearly every day for about an hour. 7. Mother does all her

P

work withogreat care. Time Rate Comp.

. 1. Every morning Father goes to his office by train. 2. He usually leaves the houie about:

eight o'clock. 3. In rainy weather Mother drives him to the station. 4. When the train
c 3anctat

Cdserie
reaches the city at eight forty-five, Father goes to the general offices of his company.

. An elevator carries him to the eleventh floor. 6. His important position/takes hours o

extra time, and many evenings he doesn't arrive home until late. 7. Bob"and Jane are
.



ttlitunfg
disappointed when he works at night, for he frequentlly assists them with their lessons.

8. Then, too, if there is time after dinner for games, he often plays with them before they

begin to study. Time Rate Comp.

6. 1. Nearly every family living in the city subur stakes a vacation sometime during the summer.

2. When the weather becomes warm, usually during July, Bob and Jane accompany their parents
t-ciestiaa.440a

Carel ob6921.484

.tcluij obi
to the seaside. 3. In order to reach theilfdestination on the shore, they are/ obliged to

travel over -a mountain range. 4. If they begin their journey before sunrise the first day,

P-sc.eneS
+he c-as6iimi

t-Sil *Vii CaPS0f3 i C 1*.966 1

they can see many impressive scenes in the mountains. 5. The exciting but/lengthy trip requirei

two full days. 6. While at the beach Bob and Jane spend many blissful
CSUROV
Sandj

surf and relaxing on the sunnyny sand. 7. Summer vacations help Bob and

Time Rate

hours bathing in the

Jane keep healthy.

Comp.

c-adequate q
Cad-kotatil

7. 1. After their restful and refreshing vacation is over, Bob and Jane feel quite/adequately

prepared for school. 2. When they return from their dojourn at the seashore, they are over-

joyed to play with their pets once again. 3. Their parents are delighted to see them.tanned

and healthy. 4. School opens within a few weeks after they return home, and during August

c-uAidhlel
cloiheS

their mother helps them/acquire the new clothing and equipment which My will need later.

. Each year the beginning of school in early September brings Tirstimulating program of very

e-Sublet

challenging studies. 6. Bob's favorite Sinject wilyigeginly be sixth-grade science whileskudents

Jane entering the fourth grade, will enjoy reading0 7. In /addition to schoolwork, both w41

. Jane studiestheviolin, but Bob prefers the trumpet.

Rare, Comp.
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8. 1. Mother and Father are proudly making ambitious plans for the future education of their
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realize
441.4e;rchildre4?Bob and Jane,' 2. They realize that several factors are going to play a part in tte
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careers.ultimate selection of their c
4areers.

3. First of all, the children must be physically and
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itnal CI) isste- sae. 3

mentally equipped for the professions of their choice. 4. The financial cost of the necessary
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training program must
be.
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be considered, while a third factor
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friends. 5. Obviously, Bob and
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entertain oecret ambitions for their

P.XeliNktiveS
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attitude Cril
is the Uttitude of relatives and

Jane are not yet able to make a final choice, 6. Parents often

children, and Mother and Father hope that Bob and Jane will
ter 4.0auenk.
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enter some branch of medicine. 7. They visuallze Bob in surgery; however, at present he is

aeLvell.an3
P-kvitan

Assniet4t4A
e-teacmc
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facinated byfaviat on. 8. Although Jane has always aipired to be a.kindergarten teacher her

family thinks that she is ideally suited for the nursing profession.
--STOP

Time Rate Comp.

9. 1. Although Bob and Jane now think they will eventually comply with their parents' wishes in

Choosing medicine as their profession, a recent school incident indicates that their interests%

may later turn more in the direction of an intensive study of the human mind. 2. One day,.whi

discussing with their science instructor the differences between human beings and animals, they

discovered that human mentality differs chiefly from animal mentality in being eaaentially

preoccupied with symbols. 3. They realized, for the first time, that they themselves were

employing symbols. 4. They learned that a symbol is a sign or word which refers to sonethin

uch as an °Nett, a person, or a concept and that nearly all kilowledge is a product of symbol-

4fel.on. 5. They discovered that symbols ere used in.languages, mathematics, -and music; e
.

addasikAkam* illicitiaa4..,;;;..§,tAinott.. a -an - 4
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6. 1. Nearly every :away living in the city suburbs takes a vacation sometime during the summer.

'amen VAC 4- weather

2. When the Vaihrta becomes warm, usually during July, Bob and Jane accompany their parents

OtissLosttv)

to the seaside. 3. In order to reach their destination on the shore, they are obliged to

travel over a mountain range. 4. If they begin their journey before sunrise the first day,

they can see many impressive scenes/in the mountains. 5. The exciting but lengthy trip requires

two full days. 6. While at the beach Bob and Jane spend many blissful hours bathing in the

vactiAion kiep

surf and relaxing on the sunny sand. 7. Summer vacations help^Bob and Jane Qin healthy.

Time Rate Comp.

-7: 1. After their restful and refreshing vacation is over, Bob and. Jane feel quitelit=t4a4

e-slashoce
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prepared for school. 2. When they return from their sojourn at the seashore, they are over-
.

joyad to play with IgAga pets once again. 3. Their parents are delighted to see them tanned

and healthy. 4. School opens within a few weeks after they return home, and during August

c.-ne9)

their mother helps them acquire/the %awl clothing an equipment which they will need later.

c.-bciAss

3..Each year the beginning of school in early September tttla stimulating program of ve

StudeOs can-dai40%1
challenging studies, 6. Bob's favorite subject will undoubtedly be sixth-grade science, whi

ana entering the fourth grade, will enjoy reading( 7. In addition to schoolwork, both will

ond

take music lessons. 8. Jane studies the violin, but Bob prefers the trumpet.

Time Rate Comp.
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3. 1. Mother and Father are proudly making/amoitious plans for the future education of their

children, Bob and Jane. 2. They realize that several factors are going to play a part in the
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ultimate selection of their careers. 3. First of all, the children must be physically and
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also be considered, while a thirefactorC)the attitude of relatives and.
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beginning to realize that the mind of man, which deals pre-eminently with these A1ibols, is a
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significant
an CitA34

significant study in itself. 7. They recognize theltruth"inherent in ci adage, "The proper

study of mankind is man." Time Rate Comp.
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the human mind. 2. Learning that the mind and emotions are"rlosely interrelated, they will
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-10. 1. When Bob and Jane study psychology in college,

discover that virtually all problems which cause disturbance to an individual are associated in
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5. 1. Every morning Father goes to his office by train. 2. He usually leaves the house about

eight o'clock. 3. In rainy weather Mother drives him to the station. 4. When the train

reaches the city at eight forty-five, Father goes to the general offices of his company.

5. An elevator carries him to the eleventh floor. 6. His important position takes hours of

+Safe.

extra time and many evenings he doesn't arrive home until late. 7. Bob and Jane are

Och%oloilanra

dV4990 grittukftt*I3
disappgteted when he works at night, for8rrequently assists than with their lessons.

a.
8. Then, too, if there isAtime after dinner for games, he often plays with them before they

begin to study. Time Rate Comp.

tsr1623 Someritnes

5. 1. Nearly every family living in the city suburbs takes a vacation sometime during the summer..,

2. When the weather becomes warm, usually during July, Bob and Jane accompany their parents

.

to the seaside. 3. In order to reach heirir destination on the shore, they are obliged to

c-o.

(.31
travel over a mountain range. 4. ©f they begin their journey before sunrise the first day,

they can see
tvmplmayl
Impressive scenes in the mountains. 5. The exciting but lengthy trip requires,

Vcogleh

040Y.11 their

two full days. 6. While at the beach Bob and Jane spend many blissful hours bathing in the

surf and relaxing on the sunny sand. 7. Summer vacations help Bob and Jane keep healthy.

Time Rate Comp.
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1. 1. Although Bob and Jane now think they will eventually comply with their parents' wishes in
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may later turn more in the direction of an intensive study of the human mind. 2. One day, while

discussing with their science instructor the diffetendes between human beings and animals, they

discovered that human mentality differs chiefly from animal mentality in being essentially

preoccupied with symbols. 3. They realized, for the first time, that theY themselves were

employing symbols. 4. They learned that a symbol is a sign or word which refers to something,

an object, :a person, or.a concept and -that nearly all knowledge is a product of 0,#:94.
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of human relations which confront our present-day society are both baffling and challenging; as

00(644Lon-ilta:
intelligent citizens we can and should contribute to ultimate solution by trying conscien-

yr own tbi-Viewiar1 g-Such
ri34,3 CSetlatiously to understand our behavior. 8. bucft injunctions as "Don't take yourself too

our
seriously" have in the past been fashionable attempts at disposing of personal problems.
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9. However, they are4little"more than avoidance mechanisms which ignore the real causes of

Canotkcantsimirl
behavior; in light of current psychology they may in fact be considered anachronistic.
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6. 1.. Nearly every family living in the city suburbs takes a vacation sometime during the summer...

2. When the weather becomes warm, usually during July, Bob and Jane accompany their parents

to the seaside. 3. In order to reach their destination on the shore, they are obliged to

ravel over a mountain range. 4. If they begin their journey before sunrise the first daY,

Ei6q8U1
can see many impressive scenes in the mountains. 5. The exciting but lengthy_trip require,;
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two full days. 6. While at the beach Bob and Jong spend many blissful hours bathing in the

surf and relaxing on sunny sand. 7. Summer vacations help Bob and Jane keep healthy.
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7. 1. After their restful and refreshing vacation is over, Bob and Jane feel quite adequately
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prepared for school. 2. When they return from their Ittoglat the seashore, they are over-

joyed to play with their pets once again. 3. Their patents are delighted to see them tanned

and healthy. 4. School opens(mithin_a_ferks a ter they return home, arg)during August
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mothertheir mother helps them acquire the new clothing and equipment which they will need later.
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5. Each year the beginning of school in early September brings a stimulating program of very

challenging studies. 6. Bob's favorite subject willOiCroubtedly be sixth-eradeAcience,lairilb

eddaionea
entering the fourth grads, will enjoy reading. 7. In addition to schoolwork, both will

take music lessons. 8. Jane studies the violin, but Bob prefers the trumpet.
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1. Mother and Father are proudly making ambitious plans for the future education of their
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children, Bob and
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eve 2. They realise that several factors are going to play a part in th(

ultimate selection of their

mentally equipped for

training program must

careers. 3. First of all, the children must be physically snd

the professions a their choice. 4. Dfinancial cost of the necessary
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also be considered, while a third factor is the attitude of relatives and

riinds-. 3. Obviously, Bob and Jane are not yet able to make a final choice. 6. Parents often
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ambitions for their children, and Mother and Father hope that Bob and Jane.wil

aliseLBobirourge resent ha!
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facinated by aviation. 8. Although Jane has

Shed
family thinks that she is ideally suited for the

aspired to be a kindergarten teacher, her

nursing profession.
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9. 1. Although Bob and Jane now think they will eventually with their parent:to:pi:hes in
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choosing medicine as their profession, a recent school incident indicates that their interests

may later turAore 4:EiDdirection of an intensive study of the human mind. 2. One day, while
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discussing with their science instructor the differences between human beings and animals, they

discovered that human mentality differs chiefly from animal mentality in being essentially

preoccupied with symbols. 3. They realized, for the first time, tUmiztiemaeveswere
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zCiFrOFETM33ohsyn 4. They learned that
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symbol is a sign or word which refers to something,
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such as an object,
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person, or a concept and that nearly all knowledge is a product
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of symbolic.
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expression. 5. They discovered that symbols are used in languages, mathematics, and muslc; and
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they learned that even Ae flag is a symbolic emblem of patriotism.
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beginning to realize that the mind of man, which deals pre-eminently with these symbols, is a
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significant studystudy CV ftselt. 7. They recognise the truth inherent in the a age, "The proper

6. Thus, Bob and Jane are

study of mankind is man." Time Rate Comp.
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the human mind. 2. Learning that the mind and the emotions are closely interrelated, they will

.discover rhat_virtuallv_all_oroblems_mhichcause disturbance to an individual are associated
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some degree with his emotional life. 3. A person's "emotional adjustment" not only affects his
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ogy has proved conclusively that harmony or discord among persons, far"from occurring fortuitous-
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principles

ly, can be explained by the same principle of cause and effect t which operates in other fields of

science. 5. There appear to be two general causes of group tensions: the first is genetic in

character; and the second, related to the cultural milieu in which we live. 6. Scholars in
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various areas of study, among whom we find anthropoloryists, sociologists, and statisticians,
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have joined the psycholotist in assiduous investigations in this complex field. 7. The problems

of human relations which confront our present-day society are both baffling and challenging; as-
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intelligent citizens we can and should contri e to their ultimate solution by trying conscien-

tiously to understand our own behavior. 8. Such injunctions as "Don't take yourself too
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seriously" have "in the past been fashionable attempts at disposing of personal problems.

9. However, they are little more than avoidance mechanisms which ignore the real causes of
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behavior; in light of current psychology they may in fact be considered anachronistic.
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flower garden. 6. She tends it nearly every day (Dahout an hour. 7. Mother does all her

c -with
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wortl(with great care. Time Rate Comp.
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5. 1. Every morning Father goes to his office by train-f 2. He usually leaves the house about

t-drives
C-Incriher drive c-sWion t-w&en

Mother
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eight o'clock. 3. In rainy weather Mother drives him to the station. 4. When the train

reaches the city at eight forty-five, Father goes to the general offices of his company.
arta an
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Om elevate( Carries

5. An elevator carries him to theleleventh floor. 6. His important position takes hours of

doesn't

extra time, and many eratiltsiedoesn't arrive home until late. 7. Bob and Jane are

disappointed when he works at night, for he

the" tto of
CalF3

8. Them, if there is time after dinner for games, 'he often plazs with them before they

assist-
lesson

frequently assists them with their lessons.

begin to study.

6. 1. Nearly every family living
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takes a vacation sometime during the summer.

t-peents
Jean tpre3
Jane accompany their parents.
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shore, they obliged to.

2. Menthe weather becomes warm, usually during July, Bob and

to the seaside- 3. In order to

mariatangsziao,
travel over a mountain range.

reach their destination on the

4. If they begin their journey before sunrise the first day,
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they can see many impressive scenes in the mountains. 5. The exciting but lengthy trip
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two full day40 6. 111111 at the beach Bob and Jane spend many blissful hours bathing in the

Sean

surf and relaxing on the sunny sand. 7. Summer vacations help Bob and Jane Keep healthy.
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5. 1. Every morning Father goes to his office by train. 2. He usually leaves the house about

e-when

eight o'clock. 3. In rainy weather Mother drives him to the station. 4. When the train

oWice
reaches the city at eight forty-five, Father goes to the general offices of his company.

5. An elevator carries him to the eleventh floor. 6. His important position takes hours of

and. man, evenings vie doesnl- 4-aniV4

extra time, and many evenings he doesn't arrive home until late. 7. Bob-and Jane are

disappointed when he works at night, for he frequently assists them with their lessons.

8. Then, too, if there is time after dinner for games, he often plays with them before they

begin to study. Time Rate Comp.
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2. When (he weather becomes warm, usually during July, Bob and Jane accompany their parents-
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to the seaside. 3. In order to reach their destination on the shore, they are °bilged to

travel over a mountain range. 4. If they begin their journey before sunrise the first day,-:
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they can see many impressive scenes in the mountains. 5. The exciting but lengthy trip re uires4

two full days. 6. While at the beach Bob and Jane spend many blissful hours bathing in the

surf and relaxing on the sunny sand. 7. Summer vacations help Bob and Jane keep healthy.
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restful and refreshing vacation is over, Bob and Jane feel quite adequately::
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and healthy. 4. School opens within a few weeks after they return home, and during August

their mother helps them acquire new clothing and equipment which they will need later.

each year Jei,e, beg inning oQ school

5. Each year the beginning Cof schooll in early September brings a stimulating program of very

challenging studies. 6. Bob's favorite subject will undoubtedly be sixth-grade science, while

Jan
Jane entering the fourth grade, will enjoy reading 7. In addition to schoolworke.both will

tit* c-1806
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take music lessons. S. Jane studies the violin, but
DBob

prefers the trumpet.
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3. 1. Mother and Father are proudly making ambitious plans for the future education o their

0 LkibicengS Bob Gerbi
p eiftilaiceil 0 Bob and uhe
childrenr'Bob and ane. 2. They realize that several factors are going to play a part in the

ultimate selection of their careers. 3. First of all, the children must be physically and

mentally equipped for the professions of their choice. 4. The financial cost of the necessary

c-o0atives
91-0Nr0"5. Crb

training program must also be considered, while a third factor is the attitude of relatives and

c-often

friends. 5. Obviously, Bob and Jane are not yet able to make a final choice. 6. Parents often

entertain secret ambitions for their children, and Mother and Father hope that Bob and Jane will
c.nnediofte

branch of Emtal
keoc brand oc
^enter some Pranch of medicine. 7. They visualize Bob in surgery; however, at present he is

with
facinated by aviation. 8. Although Jane has always aspired to be a kindergarten teacher, her

family thinks that she is ideally suited for the nursing profession.
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9. 1. Although Bob and Jane now think they will eventually comply with their parents' wishes in
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choosing medicine as their profession. a recent schoolrincident indicates that their interests
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may later turnAmore direction of a intensive study of the human mind. 2. One day, while
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discussing with their science instructor the lit=es between human beings and animals, they
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animalsdiscovered that human mentality differs chiefly from animal mentality in being essentially

preoccupied with symbols. 3. They realized, for the first time, that they themselves were

employing symbols95 4. They learned4that a symbol is a sign or
ants {ghat near 13
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0:3)that nearly allsuch as an object, a person, or a concept

word which refers to something,

knowledge is a product of symbolic

expression. 5. They discovered that symbols are used in languages, mathematics, and music;
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they learned that SVGA the flag is a f=lic emblem of patriotism. 6. Thus, Bob and Jane are
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beginning to realise that the mind of man, which dealsApre-eminently these symbols, is a
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significant study in itself. 7. They recognize the truth/inherent in the adage; *The proper
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study of mankind is man."

10. 1. When Bob and Jane study psychology in college,

the human mind.
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they will further penetrate the intricacies of
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2. Learning that the mind and the emotions arc. ciosely/interrelated, they will
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discover that virtually allAproblems which
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cause disturbance to an individual are associated in

some degree with his emotional life. 3. A person's "emotional adjustment" not only affects his
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influence thus]own happiness and eguiiibrium, but also has a profound influence on his associates; t us it is
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axiomatic that emotions areOfundamental considerationAin all human relationships] 4. Psychol-
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ogy has proved conclusively that harmony or discord among persons, far from occurring fortuitous-

ly, can be explained by the same principle of cause and effect which operates in other fields of
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science. 5. There appear to be two general causes of4r§uu tensions: the first is genetic in
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character; and the second, related to the cultural milieu in which we live. 6. Scholars in
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various areas of study, among whom we anthropologists, sociologists, and statisticians,
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assiduous
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have joined(Bpsychologist in assiduous investigations in this complex field. 7. The problems
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of human r
telstettelaonsm

which confront our present-day society are both baffling and challenging; as
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conswent
should contribute to their ultimate solution by trying conscien-

tiously to understand our own behavior. 8. Such As "Don't tfke yourself too
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seriously" have in the past been fashionable attempts at diNvrir osing o peersonal problems.
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5. 1. Every morning Father goes to his office by train, 2. Re usually igiles the house about

eight o'clock. 3. In rainy weather Mother drives him to the station. 4. When the train

ogfice
reaches the city at eight forty-five, Father noes to the general offices of his company.

aUvokor
5. An elevator carries him to the eleventh floor. 6. His important position rakes hours of

extra time, and many evenings he doesn't arrive home until late. 7. Bob and Jana are

disappointed when M. works at night, for he frequently assists them with their lessons.

8. Then, too, if there is time after dinner for games, he often plays with them before they

begin to study.
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6. 1. Nearly every family living in the city suburbs takes a vacation sometime during the summer.
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2. When the weather becomes warm, usually during Any, Bob and Jane accompany their parents
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to the seaside. 3. In order to reach their destination on the shore, they areCOM:rello

travel o": a mountain range. 4. If they begin their journey before sunrise the first day,
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they can see many impressive scenes in the mountains. 5. The exciting but lengthy trip requires
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two full days. 6. While at the beach Bob and Jane spend many blissful hours athing in the

surf and relaxing on the sunny sand. 7. Summer vacations help Bob and Jane keep healthy.
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7. 1. After their restful and refreshing vacation is over, Bob and Jane feel quite' adequately
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prepared for school. 2. When they return from their sojo n at the seasnore, they are over-

joyed to play with their pets once again. 3. Their parents are delighted to see them tanned

and healthy. 4. School opens within a few weeks after they return horns, and during August
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their mother helps them acquire the new clothing and equipment milieu they will need later.
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S. Each year the beginning of school in early September brings a stimulating
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challenging studies. 6. sot's favorite subject will uncoustedly be sixth-grade science, while
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additionJane entering the fourth grade, will enjoy reading. 7. In addition to schoolwork, both will

take music lessons. 8. bultstudies the violin, but Bob prefers the trumpet.
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children, a and Jana. 2. They realize that several factors are going to play a part in the
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program must also be considered, whileWthird factor is I ifatude of relatives and
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enter some branch of medicine. 7. They visualize Bob in surgery; however, atApresent he is
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facinated by aviation. 8. 'Although Jane hes always aspired to be a kindergarten teacher, her

family thinks that she is ideally suited for the nursing profession.
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choosing medicine as their profession, a recent school incident indicates that their interests

may later turn more in the direction of an intensive study of the human mind. 2. One day, while
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preo00ccnia with symbols. 3. They realized, for the first time, that they themselves were

employing symbols. 4. They learned that a symbol is a sign or word which refers to something,
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and that nearly all knowledge is C4Dinftig3of symbolic
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study of mankind is man." Time Rate Comp.
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intricacies10. 1. When Sob and Jane study psyc_o ogy in college, they will further penetrate the intricacies of
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human mind. 2. Learning that the mind and the emotions are closely imterrelated, they will
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discover that virtually all problems which cause disturbance to an individual are associated in

some degree withhis emotional life. 3. A person's "emotional adjustment" not only affects his
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3. 1., Every morning Father goes to his office by train. 2. He usually leaves the house about

eight o'clock. 3. In rainy weather Mother drives him to the station. 4. When the train

reaches the city at eight fortyfive, Father goes to the general offices of his company.

c-fosition
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5. An elevator carries him to the eleventh floor. 6. His important positionon takes hours of

extra time, and many evenings he doesn't arrive home until late. 7. Bob and Jane are
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assists them
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disappointed when he works at night, for(0 frequently assists t em L1E1P their lessons.

8. Then, too, if there is time after dinner for games, he often plays with them before they

begin to study. Time Rats _Comp.

6. 1. Nearly every family living in the city suburbs takes ',vacation sometime during the summer.
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2. When the weather becomes warm, usually during Bob and Jane accompany their parents
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to thq.seastas. 3. In order to reach their destination on the shore, they are obliged to
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fairgitl ovartimourttain range. 4. If they begin their journey before sunrise the first day,

they can see many impressive scenes in the mountains. 5. The exciting but iZgrily trip VatiPes

two full days. 6. While at the beach Bob and Jane spend many blissful hours bathing in the

Summer
Asurf and telexing on the sunny sand. 7. Summer vacations help Bob and Jane keep healthy.

.1
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7. 1. After their restful and refreshing vacation is over, Bob and Jane feel quite/adequately
t-solootn
CSAJlietn1

-ac 4ifte Nan
prepared for school. 2. When they return from their sojourn at the seashore, they are over-

joyed to play with their pets once again. 3. Their parents are delighted to see them tanned

and healthy. 4. School opens within 1- few weeks after they return home, and during August

their mother helps them acquire the new clothing and equipment which they will need later.

c-stiowlakirt3

5. Each year the beginning of school in early September brings a Stimulating program of very

challenging studies. 6. Bob's favorite subject will undoubtedly be sixth-grade science, while

tcrtktc-ual

tan Bob
Jane entering the fourth grade, will enjoy reading. 7. In addition to schoolwork, both will

take music lessons. 8. Jane studies the violin, but Bob prefers the trumpet.

Time Rate Comp.

tamioluaSi
A. 1. Mother and Father are proudly making ambitious plans for the future education of their

children, Bob and Jane. 2. They realize that several factors are going to play 1 part in the

sotAKon
ultimate selection of their careers. 3. First of all, the children must be physically and

Yanuntcall
mentally equipped for the professions of their choice. 4. The financial cost of the necessary

c-444ikude..

a

c-rdo.fives

)
training program must also be considered, while third factor is the attitude of cVITaves and

c-fitut

friends. 5. Obviously, Bob and Jane are not yet able to m a k e a na choice. 6. Parents often

c.cntcrimCIn
CEn.f.**1
entertain secret ambitions for their children, and Mother and Father hope that Bob and Jane will

enter some branch of medicine. 7. They visualize Bob in surgery; however, at present he is

c-asid
cgs- n51

facinated by aviation. 8. Although Jane has always asp red to be a kindergarten teacher, her

C4111
Poimilv_thinkm_rhat suited_for_the.nursing profession.
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a-wmplAi toitki.iktelec-eate**0
C444roxV1 "Bob coma Jane c -nate Er.$3

k0m0 coeripiet.e -11.-ke,s- pacer&
9. 1. Although Bob and Jane now think they will eventually comply their parents wishes in

o-irldico!ceS
0

choosing medicine as their profession,Irrecent school incident indicatescates that their interests

cAuwtin

aay later turn more in the direction of an intensive study of (41,1- human mind. 2. One day, while

(0
Oc-
geCI) /ey learned that even the flag is a symbolic emblem of patriotism. 6. Thus, Bob and Jane are

VhaircAkcialm4
Abtir Kiwi

beginnin to realize that the mind of man, which deals pre-eminently with these symbols, is I
ilr%ae

y. lf

6)ESa5nLaIl
C.i^5114.. tlrol . .4%.i Crsiranaaj

-Wa. COLvaroS1
significant study in itself. 7. They recognize truth inhereaqg)the adage, proper

discussing with their science instructor the differences between human beings and animals, they

caelOWas rmemkoall elsereticf.l
discovered that human mentality differs chiefly from animal mentality in being essentially

-thew
preoccupied with symbols. 3. They realized, for the first time, that they themselves were

employing symbols. 4. They learned that Cisymbol is I sign or4word which refers to something,

sail% 4he
such as an object, lrperson, or Iconcept an that nearly all knowledge is I product oPsymboli,

480.04expression. 5. They discovered that symbols are used in languages, mathematics, and music; and

study of mankind is man." Time Rate Comp.

tfasa4a4V3 n-travceLsaz3
10. 1. When Bob and Jane study psycnol gy in college, they will

human mind. 2. Learning that the mind and thIemotions

further penetrate the Intricacies of
*4.ec-40.1i11%

4..1411

ost-tirAe4.4rad3
are closely interrelatea,4179w 1

discover that virtually all problems which cause disturbance to an individual are associated in

iS

some degree with his emotional life. 3. A person's "emotional adjustment"not only affects his

down happiness and iliglitga but also has a profound influence on histigtaciates
WrioSn

thus it is,

ursoamakul
tonstdenr.d

adf:Mrithat emotions are a fundamental consideration in all human relationships. 4.1401POR

2 01
887



Iona usive [far -ASuWq
ogy has proved conclusively that harmony or discord among persons, far from occurring tortuitous-

410.4-iihne
011$4 1he field

ly, can be explained by the same principle of cause and effect which operates in other fields of....

2albscience. 5. a .1 ri t4
appear to be two general causes of group tensions: the first is net

character; end the second, related

various Gress 0

have joined the

f study, among whom

C; oat adys
trig, Wit as 3

C40-1)

to the cultural milieu
DoEtjul

in which we live. 6.
9- saciotogi yt-s

CSSID &la]
we find anthropologists, soc ologists, and s

ps c logist in ss uous investigations in t s complex field.

of human relations which confront our praerrAltstfociety are both baffling and

6.4z4 WONVOil
EA1-naj

intelligent citizens we and should Igggiab
-tue

le to their ultimate solution by

c-Such
iSAntia

8. Such injunctions as "Don't take yourself too

Lifs
fashionable attempts at kteding of personal problems.

c-MCC anistni Oc-cauies of
twaktsnslara Efrialcae3

tioudly to understand our own behavior.

11616 ttlli 4141.
seriously" have@ the past beef

ScholarWsAien

ratthSclirstile5 3

7. The problems

challenging; as

trying conscien-

Oatuse 09
9. However, they are little more than avoidancemechanisms which ignore the real causes of
behavior
kalbaskr
behavior;inlightofclurempythey may intfityUgc o443

srof

q; 6 9- signicicant
41.1 Cevef58Wel

$102,11PCANT

STUDYna TEXT '.sore TAPE WI 2; 40 -40

rA-nce-trLS-LS-tcei
fact be considered Inadbronistic.

Time Rate ' Comp.

ID 046 AGE %0,/ GRADE_os_ SEX M ETHNICITY tiltijte,

READING LEVEL 4./../.e4i/ - 7 tr- S. 7

START
S. 1. Every morning Father goes to his office by train. 2. He usually leaves the house about

eight o'clock. 3. In rainy weather Mother drives him to the station. 4. When the train

reaches the city at eight forty-five, Father goes to the general offices of his company.

S. An elevator carries him to the eleventh floor. 6. His important position takes hours of

difO411
.1211

extra time, ancOlty evenings he doesn't arrive home until late. 7. Bob and Jane are
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disappointed when he works at night, for he frequently assists them with their lessons.

8. Then, too, if there is time after dinner for games, he often plays with them before they

begin to study. Time Rate Comp.

6. 1. Nearly every family living in the city'atgi takes a vacation sometime during the summer.

2. When the weather becomes warm, usually during July, Bob and Jane accompany their parents

to the seaside. 3. In order to reach their destination on the shore, they are obliged to

travel over a mountain range. 4. If they begin their journey before sunrise the first day,

they can see many impressive scenes in the mountains. 5. The exciting but Le gt y trip requires

two full days0 6. While at the beach Bob and Jane spend many blissful hours bathing in the

vacationssurf and relaxing on the sunny sand. 7. Summer vacations help Bob and Jana keep healthy.

Time Rate Comp.

Aar%

7. 1. After their restful and refreshing, vacation is over, Bob and Jane feel quits adequately

44
prepared for school. 2. When they return from their 0 so41jou,1rn10/et the seashore, they are over-

c-once
+

ace
o

joyed to play with their pets c again.. 3. Their parents are delighted to see them tanned

and healthy. 4. School opens within a few weeks after they return home, and during August

their mother helps them acquire the new clothing and equipment which they will need later.

5. Each year the beginning 2L91112112, in early September brings a stimulating program of very

challenging studies. 6. Bob's favorite subject will undoubtedly be sixth-grade science, while

Inc- }ion

Jane entering the fourth grade, will enjoy reading0 7. In &khan to schoolwork,both will

Jan
take music lessons. 8. Jane studies the violin, CO Bob prefers the trumpet.

999 20310 Rate Comp.



c-gtsdN
8. 1. Mother and Father are troudly making ambitious plans for the future education of their

cmilAter.E) Bob
&Mom Sob
children, Bob and Jane0 2. They realize that sPvcrel factors are going to play a part in the

ultimate selection of their careers. 3. First of all, the children must be physically and

mentally equipped for the professions of their choice. 4. /E13) financial cost of the necessary

co.reloictves
; ehtraining program must also be considered, while a third factor is the attitude of r

Creiativet,
s and

cetortd
friends. 5. Obviously, Bob and Jane are not yet able to make a final choice. 6. Parents often

of
cul-tac-iew0 4or
entertain secret ambitions for their children, and Mother and Father hope that Bob and Jane will

-'10m#44-vicooakiv,
*rice (vj

enter some branch of medicine. 7. They visualize Bob in surgery; however, at present he is

Own
facinated by aviation. 8. Although Jane has alwaystasilaglelo be a kindergarten teacher, her

*or The c-avean.3

family thinks that she is ideally suited for againg profession.

Time Rate Comp.

c-tarn
0421%

). 1. Although Bob and Jane now think they will eventually comp y with their parents' wishes in

choosing medicine as their profession, a recent school incident indicates that their interests

may later turn more in the direction of art intensive study of the human mind. 2. One day, while

&Avow?.
discussing with their science instructor the differences between human beings and animals, they

rmaniO ce-stn-iilldiscovered that human, mentality differs chiefly from animal mentality in being essentially

e-pitoccoplaii

%%ems-plied with symbols. 3. They realized, for the first time, that they themselves 4641

praters
employing symbols. 4. They learned that a symbol is a sign or word which refers to something,

such as an object, a person, or a concept Ogthat nearly all knowledge is a product of symbolit
tkrebrLK

ate C-0441

expression. 5. They discovered that symbols are weea in

aso 2
they learned that even the flag is a symbolic emblem o

languages,

1.tr.104m1
atriotism.

mathematics, and music; and 7

6. Thus, Bob and Jane are



beginning to realize that the mind of man, which ?eels pre-eminently with these symbols, is a
k3

$h45 c-A1 %tile EIN-441
DC

significant study in itself. 7. They recognize ihe truth inherent in the adage, "The proper

study of mankind is -asks." Time Kate Comp.

tonitos 044 cortfae : $4a3
10. 1. When Bob and Jane study psycholoty in college, they will further penetrate the intricacies of

ctrittrilewtik13
iks rialterlitrl

the human mind. 2. Learning that the mind and the emotions are closely interrelated, they will

VS01)trIS)I c. i Nctivi duo.k

discover that virtually all problems which cause iMsturbance to an fatnlual are associated in

c-emlotcrod osliAATmCoi$

some degrea with his emotional life. 3. A person's nig:tidal adjustment" not only effects his

caxtu'a -bc; am1 c. ass or.i ates
tiot,aluistb7

own happiness and equilibrium, but also has a profound influence on his islociates; thus It is

ClaXlomgidat emotions areOfundamental consideration in all himmaii allkOttps. 4. Vng11.1-3:-

il'

(f.*S1414)

FgA ara.i
ogy has proved conclusively thatLhagtglor Siligkilemong persons, far from occurring fortuitous7,

ly, canail;ttled by5gPsame principletfcaus:41 effect which operates IR other fields of wT

science. S. There appear to be two general causes of group tensions: the first istagefgd----

a-Tmmd Caratol
ti-houobei) and

character; and the second, related CO the Callural mdlieu in which we live. 6. scholars in
6:206026irki.A3ek.-1.413

04 ;e141411:14$
ACC

smfie3
virlaus AtrailLs among whom we finWCantagPollas17411ta, and eta is

a. -4141* in c-uses
mike, irda criinutti4500 0 s Get.

have joined the psychologist in Wingd2 aestigations in this complex field. 7. The problems

of human relations which confront our present-day society are both baffling and challenging;

usecan4NmmaC-S%mold
ba

should
At

intelligent citizens we can and should contribute to their ultimate solution by trying4conscien-

1.011-%11-V1.41114.43 beelum.s
.

044 cal.( 0 cis 50
tiously to understand our own behavior 8. Such injunctions as "Don't take yourself too

etshiemtdie

seriously" have in the past been fatinonsble attempts at disposing of personal problems.

teAKkniamasnl

,.--. -i. However, they are little more than avoidancecatniad which ignore the real causes of
113.0%%ey .1040
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PSYCWHaartST

STUDY:ma TEXT Gilmore TAPE tet?;4o-45 ID 04I AGE t ck GRADE clr SEX M ETHNICITY taniit
So; S -ao

:READING LEVEL t4/RA7/- 11. 41 iii )1214 T eZ - Gt. 7

START
'J4. I. Mother waves good-by to Father each morning. 2. She begins the housework soon after ha

leaves. 3. Bob and Jane help her before they go to school. 4. They dry the dishes and clean

oAllr Mother
`woes

ribt G-trsdoocs
Wal mane CO3

their own rooms. 5. After Mother hes finished the work indoors, she goes out to her pretty

flower soden. 6. She tends it nearly every day for about an hour. 7. Mother does all her

work with great care. Time Rate Comp.

5. 1. Every morning Father goes to his office by train. 2. He usually leaves the house about

c-umaisef
rup,w41.0001

eight o'clock. 3. In rainy weather Mother drives him to the station. 4. When the train

ogica,

reaches the city at eight forty-five, Father goes to the general offices of his company.

5. An elevator carries him to the eleventh floor. 6. His important position takes hours of

extra time, and many evenings he doesn't arrive home until late. 7. Bob and Jane are

disappointed when he work-s at night, for frequently Mints them with their lessons.

tbi.014

i)41?8. Then, too, if there is time after dinner for games, he often plays with them st3ore they

begin to study. Time Rate coop.
t- weem*4m someMmmm

i. 1. Nearly every family living in the cityAufrb; takes a vacation sometime during the summer.

2. When the weather becomes warm, usually during July, Bob and Jane/accompany their parents

c-secade
co.g4Mle

to the seaside95 3. InAorder to reach their aestination on the shorelthey are alliWi tots1
order

Wal

sea 206



travel over
la Out

mountain range. 4. if they begin their journey before

c-bmichz, mot.n-A.milets

4 *Int AwunitutiftS
they can sea many impressive scams in the mountains. 5. The exciting

c-blissful
Cb11.23

two full days. 6. While at the beach Bob and Jane spend many blissful

sunrise the first day,

c -h.
'cri4k

but lengthy trip requires
0-bodhirl
EkagA)

hours Ming in the

surf and relaxing on the sunny sand. 7. Summer vacations help Bob and Tenn keep healthy.

Time Rate Comp.

. 1. After their restful and refreshing vacation is over, Bob and Jane feel quite/adequately

rsomdc,

prepared for school. 2. When they return from their sojourn
)

at the seashore, they are over-

joyad to play

and healthy.

with their pats once again. 3. Their parents
Coo( a. C-crui

nA4 Q, to
4. School opens within a few weeks after they

are delighted to see then/' anned

return home9 and during August

their mother helps them acquire the new clothing and equipment which they will need later.

to earl $iffkUttOilA
5, Each year the beginning of SChooleestily September brinsestimulatinI program of very

[and sayisadabln

challenging studies. 6. Bob's favorite subject will/undountedly be sixth-grade science, while-

Jana entering the fourth grade, will enjoy readin10 7. In addition to schoolworO both will

take music lessons. 8. Jana studies the violin, 6:3) Bob prefers the trumpet.

Time Rate Comp.

8; 1, Mother and Father are proudly making/ ambitious plans for the future education of their

children,Bob and Jana. 2. They realize that several factors are going to play 'part is thi

C6111111 selection of their careers. 3. First of all, the tilIPIn must be physically and
I4-f-fart-aPA-Sall

mentally equipped for the professions of their choice. 4. The financial cost of the necessary
reilaiavvi

e -444 tulle traid4.73
oe r_240 4ute teal

training program must also be considered, while a third factor is the attitude ofArelatives and _
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E0+- vr8s113
friends. 5. Obviously, Bob and Jane are not yet able to make a final choice. 6. Parents often

6-guilt-fair%

entertainrtain

t-o mbilions
mmeir

secret =alone for their children, and"Hother and Father hope that Bob and Jane will

c-nutchiime
Cle6stel

enter some branch of 110 kin*. 7. They visualize Bob in surgery; however, at present he is

facinated by aviation, B. Although Jane has always aspired to be m kindergarten teacher, her

c.ideA4
tE44/1

family thinks that she is ideally suited for the nursing profession.

Sr6+'
Time Rate Comp.

STUDY aati TEXT Gilmore TAPE ;10X1442 ID_C62. AGE iO, GRADE og SEE M ETHNICITY tarti1e.

,READING

START
5. 1. Every morning Father goes to bis office by train. 2. He usually leaves the house about

..

eight o'clock. 3. In rainy weather Mother drives him to the station. 4. When the train

tp-fiSsz)
reaches the city ay. eight forty-five, Father goes to the general offices of his company.

S. An elevator carries him to the eleventh floor. 6. His important position takes hours of

Wara time, and many SVenla$S he doesn't arrive home until late. 7.Bob and Jane are

disappointed when he works at night, for he frequently assists them with their lessions.

B. Then, too, if there is time after dinner for games, he often plays with them before they

begin to study. Time Rate Comp.

4-4mCri
(

S. 1. Nearly very family living in the city suburbs takes a vacation Sometime during the Slimmer.

Jut t

2. When the weather becomes warm, usually during July, Bob and Jane accompany their parents

C.-obliged

to the seaside. 3. In order to reach their destination on the shore, they are =In= to

travel over a mountain range. 4. If they begin their journey before sunrise the first day,

894



they can see many impressive scenes in the mountains. 5. The melting but lengthy trip requires

CiPeoMult in ihe
athihe

two full days. 6. While at the beach Bob and Jane spend many/blissful hours
(D
bbathim

(n

Itc.clof

wilif and relaxing on the sunny sand. 7. Summer vacations help Bob and Jane keep healthy.

Time Rate Comp.

7. 1. After their restful and refreshing vacation is over, Bob and Jane feel quite adequately

Cies-dpfnl
prepared for school. 2. When they return from their sojourn at the seashore, they are over-

joyful to play with their pets once again. 3. Their parents are delighted to see them tanned

and healthy. 4. School opens within a few weeke after they return home, and during August

their mother belpe them acquire the new clothing and equipment which they will need later.

5. Each year the beginning of school in early September brings a stimulating program of very

challenging studies. 6. Bob's favorite subject will undoubtedly be sixth-grade science, while

Jane entering the fourth grade, will enjoy reading0 7. tn addition to schoolworkitboth will

take music lessons. 8. Jane studies the violin, but Rob prefers the trumpet.

Time Rate Comp.

1. 1. Mother and Father are proudly making ambitious plans for the future education of their

children, Bob and Jane. 2. They realise that several factors are going to play a part in the
cSticaPton

ialn1LnCW*01403043Al
ultimate selection of their careers. 3. First of ell, the children must be physically and

*tic

mentally equipped for the professions of their choice. 4. The financial cost of trnecessery.,

4b 4-attitude G-reiettuei and
Et; 44-4 wg ria

training program must also be considered, while third factor is the iglinde of relatives and

can
friends. 5. Obviously, Bob end Jane are not yet able to make a final choice. 6. Parents often

... . ..-- a a. as or me z
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entertain secret ambitions for their children, andthergwill

enter some branch of medicine. 7. They visualize Bob in surgery; however', at present he is

c-Ospired
Ca3

facinatzd by aviation. 8. Although Jane has always aspired to be a kindergarten teacher, her

family thinks that she is ideally suited for the nursing profession.

Time Rate P.

eAummA4

9. 1. Although Bob and Jane now think they will eventually My with their parents' wishes in

andLiantl

choosing medicine as their profession, a recent school fncident indicates that their interests
Loa)

may later turn more in the direction of an intensive study of the human mind. 2. One day, while

discussing with their science instructor the differences between human beings and animals, the
4-tmenteliV5pCDC-discaveregi

QCaLSgmel fnerAVIN
- chlinuLl EfTern

discovered that human mentality differs chiefly from Rimal mentality in being essentially

preoccupied with symbol5e 3. They realized, for the first time, that the were

fn
employing symbols 4. whey

aA,
learned that a symbol is a sign or word which refers to something,

al, cur a.

such as an object, a person, or a concept and that nearly all knowledge is ®product of4symbolir

expression0 5. They discovered that symbols are used in 11114.14L, mathematics, and music; and

aXpeubriAmos)
they learned that even the flag is I symbolic emblem of"patriotism. 6. Thus, Bob and Jane are
4-txemvoll

'Oho@ 1114 441e
beginning to realize that the mind °Moan, which deals pre-eminently these symbols, is a
Csammut-oukumUl
is c-inVentas.naLS3 w
C)moil Wwwit- tS33311significant study in itself. 7. They recognize the truth inherent in theca 44,1

"The proper

study of mankind is man." Time Rate Comp.

tfizeKalarctO
1.4401

intricacies10. 1. When Bob and Jane study psychology in college, they will further penetrate the intricacies of

in - -Varian -0
4Shuman mind. 2. Learning/ that the mind and (a emotions are closely interrelated, they will
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&Owl)
discover that virtually all problems which cause disturbance 620en individual are associated in

some degree with his emotional life. 3. A person's "emotional adjustment" not only affects his

Icr*CAm3 T04601113 Ectuan1
own happiness and equilibrium, ealso has a profound influence on his associates; thus it is

Olkgszwneatgl OuumiaAilh
El) at201 *421 _

axiomatic that emotions are 0 fundamental consideration in human relationships. 4. Psycnol-

cfwi401113
c

ogy hasprove conclusively that harmony or discord among persons, far from occurring tortuitous-

ly, can be explained by the same principle of cause and effect which operates in Otter fields of

iVAKe e-gpmmr klott iv)*

science. S. There inar tg D. two general causes of group tensions: the first is genetic in

teu.144
character; and the second, related to the cultural milieu in which we live. 6. Scholars in

Canemptatacisishl ESaarc410.1.9.12,tsts1 rseactibn2)
various areas of study, among whom we find anthropologitts, sociologisrs, ind statisticians,

CkzaticladyM
Cf fttal lehaasl inmeiftaalion 't e, problem

have Joined the piycnotogist in s uous investigations in this complex field. 7. The Problems'

of human relations which confront our presentltsociety are both baffling and challenging; as

icanStni(p
intelligent citizens we can /and should contribute to their ultimate solution by trying conscsen-ati.

l
-

Curt-aptykian21
tiously to understand our own behavior. 8. Such injunctions as "Don't take yourself too

EdislporMMO3
seriously" have in the past been fashionable attempts at disposing of personal problems.

c-avociance.
Ahem- Cam4e

9. However, they are little more than avo dance mechanisms wnich ignore the real causes of

*tun mo5 fn tact Consiaef Den4_14san"0

behavior; in light of current1WWW may 4u fac0 be considered anachronistic.
lAnDe

Time Rate Comp.
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-srowiTo" TEXT Gilmore TAPE 20; i; So -6O ID 04 S AGE 10.10 GRADE. SEX M ETHNICITYWinite

READING LEVEL war I-1_41-L11647,2- jO. ST
rrAtisnr WoR(140,0
6. 1. Nearly every family living in the city suburbs takes a vacation sometime during the summer.

2. When the weather becomes worm, usually during July, Bob and Jane accompany their parents

to the seaside. 3. In order to reach their destination on the shore, they are obliged to

travel over a mountain range. 4. If they begin their journey before sunrise the first day,

they can see many impressive scenes in the mountains. 5. The exciting but ledgthy trip requires

two full days. 6. While at the beach Bob and Jane spend many blissful hours bathing in the

c-on 4iNe. sumo.% 40.nd

surf and relaxing on he :=10 W. 7. Summer vacations help Bob and Jane keep healthy.

Time Rate Comp

cards -KuJailil

7. 1. After their restful and refreshing vacation is over, Bob and Jane feel quite adequately

tsocatarn)
prepared for school. 2. When they return from their so3o rn at the seashore, they are over-

joyed to play with their pets once again. 3. Their parents are delighted to see them tanned

and healthy. 4. School opens within a few weeks after they return home, and during August

their mother helps them acquire the new clothing and equipment which they will need later.

enutaki ag

5. Each year the beginning of school in early September brings a stimulating program of very

challenging studies. 6. Bob's favorite subject will undoubtedly be sixth -grade science, while

Jane entering the fourth grade, will enjoy reading. 7. In addition to schoolwork, both will

take music lessons. 8. Jane studies &violin, but Bob tigge-rs tAe trumpet.

Time

8911 212

Rate Comp.



1. Mother and Father are proudly making ambitious plans for the future education of their

children, Bob and Jane. 2. They realise that several factors are going to play a part in the

ultimate selection of their careers. 3. First of all, the children must be physically and

mentally equipped for the professions of their choice. 4. The financial coat of the necessary

training program must also be considered, while a third factor is the attitude of relatives and

friends. 5. Obviously, Bob and Jane are not yet able to make a final choice. 6. Parents often

(QM
entertain secret ambitions for their children, and Mother and Petheehope that Bob and Jane will

enter some branch of medicine. 7. They visualise Bob in surgery; however, at present he fa

facinated by aviation. B. Although Jane has always aspired to be a. kindergarten teacher, her

family thinks that she is itea suited for the nursing profession.

Time Rate Comp.

4. 1. Although Bob and Jane now think they will eventually comply with their parents' wishes in

choosing medicine as their profession, a recant school incident indicates that their interests

may later turn more in the direction of an intensive study of the human mind. 2. One day, while

discussing with their science instructor sla differences between human beings and animals, they

ika
discovered that" human mentality differs chiefly from animal mentality in being essentially

preoccupied with symbols. 3. They realised, for the first time, that they themselves were

employing symbols. 4. They learned that a symbol is a sign or word which refera to something,

such as an object, a person, or a concept and that nearly all knowledge is a product of symboli(

expression. B. They discovered that symbols are used in languages, mathematics, and music; and

899 213
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.1.403.gagrned,that even.tke flag 111(1111Yabolic emblem.of patrzatiem. 6. Thus, Bob and Jane are



31.t
primenuno

ntii Ibeginning to resifte that the mind of man, which deals pre-eminantly with these symbols, is a

significant study in itself. 7. They recognize the truth inherent in the a age, "The proper

study of mankind is man." Time Rate Coup.

10. 1. When Bob and Jane study psychology in college, they will further penetrste the intricacies of

interrelated,the human mind. 2. Learning that the mind and the emotions are closely interrelated, they will

discover that virtually all problems which cause disturbance to an individual are associated in

some degree with his emotional life. 3. A person's "emotional adjustment" not only affects his

own happiness and equilibrium, but"also has a profound influence on his associates; thus it is

hit
axiomatic thavemotions are a fundamental consideration in all human relationships. 4. Psychol-

ffbeticiosti
ogy has proved conclusively that harmony or discord among persons, for from occurring -fortuitous-

ly, can be explained by the Sim principle of cause and effect which operates in other fields of

science. 5. There appear to be two general causes of group tensionsa the first is genetic in

charscter; and the second, related to the cultural milieu in which we live. 6. Scholars in

various areas of study, among whom we find anthropologists, sociologists, and Olkalcians,

have joined the psychologist in iliguogrinvestigations in this complex field. 7. The problems

of human relations which confront our present-day society are both baffling and challenging; as

intelligent citizens W4 can and should contribute to their ultimate solution by trying conecien-

Csom-satuankli)
tiouloy to understand our own behavior. 8. Such injunctions as "Don't take yourself too

Cr Ci.t
t- 4a arefaftS EA3
rf0411011 atimmvis

seriously" have in the past been tesnionable attempts at disposing of personal problems.

9. However, they are little more than avoidance mechanisms which ignore the reel causes of

Ei.AWildo4U.M1.0.1
behavior; in light of current psychology Imlay ',fait be considered anachronistic.
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4. 1. Mother waves good-by to Father each morning. 2. She begins the housework soon after he

leaves. 3. Bob and Jane help her before they go to school. 4. They dry the dishes and clean

their own rooms. 5. After Mother has finished the work indoors, she goes out to her pretty

flower garden. 6. She tendeit nearly every day for about an hour. 7. Mother does all her

work with great care. Time Rate Comp.

5. 1. Every morning Father goes to his office by train. 2. He usually leaves the house about

eight o'clock. 3. in rainy weather Mother drives him to the station. 4. When the train

O. *ice
reaches the city at eight forty-five, Father goes to the general otfices of his company.

Cur,-194art-tritpct-SaVan2i-koke
DAvlortamj fel'

5. An elevator carries him to the eleventh floor. 6. His impOrtant position takes hours of

evenirvoi
extra time, and many evenidgs he doesn't arrive home until late. 7. Bob and Jane are

work. -Progilt,0614
disappointed when he works at night, for he frequentiy assists them with their lessons.

8. Then., too, if there is time after dinner for games, he often plays with them before they

begin to study. Time Rate Comp.

nterty tv4e3 o-Coolati lives vac4.4whort toimekillWS

family
EV) orala tomm

vacation6. 1. Nearly every family living in the city su urbs takes a vacation sometime during the summer.

2. When the weather becomes warm, usually during July, Bob and

E4L4-44.insa413

to the seaside. 3. In order to reach their destination on the

Jane accompany their parents

cOsi5
shore, they are obliged to

travel over a mountain range. 4. If they begin their journey before sunrise the first day,.
C.-retuveS -4

tAKStaaani5 Efkraiouw:

Curilmelan23 talcs) Nerwit C6Ktaaa.'.
they can see many impressive scenes in the mountains. 5. The exciting but lengthy trip requires
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two full days. 6. While at the beach Bob and Jane spend many blissful hours bathing in the

surf and relaxing on the sunny sand. 7. Summer vacations help Bob and Jane keep healthy.

Time Rate Comp.

c-ceRiNshknq Claiv011
01144003 44MA1

1. After their restful and refresning vacation is over, Bob and Jane feel quite adequately

prepared for school. 2. When they return from theirChlibint the seashore, they are over-

4.tannd
CAY47.1

joyed to play with their pets once again. 3. Their parents are delighted to see them tanned

c-o.ftee
ore

and healthy. 4. school opens within a few weeks a
Wrter

they return home, and dUring August

Ase, ne..1 CKloaSt1

their mother helps them acquire the quipciothing and Amami which they need later.

c. b04.01
1410 be5. Each year the begtnning la school in early September Wings a =atlas program of very

6NaHtm±le etuclepAS LoiA4% is
challenging studies. 6. Bob's favorite subject will undoubtedly be sixth-grade science, while

Jane entering the fourth grade, will enjoy reading0 7. In addition to schoolworaboth will

wee
take music lessons. S. Jane studies the violin, but Rob prefers the trumpet.

STOP
Time Rate Comp.
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5. 1. Every morning Father goes to his office by train. 2. He usually leaves the Msge about

eight Oclockpi 3. In rainy weather Mother drives him to the station. 4. When the train

reaches the city at eight forty-five, Father goes to the general offices of his company.

tfil

5. An elevator carries him to the eleventh floor. 6. His important position takes hours o

extra time, and many evenings he doesn't arrive home until late. 7. Bob and Jane are
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disappointed when ha works at night, for he frequently assists them with their lessons.

S. Then, too, if there is time after dinner for games, he often plays with them before they

begin to study. Time Rate Comp.

6. 1. Nearly every family living in the city suburbs takes a vacation sometime during the summer.

2. When the weather bezames warm, usually during July, Bob and Jane CZCZPItifitheir parents

to the seaside. 3. In order to reach their destination on the shore, they are obliged to

travel over a mountain range. 4. If hey begin their journey before sunrise the first day,

4-irapfalive
Ceel Ot541C1

they can see many impressive scenes in the mountains. S. The exciting but Lengthy trip require!

two full days. 6. While at the beach Bob and Jane spend many blissful hours bathing in the

surf and relaxing on tha sunny sand. 7. Summer vacations help Bob and Jane keep healthy.

Time Rata ,Comp.

=sdectucONA3

7.. 1. After their restful and refreshing vacation is over, Bob and Jane feel quitaileiquataly

c.spahon&

prepared for school. 2. When they return from their sojourn at the =lore, they aseover-

joyed to play with their pets once again. 3. Their parents era delighted to,saa them tanned

and healthy. 4. School opens within a fiw weeks'after they return ham and during August

their mother helps them acquire the new clothing and equipment which they will need later.

5. Each year the beginning of school in early September brings a stimulating program of very

CokoAltvW(t4
ao.nnelt3
challenging studies. 6. Bob's favorite subject will undoubtedly be sixth-grade science, while

Jane entering the fourth grade, will enjoy reading. 7. In addition to schoolwork, both will

take music lessons. S. Jane studies the violin, but Rob prefers the trumpet.
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1. Mother and Father are proudly making ambiti us plans for the future education of their

C 3children, Bob and Jane. 2. They realise that several factors ere going to play a part in Oa

se4Horts
ultimate selection of their careers. 3. First of all, the children must be physically and

mentally equipped for the professions of their choice. 4. The financial cost of the necessary

Ucen6wwal c tit)
training program must also be considered, while a third factor islaRattitude of reiatives and

friends. 5. Obviously, Bob and Jane are not yet able to make I final choice, 6. Parents often

entertain secret/ambitions for their children, and Mother and Father hope that Bob and Jane will

presententer some branch of medicine. 7. They visualize Bob in surgery; however, athpresent he is

C-facciaa.htd

0,43 caysleal
fecinated by sviat on. 8. Although Jane has always aspired to be Tlindergarten teacher, her

idea[
family thinks that she is ideally edited for the nursing profession.

Timm Rate Comp.

c-low

9. 1. Although Bob and Jane now
kamo

think they will eventually comply with their parents' wishes in

choosing medicine as thwir profession, a recent school incident indicates that their interests

co.dii(ector, tintenstve c-4.0htle..".
Cdwve41 tnsoil .

may later turn more in the direction of an Intensive study of the human mind. 2. One day, war e'
lilurnan bmals

c..heirwas c.thel,.;

Int%11 ii,a441.-
discussing. with their science instructor the differences between human tinge nd animals, cney .,.

%

e-chicill

discovered thatAhuman mentality differs chiefly from animal CgrAiy in being iilligiii11
Ahe nnentuA4 cii;ef

.c-patoccufied

iglupled with symbols. 3. They realized, for the first time, that they themselves were
1-4.mplowag..4040,q.eit

C UM* 10.tpis?)
em loymmx symbols. 4. They learned that a symbol is a sign or word which refers to something,

such as an objactofDperson, or T c at and that nearly all knowledge is a product oftsggt

14,41.4-4eMx0.4
Ceots-rtirl
expres on. 5. They discovered thsillydeals are used in Irguages, mathematics, and music; and

IL fit "-P3
iho.t. man r.-the album 2 904-

earned..thae...aven. the flag is a relvatill Mallof atiltiirs;.$426.-./Thas, Bob. and Jane-lir



beginning to realize that the
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significant study in itself.

study of mankind is man."

18. 1. When Bob and

E. tpel-"untiltatiJ
mind osAman, which deals pte -eminently with these symbols, is a
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7. They recognize the truth inherent in the adage, the proper

0_124 3

Time Rate Comp
p
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Cf 47.4 t.n - al
Jane study psychology in college, they will further penetrate the intricacies of

Untar-cal-e0.463the human mind. 2. Learning that the mind and the emotions are closely -Interrelated, they will
C.- inci.i.Actuct.1
LiAlauttIa-olEvaMarW) cau.ses tunov., ss.ban

discover that virtual-yr all problems which cause disturbance to an individual are associated in

actiustfneArt
some degree with his emotional life. 3. A person's "emotional adjustment" not only affects his

own happiness

t c6 fat. nal
ELK- 'cad tb-bna roma

and equilibrium, but also has a ptofound influence on his associates;

a-reWionsimeS
Er; lei.ca nsi.?

consideration in all human relationships.

,;-#1,Ado.mental
eutanwdrk. (fanl
axiomatic that emotions are a fundamental

r-coArsivet
[Kan--14494q.

rtfOODVaeraNKAO -14M1)./ -An
ogy has proved conclusively that harmony or discord among persons, far from*occurring fortuitous-

4his :* is

thus Clis"
Ma, 144404'.
1.-43e1
C,i'Ld3L

4. PsyChol-

Int
ly, can be explained by the same principle of cause and effect which operates in other fields of

science.

c -*wt.
Vhe

5. Therme

character; and the

various areas

have joined

ca3(4.L.*Lg3

IA riaatilLELitaf7
appear/to be two general causes of group tensions: the first is genetic in

t-a4U44)
cwafara 1 1 t tint

relakcs
second, related to the milieu in which we live. 6. Scholars in

aryl Csoasat- ad3o41-si P

Ake.
0- uorvttwo, potositts
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orstudy, among yip we find anthropblogists, sociologists, and statisticians,

St. C. O.o iauctus
Cg134 ,f cas-s44-du

the psychologist in assiduout investigations in this complex field.

,/
ticarirar

ofAhuman relations which confront our

-erileas
Lsaan

intelligent citizens we can and should

7. The problems

C-so(SeAl
ES 0+03

present-day sckiety are both baffling and challenging; as

P-consatAktort.
..totxgriocAn,

contribute to their ultimate solution by trying^conscien-

tiously to understand our own behavior. 8. Such injunctions as "Don't take yourself too
c-aLl CALS DivtbzL, 3
ai

seriously" have in the past been fashionable attempts at disposing of personal problems.

(3-414g-pnvzimu3
t megaznaviamzi

little more than avoidance mechanisms which ignore the real causes of

cprokes1

9. However, they are

.behavioliin light of

STOP

csa a.t smoke taammon-L5-11A1
current psychology they may itff be considered anachronistic.
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5. 1. Every morning Father goes to his office by train. 2. Be usually leaves the about

toh
eight o'clock. 3. In rainy weather Mother drives him to the station. 4. When the train

reaches the city at eight forty-five, Father goes to the general offices of his company.

5. An elevator carries him to the eleventh floor. 6. His important position takes hours of

extra time, and many evenings he doesn't arrive.home until late. 7. Bob and Jane are

Mier

isappointed when he works at night, for he frequently assists them wit R Air lessons.

8. Then, too, if there is time after dinner for games, he often plays with them before they

begin to study. Time Rate Comp.

6. 1. Nearly every family living in the city suburbs takes Irvacation sometime during the summer.

2. When the weather becomes warm, usually during July, Bob and Jane accompany their parents

a-dtstination

to the seaside. 3. In order to reach their destinationination on the shore, they are obliged to

travel over I mountain range. 4. If they begin their journey before sunrise the first day,

ixewsl
re

they can sae many impressive scenes in the mountains. 5. The exciting but lengthy trip
Drequis

two full daya. 6. While at the beach Bob and Jane spend many blissful hours bathing in the
4%ie

c-on 4% fumy
at tint Sono% Sand,

surf and relaxing on the Bundy sand. . 7. Summer vacations help Bob and Jane keep healthy.
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7. 1. After their restful and refreshing vacation is over Bob and Jane feel quite adequa

ONivonl
prepared for school. 2. When they return from their sojdUrn at the seashore, they are over-

joyed to play with their pats once again. 3. Their parents are delighted to see them tanned

and healthy. 4. School opens within a few weeks after they return home, and during August

their mother helps them acquire the new clothing and equipment ch they will need later.

5. Each year the beginning of school in early September brings a stimulating program of very

c ons n5Ov
a aliaening studies. 6. Bob's favorite subject will undoubtedly be sixth-grade science, while

Jane entering the fourth grade, will enjoy reading 7. In addition to ichoolworki?both will

take music lessons. 8. Jane studies the violin, but Bob prefers the trumpet.

Time

tarbIt141S. 1. Mother and Father are proudly making am it us plans for the future education of their

Rate Comp.

children, Bob and Jane. 2. They realise that several factors are going to play 1 part in the

ultimate selection of their careers. 3. First of all the children must be physically and

co.nmentAlb

mentally equipped for the professions of their choice. A. The financial cost of the necessary

training program must also be considered, while a third factor is the attitude of relatives and

friends. 5. Obviously, Bob and Jane are not yet able to make a final choice. 6. Parents often

Ctft-isf-itt.41

entertain secret ambitions for their children, and Mother and Father hope that Bob and Jane will

enter some branch of medicine. 7. They visualize Bob in surgery; however, at present he is

c-teaaiw

aspiredalways aspired to be ltkindergarten teacher, herfacinated by aviation.

family thinks that she

8. Although Jane has

is ideally suited for

C

p o eipleiStors

C 0
the nut!!! ss0ion.
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9. 1. Although Bob and Jane now think they will eventually comply with their parents' wishes in

C-15,

choosing medicine as their profession, a recent school incident indicates that their interests

may later turn more in the direction of an intensive study of the human mind. 2. One day, while

tilts -KASLD1
discussing with their science instructor the differences between human beings and animals, they

discover mervra.11y meaviroa4
discovered that human mentality differs chiefly from animal mentality

c.- realized
Eli- a.L1

Cri?3
preoccupied with symbols. 3. They reaiized, for the first time, that

in being essentially

they themselves were

employing symbols. 4. They learned that a symbol is a sign or word which refers to something,

c-V^Ak c-rodoct
tpraco1

such as an object, a person, or 117 conceot and Ita, nearly all knowledge is a product of symbolic

aft c-used
utuan

expression. 5. They discovered that symbols are useeiu languages, mathematics, and music; and

Cpar-44...Coot3
EPar4r.-Ira]

they learned that even the flag is -1 symbolic emblem of phtriotism. 6. Thus, Bob and Jane are

beginning to realize that the mind of man, which deals pte-eminently with these symbols, is a

iniwora'
significant study in itself. 7. They recognize truth inherent in the adage, "The properege

study of mankind is man." Time Rate Comp.
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10. 1. When Bob and Jane study psychology in college, they will further penetrate the Intricacies
6
of

Cov44tMeUeAl
the human mind. 2. Learning that the mind and the emotions are closely interrelated, they will

rstorliakil uittin causes 14
discover that virtually all problems which cause disturbance to individual are associated in

some degree with his emotional life. 3
Cal
.

also

tLawfultor %am)
own happiness and equilibrium, but

A person's "emotional adjustment" not only affects his

C.44A C- aSSoc 40ms A,te n
Chae 3 Eprolacalortd3tAfIGarts1 Csai1 vt'u
has S. profound influence on his associates; thus (g) is

CIW5kMmirnhAa CfAndar-cothrall Eivta.likW1
axiomatic that emotions are ® fundamental consideration in all human relationships. 4. PsychoI-

Ehr-tiShi i 1
ogy has proved conclusively that harmony or discord among persons, far from occurring fortuitous-

_
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eausts
ly, can be explained by the same principle of cause and effect which operates in other fields of

{they

science. 5. There appear to be two general causes of group tensions: the first is genetic in

nomaa
character; and the second, related to the cultural milieu in which we live. 6. Scholars in

Cvss-i851 have. V.2e, aikkoMcoladys)
various areas of study, among whom we find anthropologiits,

Cutv43-0.-Nu.-canl
Efia.a.iad3Lst-1 Ewsf,604bs1

have joined the psychologist in assiduous investigations in

csrma-tatiaml
rstv; 5+e- a73

sociologists, and statisticians,

c.-c.nraptex
CKafikpeK s

this tompiex held. 7. The problems

c.-6241inoL
Eganearnt3 011..m.q3

of human relations which confront our present-day society are both baffling and
c-calzens

vnkettimt tsi..tan)
Q.U.rtiivInt -the
intelligent citizens we can and should contribute to their ultimate solution by

ODC-0.$

challenging;as

E wan- sitnvixii.
trying conscien-

DWI inpnctioA
tiously to understand our own behavior. 8. such injunctions as "Don't take yourself too

seriously" ti D in the as been fashionable attempts at disposing of personal problems.

tinavaenasiaarnil
cv..v7Alans3 Vriat 3

9. However, they are little more than avoidance mechanisms which ignore the real causes of

`maga'
Oilituvac) goAlaSi3

anachronistic.

STOPbehavior;

in light of current psycnozogy they may in fact be considered anachronistic.

STOP Time Rate Comp.
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4. 1. Mother waves good-by to Father each morning. 2. She begins the housework soon after he

leaves. 3. Bob and Jane help her before they go to school. 4. 64757yThe dishes and cleati)

5. After Mother has finished the work indoors, shea-oes out to her_prett39

Clover Bearden74 6.(the tends iDnearly every day for about an hour. 7. Mother does all her

cAptin great.
4ime,

work with great care. Time Rate Comp.

5. 1. Every morning Father goes to his office by train. 2. He usually leaves the house about
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eight o'clock 3. In rainy weather Mother drives him to the station. 4. When the train

c -5043 %
got,. cAt.e,

reaches the city at eight forty-five, Fatlier SW to the general offices of his company.

c-inkfortont
up urnpori

5. An elevator carries him to the eleventh floor. 6. His important position takes hours of

extra time, and many evenings he doesn't arrive home until late. 7. Bob and Jane are

disappointed when he works at night, for he frequently assists them with their lessons.

dinner c -for
tic

8. Then, too, if there is time after dinner
ifor g

games, he often plays with them before they

begin to study. Time Rate Comp.

c-takes

takes6. 1. Nearly every family living in the city suburbs takes vac_tioAometime during the summelpf

2. When the weather becomes warm, usually during July, Bob and Jane accompany their parents
clUsad

tabia5id3

to the seas/deli 3. In order to reach their destination on the.shore,A
E/ obligedare obliged to

travel over rmounr . range. 4. If they begin their journey before sunrise the first day,
-,fe ctwating but

c scents +At CIAO
C41 6e excng but

they can see many impressive scenes in the mountains. 5. The exciting but lengthy trip requires

two full days. 6. While at the beach Bob and Jane spend many blissful hours bathing in the

e) Summer /6403.ti *A helps
4143 rt.10:4

summer vo,comen
surVand relaxing on the sunny sand 7. Summer vacations help Bob and Jane keep healthy.

Time Rate Comp.

Craiit4u1
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7. 1. After their restful and refreshing vacation/ is over, Bob and Jane feel quite adequately

Etele-olarni) Sea itwAy-e ail
prepared for school. 2. When they return from their sojoUrn at the seathore, tHey are over-

rned.
joyed to play with their pets once again. 3. Their parents are delighted to see them tanaintd

and healthy. 4. School opens withinli few weeks after they return home, and during August
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their mother helps them acquire the new clothing and equipment which they will need later.

e..ztnnc,s

hcinc
S. Each year the beginning of school in early September bridge a stimulating program of very

Dnaaalr,duetdrq
challenging studies. 6. Bob's favorite subject w, 1, undoubtedly be sixth-grade science, while

Jana entering the fourth grade, will enjoy reading 7. In addition to schoolwork, both will

take music lessons. 8. Jane studies the violin, but Rob prefers the trumpet.

Time Rate Comp.

tarabil.413
S. 1. Mother and Father are proudly making ambit ous plans for the future education of their

children, Bob and Jane. 2. They realize that agyitgl factors are going to play 1. part in the/

ultimate selection of their careers. 3. First of ell, the children must be physically and

ttAe c-fiyvlactui
04nal

mentally equipped for the professions of their choice. 4. The financial cost of the necessary

Ctiletv.40.wel
training prowl must also be considered, while a third factor is aattitude of relatives and

c.- obwi ousts

104/4.4kovtI eidoapi3a04 cwt.
atobobi Muni. oge

friends. 5. Obviously, c2Eirrt4Jene Cr. not yet able to make.; final choice. 6. Parents orten

C-aWeiltiem
uni

entertain secret ambitions for their children, and Mother and Father hope that Bob and Jane will

t-mediiint
Cmthol vistAIN 4

enter some branch of medicine. 7. They visualite Bob in surgery; however, at present he IsA

4*fastne.ted p

ifwm,fantoS3
ito.veticarel

acinated by aviatibn. .8. Although Jane has always/aspired to be 1 kindergarten teacher, her

ideal
family thinks that she is ideally suited for the nursing profession.

Time Rate Comp.

9. 1. Although Bob and Jana now think they will eventually comply with their parents' wishes in

choosing medicine as their profession, 3 recent school incident indicates that their interests
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may later turn more in the direction of an/intensive study of the human mind. 2. One day, while

Ecks-sicAsk.01
discussing with their science instructor the differences between human beings and animals, they

menooAlb
e-nuntaial 10K:canoe. C-aAitnat Ea *n4,0114011 P- esserttiatil
Cmtota4 Trawl -forin tan-1 Cistni0 i I

discovered that human mentality differs chiefly from animal mentality in being/ essentially

preoccupied with/ symbols. 3. They realized, for the first time, that they themselves were

tmplo4n4
empldying symbols. 4. They learned that symbol is sign or word which refers to something,

...E2racAlkt3 EsaNbaluc
such as an object, a person, or liconcept and that nearly all knowledge is a product of symbolic

d.ise.6ver
expression. 5. They discovered that symbols are used in languages, mathematics, and music; and

tgusibehX1 cm-iceavu-alas ar43

symbolicthey learned that even the flag is a symbolic emblemlupatriotism. 6. Thus, Bob and Jane are

cgri-amintaVO

beginning to realize that the mind of man, which deals %-ligtetiVy with these symbols, is 't

to ai. aged
cs3

significant study in itself. 7. They recognize the truth inherent in the adage, "The proper

c-rnaW644
tmiX1

study of mankind is man." Time Rate Comp.stop

296912
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tallN IC ITY Black

1.5 lriv FIX Story # I 0 Sorstiosik

C140-10ible OSeen#
467 °coral

It was a beautiful Santember day. The sky was clear and the wind was gently blowing through the

cvIsitin9 4askcif. Iva
C nzio c- b41*//
Z 1,, 47,6443 .1411e$ bass

trees. It was a perfect day for visiting the park, riding bicycles or playing baseball, but no

children were outside in the sunshine because it was the first day of school. Tony sat at his

C04/# ,161c-14,64-de...)
C /4eS 00:44119onwohwi044, 476.4,13

new desk in his new classroom and looked outs the window. Re didn't hear the teacher talking.
c- ereaAt; elq

ltaratcon ohe board Lirecaltof
wana *hi. board 4Yraaj

He didn't see what she wrote on the board. His mind was far awn /dreaming of the happy summer days.

h)Caj

® Res .071674/30#1
4WAIM*940/441W4

James, and Robert were out hiking in the forest.

Story # 2

Time

4MeC"1"beirACtir MMOlL

was
Oqiele were.

They had walked a long way and their were

than
tired. They were about to take s rest when they saw a big brown bear standing next to a tree.

James and Robert had never seen a real bear before, but they knew that bears were dangerous.

Ada& whiff* do
10.18$44 diSOVOIL whaf lo do
hi;n4efd. ro41,1400111

They stood very still for a moment trying to decide what to do. Then they turned slowly around

"Mew", VAto Wk.),

and went back the way they/had come.

STOP
isT(01

0 7,- Eci3soled9

913 .277

Time
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SrAP,1"

It was a beautiful September

Or porps.9*
ceCs-s-st$444

.._FrPorPIP*2
trees. It was per act day

chwrens
L ft (.23
children were outside in the

Story 0 1

day. The sky was clear and

3'44.

c vi ii ti es -01

.Cvsett;1
for visiting the park,

stEMI-,e40/y

P-wiwitwaseoligwv e-ek,o",

altv45w44 (D014141& Ataisi4)

the wind was gently blowing through the

iboit
P.
Lug

riding bicycles or playing baseball, buy/no

Tommy
tZtne

sunshine because it was the first day of school. Tony sat at his

ef did net
new desk in his new classroom and looked out

Athe window. He didn't hear the teacher talking.

cMs 01-e144
didn't £11

He didn't see what she wrote on the board. Hie mind was far Tway dreaming of the happy summer days.

Time
Story 0 2

James and Robert were out hiking in the forest. They had walked Ilong way and their feet were

wAen Wmg.144ty
cArnnenwhen

litiJ3
Mat grali

*he.

tired. They were about to take a rest when they saw lAbig brown bear Standing next to a tree.

James and Robert had never
..iike.ar vide

seen I real bear before, but they knew that bears were dangerous.

4-44401

Comiesee r P3
They stood very still forI moment trying to decide what to do. Then they turned slowly ;round

Coma.
and went back the way that they had come.

sroP
51-01K.Y LI 1+1E __e-/oepie _

ASA FlicT
-314 2*7.8

Time
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STA 7.--r
Story # 2

James and Robert were out hiking in the forest. They had walked a long way and their feet were

tired. They were about to take Trost when they saws big brown bear standing next to 7i tree.

riden3
James and Robert had never seen real bear before, but they knew that bears were dangerous.

They stood very still for a` moment trying to decide what to do. Then thsy turned slowly around

and went back the way that they had come.

Story # 1
Time

reton#013
It was a beautiful September day. The sky was clear end the wind was gently blowing through the

4"stnfo,
trees. It was I perfect day for visiting the park, riding bicycles or playing baseball, but no

children were outside in the sunshine because it was the first day of school. Tony sat at his

Ciatkit1.j
new desk in hie new classroom and looked out the window. He didn't hear the teacher talking.

He didn't see what she wrote on the board. His mind was far away dreaming of the happy summer days.

Slrz7,0

Time

9is 229
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57.Alkr Story 0 1

c-141"111 )41014pki
rdpreialij b10 prl.hretvit

It was a beautiful September day. The sky was clear and the wind was gently blowing through the

trees. It was I perfect day for visiting the park, riding bicycles or playing baseball, but no

children ware outside in the sunshine because it was the first day of school. Tony sat at his

new desk in his new classroom and lvcked out the window. He didn't hear the teacher talking.

He didn't see what she wrote on the board. His mind was far away dreaming of the happy summer days.

Time

Story 0 2

James and Robert were out hiking in the forest. They had walked I long way and their feat were

tired. They were about to take a rest when they saw a big brown bear standing next tali tree.

James and Hobert had never seen a real bear before, but they knew that bears were dangerous.

They stood very still for rement trying to decide what to do. Then they turned slowly around

40m4 Mey
leey

and went back the way they had come.

291 230
Time
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START Story 0 1
P-t/oc Rombei

c-5epiember pctep NT
r:3 clew dy ;tiKA&

It was "st beautiful/September day. The sky was /clear and the wind was blowin9/through tha

pdPidef

trees.
, Laitsel..4..katecrnr, 4.4c.

It was a perfect day for visiting the park, riding bicycles or playing baseball, but no

CO naysat 074 4:s
;Astdeo

children were outside in the sunshine because it was the first day of school. Tony sat at his

opV.IithV C-eaffelg

0440
new desk/in his new classroom and looked out the window. He didn't hear the teacher talking.

c-dAinle ow *dm 444.4.0..p.t

c4de ogey
He didn't see what she wrote on the board. His udnd was far away dreamil/of the happy summer (WM.

Time

Story 0 2

wirer 047 c-Asi-
pare, wa/10, Ohs/ vce/t

James and Robert were out hiking in the forest. They had walked a long way/and their feet were

slfreaAtki,
19,4/0., it 74,47 401,10/ vents] atv4J41 At.

tire5lif ey were about to take a rest when theyiteaw a big brown bea3/standing next to a tree.

e-resi
lastly

James and Robert had never seen real bear before, but they knew that bears were dangerous.

c.4vmmord

r4;westm

They stood very still for I moment trying to decide what,/to do. Then they turned slowly around/1

4eit tik

and want back the way
COML.

the had come.

917 231
Time
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Story # 2

James and Robert were out hiking in the forest. They had walked a long way and their feet were

Men
tired. They were about to take a rest when they saw a big brown bear standing next to a tree.

c..seen
Sapd

James and Robert had never seen a real bear before, but they knew that bears were dangerous.

They stood very still for a moment trying to decide what to do. Then they turned slowly around

AwalC-404,G.
10 ern" 4?...

and went back44the way that theyecome.

Story i
Time

Sit was a beautiful September day. The sky was clear and the wind was gently blowing through the

trees. It was a perfect day for visiting the park, riding bicycles or playing baseball, but no

children were outside in the sunshine because it was the first day of school. Tony sat at his

new desk in his new classroom and looked out the window. He didn't hear the teacher talking.

He didn't see what she wrote on the board. His mind was far away dreaming of the happy summer days.

STar
Time

STDRY /,14 NS 1 0 if was r honnyv/ c- 59.7e in b,go- a do/
a- 4e4r4MA/ cloy CSEPIX23 y

Jo was a c.biuncifvf dayLl f 34 ID)
0 Lip,Jull2.2

tobirs 04 8EAUT i Fg. a. $ arrero Aly
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Story # 1

tor
NT tof3en/anjc/e4/41,
It was 'S beautiful. September day. The sky was clear and the/wind was gently blowing through the

parfik0
0013 on

1, trees. It was a perfect day for visiting the park, riding bicycles or playing baseball, but no

claMirens
children were outside in the sunshine because it was

aoc-iirst day of (sit) o refry sof. c-og e-64)5.

"cern efoy of SchateifThilySat ; L4c2j
the first day of schoo . Tony sat at his

new desk in his new classroom and looked out the window. *He didn't hear the teacher talking.

cireamS
He didn't see what she wrote on the board. His mind was far away dreaming of the happy summer days.

hilit,
Lhalktol
hum.%

James and Robert were out/hiking in

Time

Story # 2

/en, c-way

rwl
the forest. They had walked a long way and their feet were

17-

tired. They were ;bout to take I rest when they saw r big brown bear standing next to tree.

James and Robert had never seen Treal bear before, but they knew that bears were dangerous.

fl
They stood very still for 3 moment trying to decide what

and went back the way that they had come.

1 LiNe4 . .

to do. Then they turned slowly around

Time

oc..._71271Acen.,sc...4 cl:dn't hoar 04e. ,ceacher- C te4-1.7
0 ht.. of:dn'71- 44.(44- -Miro -1.4eachte -2e-ok) 4 ,

HE. -Di Div' 1- I-1 EAR. TN E. TElec# 4 ER, -7, 4 4.1. / N&

;4.:q41f1..._.__ ..c-4;X:05 .. .._ .:_ _
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s-rAltr, Story 0 1

c-Stp#srabar.
Oen L409C

It was I beautiful September day. The sky was clear and the wind was gently blowing through the

trees. It was.; perfect day for visiting the perk, riding bicycles or playing baseball, but no

sa+ of c-loiSfl41a.2
Children were outside in the Sunehthine

0
because it was the first day of school. Tony sat atthis

.1

Dicite03
Odesk in his new classroom and looked out the window. He didn't hear the teacher talking.

400ewes
zdetemt) cord hedsomilems

He didn't see what she wrote on the board. His mind was far away dreaming of the happy summer days.

Time

Story 0 2

IIMPL 04/0 e'hatf
WW/X1

James and Robert were hiking-in the forest. They had walkedli long way and feet were

tired. They were about to takeTr when they 'awl big brown bear standing next to-; tree.

James and Robert had never seenT real bear before, but they knew that bears were dangerdus.

They stood very still fora moment trying to decide what to do. Then they turned slowly around

endGitide)t C-Conte
tat rns.

and wane beck the way that they had co
cai

me.

920 234 Time
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Story 2

James and Robert were out hiking in the forest. They had walkedlr long way and their feet were

tired. They were about to take": rest when they *awl big brown bear standing next toli tree.

Why ore.
James and Robert had never seen 71 real bear before, but they knew that bears were dangerous.

They stood very still fora moment trying to decide what to do. Then they turned slowly around
t-comp74,

1.1.21 '* f Aw4,0c 44., came-
1.44 44414

and went back the way that they ecoae.

Time

Story #1

OYAKI
It was a beautiful September day. The sky was clear and the wind was gently lowing through the

trees. It wee I perfect day for visiting the park, riding bicycles or playing baseball, but no

C.S0mshine.
Lunsal3

children were outside in the sunshine because it was the first day of school. Tony set at his

Ale didn't hew.
Ma. Lt%2J

new desk in his new classroom and looked out the window. He didn't hear the teacher talking.

CIPAr

He didn't sae what she wrote on the board. His mind was far away dreaming of the happy summer days.

STO P

Time

2321 235
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STY, 12.1"

c- Septem bee
Lsa

It was a beautiful September day. The sky was clear and the wind was gently blowing through the

Story # 1

trees. It weal perfect day for Visiting the park, riding bicycles or playing baseball, but no

C-074 C44

set up ,0042.7
children ware outside in the sunshine because it was the first day of school. Tony sat at his

new desk in his new classroom and looked out the window. He didn't hear the teacher talking.

He didn't see what she wrote on the board. His mind was far away dreaming of the happy summer der).

Time

Story # 2

James and Robert were out hiking in the forest. They had walked i long way and their feet ware

tired. They were about to take a rest when they sawl7big brown bear standing next to irtree.

Or Pg./

Jamas snd Robert had never seen.; real bear before, but they knew that bears were dangerous.

They stood very still for 'a moment trying to decide what to do. Then they turned slowly around

twat e. An* Me..

wont C41.18111e,

and went back
A
the way that they had come.
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srAR.7
Story # 2

James and Robert were ouyhiking in the forest. They had walked a long way and their feet were

tired. They were about to take 7i rest when they mewl big brown bear standing next Co 7i tree.

James and Robert had never seen real bear before, but they knew that bears were dangerous.

They stood very still for imoment trying to decide what to do. Then they turned slowly around

and went back the way ha they/had come,

Time

Story 0 1

C.Salif4M44,1
GSJ

It wasl beautiful September day. The sky was clear and the wind was gently blowing through the

trees. It was.; perfect day for visiting the park/riding bicycles or plaFing baseball, but no

e.his

CP6m1.1 set L40.12.7

children were outside in the sunshine because/it was the first day of school. Tony sat at his

new desk in his new classroom and looked out the window. He didn't hear the teacher talking/

He didn't sea what she wrote on the board. His mind was far away dreaming of the happy summer days.

s ror
Time


